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(THE LAST JOURNEY (Translation of MANAZILE AKHERAH

Translator��s Note

Praise be to Allah with all the hymns by which He is praised by the Angels who are nearest
to Him, by His creatures who are most honorable in His sight, and by those adorers who
are best approved by Him. A praise that excels all praise in the same way as the Lord
excels all His creatures. And blessings be on His Messenger, the Prophet of Mercy, and on
His Progeny who are lanterns of darkness and brilliant minarets of Religion and high
standards of greatness. Whatever comes into existence must traverse a path leading to
death, it makes no difference whether it be a man or one of the other countless forms of
life. Allah says in the Qur�an: �Every one on it shall perish, but will remain for ever the
Face of thy Lord, the Glorious, the Gracious� (Surah al-Rahman: 25-26). Allah has created
man for a purpose, but unfortunately, many people do not seem to realize this fact and
even if they do, they cannot be bothered. In fact, they appear to have been convinced
that this life is nothing but a place to have fun and enjoyment as much as possible
because once you die, that is the end of it. But they fail to understand that life begins not
in this world but after death. The few years of life in this world, is nothing but a
preparation for the eternal life. However, we need to bear in mind that our whole life
depends on how well we prepare ourselves during the few years here, to submit or
reject, to believe or deny, to obey or refuse. The Commander of the Faithful (Amirul
Mo�meneen) Ali (a.s) says, If you could see that has been seen by those of you who have
died, you would be puzzled and troubled. Then you would have listened and obeyed, but
what they have seen is yet curtained from you. Shortly, the curtain would be thrown off.
You have been shown, provided you see and you have been made to listen provided you
listen, and you have been guided if you accept guidance.� (Nahjul Balagha: Sermon 20).
Man�s heart never ceases to desire as long as he is in this world. Nonetheless, belief in
the Hereafter will permit him to realize that the opportunities offered by this world are
limited, that the gain to be had from it is very slight, that even the portion which lies within
reach cannot be retained for ever, and that delight and pleasure are not restricted to the
brief days here on earth. He will not be overcome every instant then, by an endless surge
of desire, causing him to form countless attachments and ultimately to lose himself, nor
will he be excessively troubled if he does not acquire an excessive amount of bounties of
this world and the pleasures they yield. Today we clearly observe that material gains
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have taken priority over virtue. Man has abandoned religion and is fast advancing
towards vice & evil. Man�s forgetting death and the day of Resurrection (Qayamat) is
the sole reason for making him unmindful about his deeds (A�amal). On the other hand,
remembrance of death and the Day of Resurrection (Qayamat) frees man from the
absolute attachment to the perishable values of this world. The elevating tranquility that
results from such an orientation of the spirit gives man the ability to resist firmly the
attractions of the world and the demands of the passionate self (nafs.) The Commander
of the faithful Ali (a.s) says, �O people what I fear most about you are 2 things: acting
according to desires and extending of hopes. As regards acting according to desires, this
prevents from truth: and as regards extending of hopes, it makes one forget the next
world. You should know this world is moving rapidly and nothing has remained out of it
except last particles like the remnants of a vessel which has been emptied by someone.
Beware, the next world is advancing. Today is the day of action and there is no reckoning,
while tomorrow is the day of reckoning but there would be no (opportunity for) action.�
Imam Jafar as-Sadiq (a.s) says about the effects of remembering death and the
Resurrection Day: (1) It�s remembrance suppresses the inordinate desires, (2) It uproots
the very foundation of negligence & apathy, (3) With the reminding of Allah�s promise, it
strengthens man�s heart, (4) It softens the hard mentality of man, (5) It demolishes the
banners of inordinate desires & transgression, (6) It suppresses the evil of greediness and
makes the world humble before one�s eyes. The visit to the graves is hence
recommended so that we should be reminded of our death. We all know that during day &
night we recite the following Qur�anic Verse (Ayah) several times in our daily Prayers
(Namaz) so that we are reminded of the Resurrection Day �Master of the day of
Resurrection Surah al-Hamd: 4). A unique and valuable advantage enjoyed by the one
who accepts the principle of an afterlife is that his attitude to material enjoyments will
never be the same as that of the hasty person who is in a state of constant anxiety and
agitation lest his possessions not last him until death. It is only for those who worship this
world that material possessions count as a goal in themselves, those who are advancing
towards the abode of eternity use the bounties of this world as a means for attaining lofty
goal. Imam Jafar as-Sadiq (a.s) says, �The life of man does not amount to more than an
instant. What is passed is now non-existent, you do not fell its pleasure or pain. As for
what is yet to come, you do not know what it is. The true and precious capital of your life
are those few instants you presently enjoy. Master then, your soul, and strive to redeem
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yourself and attain salvation, be steadfast in enduring the rigor of worshipping Allah and
obeying His commandments, and preserve yourself from the pollution of sin and
disobedience to Allah.� (al Kafi). Those traders who think of their future debts and
liabilities, start saving something from the beginning. Similarly those people who are
concerned about death and Qayamat from today give up their bad deeds and start
performing noble deeds so as to present them on the Resurrection Day. The book
�MANAZILE AKHERAH� is written by the great Traditionist, (Muhaddith) Shaikh Abbas
Bin Mohammad Reza Qummi, who was the student of the Celebrated Scholar Mirza
Husain Noorie He was born in Qum in the year 1294 A.H. Many great Ulama like Aqa
Buzurgh Tehrani, Ayatullah Shaikh Mohammad Hassan Aale Kashifal Ghita, Sayyed Abdul
Husain Sharafudeen Musawi etc. were his fellow students. Being a zealous and an
enthusiastic seeker of knowledge, he was held dear by his teacher Mirza Husain Noori,
who loved him more than any of his other students. Shaikh Qummi has authored many
useful and important books viz �Safeenatul Bihar,� �Muntahal Aamal,� �Mafateehul

Jinan� the famous book of supplications (dua�s) etc. He was an expert in the
knowledge of Traditions (Ahadees), Biographies (Rijaal), History (Tareekh) and lives of
Aimmah (a.s) (Seerate Masoomeen). Muhaddith Qummi left for the eternal abode in the
year 1359 A.H. Wisdom (Hikmah) of Ahlulbait (a.s) The present book is translated from the
2nd Edition of the Urdu translation by Maulana Ghulam Husain Mazhar, in which the
translator has added some quotes taken from books like Ma�ad by Ayatullah
Dastaghaib Shirazi, Khazeenatul Jawaher, Ehsanul Fawaed, Tafseere Umdatul Bayan,
Biharul Anwar, Tafseere Anware Najaf etc. which I too have included in my present
translation for further explanation of the subject. I have taken up the translation of the
above book with the sole intention of enjoining good (Amr bil Ma�roof) and warning
against evil (Nahi anil Munkar). I hope the readers will gain benefit from it and prepare
themselves, and collect provisions for the last journey - eternal and perpetual. Last and
foremost, may Allah shower upon Mohammad (s) and his Progeny His Blessings befitting
their distinction as reward for their actions and suitable to the chastity of their lineage.
And his Special Blessings on His Last Deputy and His Remaining Emissary, the Expected
Mahdi (May Allah hasten his glad advent.) AejazAli Turab Husain Bhujwala (Husainee)

Bombay, India. 15 Zilqada 1418 /15 March 1998
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explaination

Ma�ad is derived from the root word Aud which means to return. Hence, the returning of
the spirit (rooh) back to its body is called Ma�ad. Ma�ad is one of the fundamental
principals of Islamic faith and belief in it is incumbent upon all Muslims. After death every
soul shall arise to see the reward or retribution (as the case may be) of their deeds.
Ma�ad consists of stages Death (Maut), Grave (Qabr), Intermediate Stage (Barzakh),
Resurrection (Qayamat) and Paradise (Jannat) or hell (jahannam). Ma�ad cannot be
perceived by the five senses of man, but can be comprehended by reasoning alone. What

happens after death? The Holy Prophet (s) through the medium of Revelation (Wahy) has
explained to us in detail regarding it. Man�s senses has its own limitations beyond which
it is not possible for him to understand. For example a child in the mother�s womb
cannot perceive the vastness of the outside world. In the same manner, a soul captivated
by the influences of matter cannot easily understand the hidden world and it�s realities.
The knowledge of this unseen world is concealed from man and he can only understand it
through the medium of the Holy Prophet (s) and his Vicegerents, the Holy Aimmah (a.s).
Hence to have a better comprehension of the hereafter, we have to rely totally upon
Them, because They are the Inheritors of the knowledge of Allah and His Hidden

.Wisdom

?Is a person��s body effected after death

Many are of the opinion that after death man�s body becomes an absolute nothing like a
dry wood, hence the question of reckoning in the grave does not arise. Such doubts are
the out come of sheer ignorance and lack of belief in the unseen (Ghaib). Speech is the
effect of the tongue and movements are impressions of a living body. But the spirit (rooh)
is motionless and is hence independent of movements. whilst dreaming a man�s tongue
or his lips do not move, and a person awake will bear witness to it. After awakening the
person will narrate the discussions he had with people, he will also claim to have traveled
far off cities, but his body in reality having laid motionless on the bed all throughout the

.night

(Dreams (Ru��ya

Imam Moosa al-Kazim (a.s) states that in the former part of creation, man did not dream.
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Allah sent upon the people His Apostle to guide them towards virtue and warn against
evil. The Prophet advised them that if they followed the Right Path as preached by Him,
they would be successful and be rewarded in Paradise. But if they erred and did not avoid
sin, they would face tribulation in hell. They asked the Prophet as to how could they rely
on something which they had never seen. They said that they observed that after death a
man�s body become motionless and turns into dust, how could then he be rewarded or
chastised for his actions. It is after this incident that they started dreaming in which they
witnessed Allah�s rewards in Paradise and His wrath in hell. They went to the Prophet
and narrated this to him. The Prophet replied that as in the dreams they met people,
conversed with them, and visited far off places, after death even if their bodies would be
reduced to dust, they would still taste chastisement or reward (as the case may be) in

.Paradise or hell

(Death (Maut

Scholars differ regarding the explanation of death. Some call it a continuous phenomenon
(Amre Wujoodi, not the end of life), while others opine that it is terminal one (Amre Adami,
the end of life). But the generally excepted fact is that it is purely a bodily affair. Regarding
death it is said that, �It is a continuous process and the vice versa to life.� The Holy
Qur�an says. Blessed is He in whose hand is the kingdom (of the heavens and the earth),
and He has power over all things, Who created death and life that He may try you, (to
prove) which of you is best in deeds.� (Surah al Mulk: 1-2) The above verse (Ayah) refers
to the purpose of the creation of life and death. Non-existence is not the essence of
creation. If death had been an ending process, the word �Khaliq� (Creation) would not
have been used. Death in reality is the divorce of the spirit (rooh) from the body, and can
be illustrated by many examples. It can be compared to a sailor estranged from his
wrecked ship. The spirit is a light which illuminates the dark body and its components
derive benefit from it. Whereas death is the estranger of this light from the body, leaving
it again in darkness. It is not true that the spirit enters the body, because it is free of enter
and exit. It shares a limited relation with the body, after which it leaves the body for
immortality. In short, the detachment of the spirit (Rooh) from the body is called death
(Maut). It is incumbent upon us to believe that death is a phenomenon solely governed by
the will and command of Almighty Allah only, and He maintains the relation of the spirit to
the body from mother�s womb till the end. He is the Creator (Khaliq) of all things, and the
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Giver of life and death. The Holy Qu�ran says: �Allah takes the spirits (Rooh) at the time
of their death� (Surah az-Zumar: 42). Some ignorant people are of the opinion that the
Angel of death (Izraeel) is an evil demon and an enemy who estranges us from our
children and orphans them. But the reality is that he acts in accordance to the command

.of Allah only and has no personal options

Separation of the Spirit from the body

It is narrated in the tradition of Me�raj that a plank is placed in front of Izraeel, on which
names of all creatures are written. When Allah wills death of any one of His creatures, the
name on the plank disappears, and Izraeel does the needful. It is possible that at one
time death of more than one creature may be ordained. Just as many candles can be
extinguished in a single puff, more than one spirit can be removed together. Surely Allah
is the giver of death as stated in the Qur�an, �Say (O Prophet) the Angel of death who is
given charge of you shall cause you to die. (Surah as-Sajdah: 11) In another verse it is
stated. �Those whom the Angels cause to die while they are unjust to them selves.�
(Surah an-Nahl: 28) Izraeel and his comrade Angels have been assigned the job of
removing the spirits of creatures. An army which follows the commands of their king and
conquers cities, it is said that the said army has conquered the said cities, but in reality it is
the result of the king�s military tacts & warfare. Many examples can be given to prove
the above, but the fact is that it is beyond comparison. As Allah has created this world as a
house of causes (Darul Asbab), He has also created a cause for death. Disease, murder,
accident etc. are some of it�s causes. These act as reasons for the approach of death, if
not there are instances of persons who recover even after a serious illness, while some
die in a blink of an eye. These causes also do not have an independent option, unless
attested by the command and will of the Almighty. Spirits of some men are removed with
ease while some experience severe difficulty. It is narrated in traditions (Ahadees) that
during death some people feel as if their body is being cut asunder by scissors, or are
being grinded in a mill, while some feel as if smelling the fragrance of a rose. It is stated in
the Qur�an: �Those whom the Angels cause to die in a good state, saying - Peace be on
you, enter the garden (of Paradise) for what you did.� (Surah an-Nahl: 32). It is not
necessary that the spirits of all believers (Mo�mineen) be removed easily. Even a
believer who has done good deeds in his lifetime experiences difficulty during death. This
acts as the punishment for sins he committed for which he is atoned for in this very world.
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While for a non -believer this difficulty is an extra punishment of Allah followed by the
ones to come in the Hereafter. �But how will it be when the Angels cause them to die
smiting their backs.� (Surah al-Mohammad: 27) It is also possible that a non-believer
may not experience difficulty during death, this acts as reward for the good deeds he has
committed which is compensated in this very world, leaving their scrolls of deed of any
reward. In reality death is an unfortunate event for a non-believer even though he dies in
comfort, while it is a blessing and felicity for a believer even though he experiences

.difficulty during it

Love of world

Hatred towards death and love of the world is the outcome of an ignorant person�s

mind, who thinks that the happiness of this world is his prosperity and good fortune. The
world sated with numerous troubles and anxieties is out to end in misery & does not enjoy
eternity, perpetuity and sincerity. A poet has referred to this in the following words - �Do

not give your heart to this world, for it�s example is of an unfaithful bride who has never
loved you, even for a night.� The Holy Qur�an says that the love of this world is one of
the characteristics of the disbelievers.� (the disbelievers) are pleased with this world�s

life and are content with it.� (Surah -Yunus: 71) In another place it is stated. �Are you
contended with the life of this world instead of the Hereafter� (Surah al-Bara�at: 38).
For the Jews it is said. � (Every one of them loves that he should be granted a life of a
thousand years� (Surah a1-Baqarah: 96) There are many traditions detesting the love of
world. The Holy Prophet (s) says, �Verily the love of this world is the root--cause of every

.�evil

Friendship with death

It is of utmost importance that man should hold death dear and consider it an opportunity
of meeting with his Almighty, and not hate it and consider it as evil, but should take
lessons from it. He should ask forgiveness from Allah for his sins and tame the rebellious
self (nafs). When the call of his Lord comes, he should welcome it with open arms
accepting it to be a blessing from Allah. He should be contented with the decree (Qadr) of
Allah. He should also rejoice that shortly he would be taken to the presence of Ahlulbait
(a.s) and meet his deceased companions and other believer brothers. He should also not
be disheartened by the delay in death but should consider it as an opportunity afforded
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by Allah to him to repent. This delay would give him a chance to gather provisions useful
for his journey to the other world, for the journey is tiresome and full of dangerous

.valleys & difficult paths

(Relating to the removal of the Spirit and its hardships (Sakarat

And the stupor of death will come in truth, that is what you were trying of escape.��
(Surah Qaf: 19). This stage is full of difficulties & troubles. On one hand a man feels pain,
his tongue turns motionless, his bodily components cease to function, while on the other
hand weeping & wailing of relatives, grief of their separation, orphaning of children, and
the sorrow of leaving behind hardly earned wealth and enormous property for others to
feast upon. The wealth which was sometimes gathered by usurpation or through illicit
means. The dying man remembers his sins and regrets, but alas, the time (to repent) has
passed and accounts closed. Amirul Mo�meneen (a.s) says, �He (the dying person)
regrets over his wealth which he gathered bearing hardships, and now he is being
separated from it, leaving it to be feasted upon by his inheritors. His hard earned wealth is
left for the use of others.� The dying person feels scared, for he is about to enter an
unknown & unexplored world, and is all the more freighted when he witnesses those
things which are totally new to him. The Holy Qur�an says, �Certainly you were
heedless of it, but now we have removed from you your veil, so your sight today is
sharp.� (Surah Qaf: 22) He feels the presence of Angels around him and wonders about
what is in store for him. It has been narrated in traditions (Ahadees) that at the time of
death, the Holy Prophet (s) and the Holy Aimmah (a.s) come near the head of the dying
person, who is able to see them. It is narrated in third volume of �Bihar-al-Anwar� that
once Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s) went to meet one of his companions (Sahabi) who was about
to die. He looked towards the Imam (a.s) and said, �I see the radiant faces of your
Grandfather (the Holy Prophet), Your Father (the Commander of the faithful), Your
Mother (Hazrat Fatema), and the other Imams in Your Ancestry. I also see your luminous
face along with them.� It is a fact that every dying man has a glimpse of the Aimmah
(a.s), according to his love for and knowledge of them. For a believer (mo�min) their sight
is a blessing from Allah, and for a hypocrite (munafiq) and disbeliever it is a sign of
Allah�s wrath. In the Salutation (Ziarat) of Amirul Mo�meneen Ali (a.s) we utter these
words: ���������� ����� �������� ����� �����
����������� ���������� ����� �����
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�����������. Peace be upon Allah�s grace for the upright and Allah�s

chastisement on the tyrants. The dying man is confused, because on one hand Satan
(Shaitaan) with his companions tries hard to spoil his faith (Eeman), and on the other hand
the thought of the arrival of the Angel of death makes him all the more puzzled. He
wonders as to in what state would he (the Angel of death) come and how would his spirit
be removed. The Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s) says, �And when the signs of death
approaches, he knows not what will befall him.� Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Imam
Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) who said that once Hazrat Ali (;A.S.) was suffering from the ailment
of the eye. The Holy Prophet (s) came to inquire about his health. He saw that Ali (a.s) was
in intense pain and was restless because of it. The Prophet asked him, �Is this anxiety
the outcome of the ailment�? Hazrat Ali (a.s) replied that, �I had never witnessed such
a pain before.� The Holy Prophet (to console him) said �O Ali! when the Angel of death
comes to take the spirit of the disbeliever, he brings along with him a club of fire, by which
he removes his spirit and the flames of hell scream at the dying man.� The Commander
of the believers sat upright and said, �O Prophet! Please explain to me the tradition
(hadees), for I do not fell the pain anymore. Will the spirit of anyone from among your
ummat be removed in the same manner�? The Holy Prophet replied, �Yes, three types
of persons from among my ummat too will be subjected to this punishment (1) An
oppressive (Zalim) ruler, (2) Those who unjustly usurp the rights of orphans, and (3) The
bearer of false witness.� Man due to difficulty or ease during death also sees the effects
of his good or bad deeds which he committed. There are also some who turn apostates
during death due to some of their bad deeds. �Then evil was the end of those who did
evil, because they rejected the communications of Allah and used to mock them.� (Surah
ar-Room: 10) It has also been narrated that during death (Sakarat) or afterwards, the
following persons should not be near the dying man: a woman in menses (Haiz) or
Istahaza (irregular period), and a polluted (Junoob) person, because the Blessed Angels
go away and the dying man falls in trouble. Shaikh Sadooq in his book Ilalush Sharaye�
quotes Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) as saying, that woman in menses (Haiz) or a polluted
person (Junoob) should not remain near the dying person, because the Angels feel
disgusted because of it and go away. In the book �Darus Salaam�, the great scholar
Sayyed Murtaza Najafi quotes: Once an extreme epidemic broke in Iraq and Arabia. I was
seated in the courtyard of the Shrine of the Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s) with a
distinguished Scholar (Aalim) Sayyed Mohammad Baqir Qazwini. He was distributing work
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for serving the effected people among us, when we saw a youth who was standing in the
last rank and was struggling to come near the Sayyed, but could not do so because of
immense crowd Suddenly he started wailing aloud, the Sayyed looked at him and told me
to inquire the matter from him. I went to him and asked him the reason for weeping. He
replied, �I desire that if I die in the epidemic, the Sayyed should recite the Prayer
(Namaze Mayyit) over my dead body individually and not combined as he does (due to
many deaths in the epidemic). I returned to the Sayyed and narrated the matter to him.
He promised to fulfill his desire. Next day we saw an infant child who came crying to us.
When we inquired of him he answered that he was the son of the youth who had come us
yesterday with a desire. lie told us that he had become the victim of epidemic and was
about to die, and he was desirous of meeting the Sayyed. Some of us accompanied
Sayyed Mohammad Baqir to meet the dying man. On the way we met a pious man who
was coming out of his house. When he saw us he saluted us, and asked us, as to where
we were going. We answered that we were going to visit a believer who was in his last
moments. With permission he accompanied us in order to share the reward (Sawab).
When we came to the house, Sayyed Mohammad Baqir entered the room first, then one
after the other we entered there in. The dying man was pleased and signaled us to sit. As
soon as the pious man who had met us on the way entered, the dying man�s color
changed. His face turned pale and in rage signaled him to go away. He became restless as
if some trouble had befallen him. We were all the more surprised when we learnt that the
dying man did not even know him, whom we could assume to be his enemy. The man
excused himself and went out but returned back after sometime. This time when he
entered, the dying person was pleased and welcomed him. After sometime we took
permission to leave. On the way we asked the pious man the reason for the sudden
change in the attitude of the dying man. He replied that he was in the state of pollution
(Junoob), and was leaving his house with the intention of performing ceremonial bath
(Ghusle janabat) in the public bath. He met us on the way, and not wanting to miss the
opportunity of performing this noble task accompanied us. He said that when he first
entered the house and saw the dying man�s restlessness, he understood and left. To
make himself sure he returned back after having performed the ceremonial bath (Ghusle
Janabat). He concluded that the dying man had come to know about his impurity because

(the blessed Angels had left him and he felt immense pain. (Khazeenatul Jawaher

Those deeds whose performance eases death
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Shaikh Sadooq quotes from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that he said, �1f a person
wishes that his last moments should be easy, he should maintain cordial relations with his
kith & kin, and be kind to his parents. Whoever does so, death will be eased, and he will
never fall prey to misfortunes in his lifetime.� It is narrated that once the Holy Prophet
(s) went to see a youth who was in his last moments. He told him to recite Kalamae
Tawheed (There is no God but Allah), but they youth could not utter it because his tongue
had turned speechless. The Prophet repeated his order but with no awail. He repeated it
twice but the youth could not answer. The Prophet turned towards a woman who was sat
near the youth�s head and asked her if she was his mother. She replied in affirmative.
He then asked her if she was unhappy with her son. She answered that she was certainly
unhappy, but would forgive him if the Prophet commanded her to do so. The Prophet told
her to forgive him. As soon as she forgave, the youth�s speech returned and he recited
the �Kalema�. The Prophet asked him as to what he saw. He answered that he saw an
ugly looking man who had held him by the neck, and was trying to strangle him. The
Prophet told him to recite the following: O He Who accepts the little (deed) and overlooks
the much (wrong) ��� ���� �������� ����������
��������� ���� ���������� Accept my little (deed) and
overlook my much (wrong) ������� ������ ����������
������� ������ ���������� You are certainly the All-merciful,
the All-forgiving ������ ������ ����������
���������� When he did so, the Prophet asked him as to what he saw now.
He answered that he saw that a handsome man had come to his rescue while the ugly
man had turned back. The Prophet ordered him to recite the above du�a again and after
having done so asked him what he saw. He replied that the ugly man had left, and the
handsome youth was there by his side comforting him. He uttered these words and
breathed his last. The above narration should be understood well, and lesson should be
learnt that parent�s displeasure becomes the reason for anguish in death. Even after
being a companion (Sahabi) of the Prophet, and the Prophet being present besides him,
the youth could not recite the �kalema� and was in agony till his mother forgave him.
Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, �For a person who gives clothes to his brother
believer during the summer or in winter, it is incumbent upon Allah to present the dress of
Paradise to him, make his end easy, and save him from the narrowness of the grave.�
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The Holy Prophet (s) says, �A person who offers to eat something sweet to his brother
.�believer, the pangs of death will be easy on him

Those A��mal which prove beneficial during death and eases its tribulations

Reciting Surah al-Yaseen, Surah as-Saffat and the following supplication (du�a) eases
the tribulation during death: ��� ������ ������ �������
���������� ���������� There is no god save Allah, the All-
forbearing, the All-generous. ��� ����� ������ �������
���������� ���������� There is no god save Allah, the Most High,
the All-great. �������� ������� �����
������������ ��������� �������
����������� ��������� All glory be to Allah, Lord of the seven
heavens and Lord of the seven layers of earth, ����� ��������
����� ����������� ����� ����������� and

whatever is in, between, and beneath them, ������� ���������
���������� and Lord of the Great Throne. �����������
������� ����� ������������ All praise be to Allah, Lord of
the worlds. Shaikh Sadooq narrates from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that he said, �For

the person who fasts on the last day of the month of Rajab, Allah will save him from the
after effects of death.� Fasting on the 24th of Rajab carries great reward (Sawab). One
of it�s merits is that when the Angel of death comes to remove his spirit (Rooh), he
comes in the form of a handsome youth carrying a bowl of the pure drink (Sharabe
Tahoora) and offers him to drink. The dying person does so and dies in peace. The Holy
Prophet (s) says that if a person recites four units (Rak�at) of Namaz on the night of 7th
Rajab in a manner that in each unit (Rak�at) after Surah al-Hamd recites thrice Surah
at-Tawheed, once Surah al-Falaq, and once Surah an-Naas. After finishing the Namaz,
sends Salawat on Us: ����������� ����� �����
��������� ����� ��������� O Allah; (please) bless

Muhammad and his Household and recites ten times Tasbeehate Arba.
�������� ����� All glory be to Allah; ����������� ����
all praise be to Allah; ���� ����� ����� ����� there is no god save
Allah; ������� �������� and Allah is the Greatest Almighty Allah will
offer him shelter under the Throne (Arsh), and give him reward of a person fasting in the
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month of Ramazan. Till the time he finishes the prayers, the Angels pray for his
forgiveness. Allah will ease the pangs of death on him, and save him from the squeeze in
the grave (Fishare Qabr). He will not die until he sees his place in Paradise, and will be safe
from the hardships of Resurrection (Qay�amat) Shaikh Kafami quotes from the Holy
Prophet (s), that he said that a person who recites the following supplication (Du�a) 10
times daily, Allah will forgive four thousand major sins (Gunahane Kabeera) of his, offer
him refuge from calamities at the time of death, the squeeze in the grave (Fishare Qabr)
and Qayamat. Allah will also save him from Satan (Shaitaan) and his army, will pay off his
dues and save him from troubles and anxieties. ���������� �������
������ ��� ����� ������ ������� I am preparing �There

is no god save Allah� to face any horror; ��������� �����
������� ��� ���� ������� and �Only that which Allah wills shall
come to pass� to face any grief and angset; ��������� ��������
��������� ������� and �All praise be to Allah� to face all graces;
��������� ������ ��������� ������� and �All

thanks be to Allah� to face all items of luxury; ���������
����������� �������� ������ and �All glory be to Allah�
to face any astonishing matter; ��������� ������
������������ ������� and �I pray Allah�s forgiveness� to face
any sin; ��������� ��������� ������ �������
�������� �������� ��������� and �We are Allah�s and to
Him shall we return� to face any misfortune; ��������� �����
�������� ������� and �Allah is sufficient unto me� to face any
distress; ��������� ������ ��������
����������� ����� ������� and �In Allah do I trust� to face
any unexpected matter; ��������� ������� �����������
��������� and �In Allah do I take shelter� to face any enemy;

��������� ������ ������������ ��� ������
����� ������� ������ ��������� ����������
���������� and �There is neither might nor power except with Allah, the
Most High, the All-great� to face any act of obedience or disobedience. The recitation of
the following du�a seventy times carries great reward. The least of which is that he will
be given glad tidings that he will enter Paradise: ��� ��������
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������������� O most Hearing of all those who can hear. ���
�������� ����������� O best Seer of all those who can see. ���
�������� ������������ O swiftest in taking account. ���
�������� ������������� O Justest of all those who judge.
Shaikh Kulaini relates from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that he said that the one who
recites Surah az-Zilzal in the Supererogatory Prayers (Nafela), Allah will save him from
earthquake, lightening and the calamities of the land and sky. And during death He will
send this Surah in the form of a handsome youth who will sit besides him and request the

.Angel of death (Malekul Maut) to remove his spirit with ease

Turning away from the Right Path at death

It means that a person should turn away from the Right Path (Sirat al-Mustaqeem) during
death. At the time of death Satan (Shaitaan) comes to the dying man and tries his best to
deceive him and puts him in doubt, so as to turn him away from faith (Eeman). Fakhr
Muhaqqeqeen says that, �A person who wishes to remain safe from the mischief of
shaitaan at the time of death should preserve five proofs regarding the fundamental
principals of faith (Usoole Deen) in his mind, and present it to Allah�s custody, so that
during death these may come as a handy against shaitaan�s deceit. Then he should
recite the following supplication (du� a): ���������� ���
�������� ������������� O Allah; the most Merciful of all those
who show mercy; ������ ������������ ��������
����� ��������� ������ I am depositing with You this faith of
mine and my firmness on this belief; ������� ������
������������ And You are the ever-best of all those who keep deposits.
������ ����������� �������� ������������
And You have commanded us to keep safe deposits that are put with us;

��������� ������� ������ ������� �������
So, (please) keep for me this deposit to give it back to me at the time of my death. Fakhrul
Muhaqqeqeen also says that those who wish to remain safe from shaitaan�s mischief of
abandoning faith during death, should recite dua�e Adeelah with a pure mind and heart.
(Du�ae Adeelah is found in all the renowned books of du�as, and also in the first
volume of Mafateehul Jinaan by the same author). Shaikh Toosi relates from Mohammad
b. Sulayman Daylami that I asked Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that, �Some of your
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faithful followers (Shi�ahs) say that faith (Eeman) is of two types: (1) Permanent & firmly
established, and (2) One which has been given to us as a trust, and also can be ruined.
Please give me a du�a by which my faith may also become permanent and firmly
established.� Imam (a.s) told him to recite the following du�a after every obligatory
prayer (Wajib Namaz): ������� ������� ������ I have submitted
to Allah being my Lord; ������������� ������ �����
�������� ������ �������� and to Muhammad�may Allah send
blessings upon him and his Househod�being [my] Prophet;

��������������� ������ and to Islam being my religion;
�������������� �������� and to the Qur�an being my book;
��������������� �������� and to the Ka`bah being my
direction; ����������� �������� ���������� and to
`Ali being my guardian and leader; �������������
������������� and to al-Hasan and al-Husayn ���������
���� ����������� ����������� ���� �������
and `Ali ibn al-Husayn and Muhammad ibn `Ali ���������� ����
��������� ������� ���� �������� and Ja`far ibn

Muhammad and Musa ibn Ja`far ��������� ���� ������
����������� ���� ������� and `Ali ibn Musa and Muhammad
ibn `Ali ��������� ���� ��������� �����������
���� ������� and `Ali ibn Muhammad and al-Hasan ibn `Ali

������������ ���� ��������� and the Argument [of Allah],
son of al-Hasan, ��������� ����� ����������
�������� Allah�s blessings be upon them, being my leaders.
����������� ������ ������ ������
��������� O Allah: I submit to them as my leaders; �����������
������ so, make me accepted in their sight. ������� �����

.����� ���� ������ Verily, You have power over all things

Those acts which prove beneficial at death

The best deed is to perform Prayers (Namaz) on time. It is related that there is no person
in the east or the west on whom the sight of the Angel of death (Malekul Maut) does not
fall at least five times during the time of Prayers. Whenever the time of death of that
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person comes, the Angel of death (Malekul Maut) recognizes him and helps him to recite
Kalema and shuns away Satan (Shaitaan) from him. It is narrated that once Imam Ja�far

as-Sadiq (a.s) wrote to a person: �Do you wish that you may face death while on the
Right path? And do you wish that your spirit (Rooh) may be removed from your body while
you be performing good deeds? Then hold Allah�s orders dear to yourself and obey
them, and do not waste the bounties offered by Him by being disobedient to Him, and do
not take undue advantage of His Mercy, nor become arrogant. Honor those who follow Us
and respect those who love Us.� The recitation of Dua-e-Tamjeed (Du�a No. 11) of
�Saheefae Kamelah� is beneficial, so as to die while on the Right path and to be saved
from turning away from it. To recite the following supplication (dua) in the Namaz of
Sundays in the month of Zilqad: �������� ��� ������
���������� ������ ���� ����������� Our Lord!
make not our hearts deviate after You have guided us aright, ������ �����
���� �������� �������� And grant us mercy from You;

������� ������ ����������� surely, You are the most liberal
Giver. The other beneficial acts are: To always recite Tasbeehe Fatema (a.s) (34 times
Allaho Akbar, 33 times Alhamdo Lillah, and 33 times Sub-hanallah), to wear ring of
Carnelian (Aqeeq, specially of red color), it is better if the following is engraved on it:
��������� ������� ����� ��������� �������
����� Muhammad is the prophet of Allah and `Ali is the friend of Allah. To recite
Surah al-Mo�menoon every Friday, to recite the following supplication (du�a) seven
times after morning (Subh) and evening (Maghrib) Prayers: ������ �����
����������� ���������� In the Name of Allah; the All-
beneficent, the All-merciful. ����� ������ ����� �������
����� ������� ���������� ��������� There is no
might and no strength save with Allah, the All-high the All-great. To recite 8 units
(Rak�at) Namaz on the night of 22nd Rajab, in each unit (Rak�at) after Surah al-Hamd
recites 7 times Surah at-Tawheed. After ending Namaz, recite 10 times �Salawat�, and
10 times �Istighfar�: ������������ ����� ������
��������� �������� I seek the forgiveness of Allah, my Lord, and I
repent before Him. Sayyed ibne Tawoos quotes the Holy Prophet (s) as saying, that if a
person recites 4 units (Rak�ats) Namaz in the month of Sha�ban, such that in each unit
(Rak�at) after Surali-al-Hamd recites 50 times Surah at- Tawheed, then during death his
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spirit will be removed with ease, and his grave will become spacious, and on the day of
Qayamat when he comes out of his grave, his face will be shining bright like a full moon
and kalmae Shahadat will be The following Incidents will prove helpful for further

:explanation

Incident 1

Fuzail bin Ayaz who was one of the great Sufi Saints, says that he had a pious and
virtuous student. The student once fell ill, and when his death approached, Fuzail came to
visit him and started reciting Surah al-Yaseen. The student requested Fuzail to stop
reciting it. Fuzail then requested him to recite the Kalema, but he refused to do so and
said that he was sick of it (Allah�s refuge). Fuzail was shocked and felt sad at the attitude
of one of his pious students, he returned home and did not come out for some days. One
night he dreamt that the same student was being dragged to the fire of hell by the Angels
of wrath. Fuzail stopped them and inquired of his student as to why was he being treated
in that manner, when he was always a pious and devout student of his. He asked him as
to what was the reason behind his painful end. The student replied that he had three bad
habits in him: (1) Slander, (Woe be on every slanderer & defamer) Surah al-Humazah: I, (2)
Jealousy, (Verily jealousy destroys faith (Eeman) in the same manner as fire destroys
wood. - Usoole Kafi), and (3) Creating mischief, (creating mischief is graver than murder) -
(Surah al-Baqarah: 217). The student also told Fuzail that he once committed an act which
also proved harmful for his Hereafter. He said that once he had a disease, and the doctor
had prescribed him to drink wine for it�s cure. The doctor told him that if he did not do so
he would never be cured. He did as the doctor said. Because of this and the other 3 bad
habits his end was such painful, and he died in the state of shame. For further explanation
of the above narrative, I state below an incident quoted by Shaikh Kulaini, who quotes
Abu Baseer as saying that, Once I was seated in the presence of Imam Jafar as-Sadiq
(a.s), when Umme Khalid binte Ma�badiyyah came and told the Imam (a.s) that since she
knew the prohibition of it�s use, she had come to the Imam (a.s) to take advice
regarding it. Imam Sadiq (a.s) asked her, �What stopped you from using it�? She said
that being one of His devout followers, she wished to be saved from shame, and on the
day of Qayamat if she be questioned about it she could reply that it�s use (or prohibition)
was ordered to her by the Imam (a.s) himself. The Imam (a.s) turned towards me and
said, �O Abu Mohammad! (referred to Abu Baseer), do you pay heed to what this woman
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says�? Then Imam Sadiq (a.s) answered By Allah I never give you permission to
consume even a drop of it, for if you do so, you shall have to regret when your spirit
reaches here.� and Imam (a.s) pointed towards his neck and repeated the sentence

.thrice, and took the woman�s assurance that she had understood it well

Incident 2

Shaikh Bahai states in his book �Kashkol� that there was a person who had spent his
entire life in pleasures and luxuries of this world. When he was about to die, the people
gathered around him and requested him to recite the �Kalema�. But instead of the
�Kalema� the dying man said: Where is that woman who in a state of exhaustion came
to me and asked me the way to the public bath (named Manjab). He said so because one
day a virtuous and beautiful woman came out of her house to have bath in a famous
bathhouse named �Manjab�. She forgot her way and was exhausted searching it. She
saw this man standing near a door and asked him the way to it. He pointed towards his
house and said that the same was the bath house named �Manjab� As soon as the
woman entered there in, the man locked the door and in tented to have illicit physical
relation with her. The virtuous woman sensed that there was no escape from his lustful
fold, and hence pretended to be interested in him. She said that she was a state of
uncleanliness and was proceeding for a bath. She told the man to go and get some scent
for her so that she may perfume and adorn herself for him, and also to get something to
eat as she was exhausted. The man was deceived by her words and went to the market
to buy things. As soon as he stepped outside, the woman thanked Allah for preserving her
chastity and ran away. When the man returned, he understood his mistake and regretted.
Now when his end neared, her remembered this indecent act and instead of reciting the
�Kalema� said the above words. The Incident is to be reflected upon that when the
person was about to die, the sin (even though he had not committed it, but had in tented)
stopped him from reciting the �Kalema�. Shaikh Kulaini quotes Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq
(a.s) as saying that, �One who does not pay even one Qeerat of Zakat due on him
(Qeerat is equal to 21 dinars), will die the death of a Jew or a Christian.� The same
tradition (hadees) is also said about the person who intentionally does not perform Hajj

.even after being capable of doing so

From Death till Grave
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After the spirit (Rooh) is separated from the body, it lingers on the top for sometime.
There after the Spirit of the believer is taken to the Heavens, while that of a non- believer
below. When a believer�s bier is being carried, he calls out: �Hasten me to my eternal
destination,� while a non-believer calls out: �Do not make haste to bury me in my
grave, making way for my chastisement.� During bath of the believer�s dead body, the
Angels ask him if he desires to return to the world back to his kith & kin, to which he
replies that he does not intend to go back to the world of miseries and misfortune. The
Spirit of the dead remains present and witnesses the bath given to his body. It is also
narrated that when the bath is being performed, the dead person feels as if he is being
thrown from height, and the rough hands of the person performing the bath seems to be
smiting him. Hence it is necessary that bath should be performed with gentle hands. The
Spirit hears the voices of the people who have come to attend his funeral. Hence it should
be borne in mind that one should avoid talking during funeral. A woman in menses or
nifaas (blood discharge after childbirth), and a person in the state of pollution should
avoid coming near the dead body, because it becomes the reason for the displeasure of
the blessed Angels, who turn away in disgust. Such acts should be performed for the dead
person which become the reason for Allah�s blessings, viz. remembrance of Allah and
Ahlulbait, (a.s), recitation of Qur�an etc. It is also narrated that after the dead body is
buried, the spirit returns and maintains relation with the body. When it sees that the
people are returning back, knows that from now on it is destined to live alone. It becomes
restless, and says: �Alas! Those children of mine whom I brought up with love and care
have abandoned me, and now my only companions are my deeds (A�amal) which I
performed while alive.� The first glad tidings which a believer receives is in the grave:
�Oh you who believe! Allah has forgiven your sins and the sins of those who attended

.�your funeral

(THE GRAVE (QABR-2

explaination

One of the fearsome stages of the Hereafter is the grave, which calls out daily: �I am the
.�abode of loneliness, I am the house of terror, I am the home of worms

Terror of the Grave
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It is quoted in Man La Yahzaruhul Faqih, that when a dead body is brought for burial, it
should not be buried immediately. For there is no doubt that the terror of the grave
horrifies the dead person, and he seeks refuge from Allah�s wrath. The dead body
should be laid to rest for sometime far from the grave, so that it prepares itself, and gets
accustomed to it. Again one should stop and then take it to the grave. Allamah Majlisi
while commenting on the above, says that even though the spirit is separated from the
body, it is still maintains relation with it, and remains somewhat attached to it. The
darkness and loneliness, questioning by �Munkir and Nakeer�, Squeezing in the grave
(Fishar), and the chastisement in hell are some of the frightful stages. Hence it is
necessary for man to take lessons from a dead man�s state, and reflect upon it,
because one day he himself will have to pass through these stages. Yunus narrates that
one day he asked Imam Moosa al-Kazim (a.s) that, �Whenever I think about the door of
a house, the house becomes narrow in my sight, why is it so�? Imam (a.s) replied, �It is
so because whenever you take a dead body for burial, you should lay it to rest for
sometime near the grave, so that the dead person may ready itself to enter there in, and
collect strength to answer the questions of �Munkir� and Nakeer��. Bara bin Azib,
one of the companions (Ashab) of the Holy Prophet (s) says that one day I was in the
presence of the Prophet, when we saw a group of people gathered. The Holy Prophet (s)
asked them as to why they had gathered? They replied that they had gathered to dig a
grave. As soon as the Prophet heard the name of the grave, he hurried towards it and sat
on one side of the grave. I sat on the other side facing him so as to get a clear view of
what he did. I saw that the Prophet (s) started weeping bitterly so much so that his face
became wet, then he looked at us and said, �O my brothers! Prepare yourselves for this
house.� Shaikh Bahai says that at times he saw many kings and rulers regretting their
sins and wailing over their lives while dying. The Shaikh asked one such person who was
about to die as to what was the reason for such regret. The dying king replied, �What do
you have to say about the person who is proceeding for a journey without having
gathered any provisions for it, and devoid of a helpful companion. He is stopped on the
way in a horrifying grave, to be produced later before the Almighty Ruler, without having
any goodness in store.� Allamah Qutubuddin Rawandi says, that after the death of
Hazrat Maryam (a.s), her son Prophet Isa (a.s) called her, �O mother! Please speak to
me, and tell me whether you are desirous of returning back to this world.� Hazrat
Maryam (a.s) answered, �Yes, I desire to return back, so that during the cold winter
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nights I could recite Namaz, and during the hot summer days I could fast. O my dear!
Verily the way to the hereafter is very difficult.� It is narrated that when the last
moments of Hazrat Fatema (a.s) neared, She called Amirul Mo�meneen Ali (a.s) and said,
�When I die, you bathe me, shroud me, pray Namaz over my dead body, and bury me.
When you do so, sit near my grave for sometime and recite the Holy Qur�an, and pray
for my forgiveness. For verily after death the dead person relies totally on the prayers
(dua�s) and affection of the living ones.� When Hazrat Fatema binte Asad (the mother
of Hazrat Ali) died, Amirul Mo�meneen (a.s) came weeping to the Holy Prophet (s) and
gave Him the new of her death. The Prophet was grieved and said, �My mother has
died.� History bears witness that she had brought up the Prophet affectionately like a
mother. The Prophet (s) gave her his own gown for the shroud (Kafan), and Himself lay in
the grave for sometime before burying her. After burying her, he stood near the grave
and called out: �Your son, your son, not Aqeel, nor Ja�far.� People were surprised and
asked him the reason for uttering these words. The Holy Prophet (s) replied that, �One

day we were discussing about Qayamat, and I said that on that day people will be coming
out of their graves in a state of nakedness. My aunt (Fatema binte Asad) started crying,
so I assured her that I would give her my own gown for shroud, so she would not have to
face that humiliation. She was scared of the squeeze in the grave (Fishare Qabr), so I lay
myself in her grave so as to save her from this too. After burying her, Munkir & Nakeer
came to question her. They asked her about her Lord, she replied that Almighty Allah was
her Lord. Then they asked her about Prophet hood (Nabuwwah), she bore testimony that
I was Allah�s Apostle. But when they questioned her about her Imam, she was a bit
confused. Hence I called out to her that �Your son, your son, not Aqeel nor Ja�far (but
Ali).� Fatema binte Asad was a distinguished lady, who had the honor of giving birth to a
son like Ali (a.s), and herself remaining in the Ka�bah for three days as Allah�s guest.
She was the second woman who accepted the Prophet hood of the Holy Prophet (s) the
first being Hazrat Khadija (a.s) even then she was fearful of the hereafter and wept. And
we being sinful have forgotten our end, and do not take account of our deeds, but are
averse to the terror of the hereafter. Sayyed ibne Tawoos relates from the Holy Prophet
(s) that he said that the first night is the most fearful and difficult for the dead person,
hence give Sadqa for his safety. If you do not have to give anything as �Sadqa� then
recite two unit (Rak�at) Namaz: In the first Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recite twice
Surah at-Tawheed, and in the second Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recite ten times
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Surah at-Takasur. After finishing the Namaz recite the following dua:
����������� ����� ����� ��������� �����
��������� ��������� ���������� ����
������ ������ ����������... O Allah; (please) bless Muhammad
and his Household and send the reward of it to the grave of the dead... so-and-so. (here
take the name of the dead man) Allah will immediately send one thousand Angels to the
grave of the dead person with attires of Paradise, and expand his grave till Qayamat. And
for the one who recites this Namaz, Allah will offer him great rewards and exalt his
position forty times. The other Namaz to be recited on the first night of burial is as follows:
Two Rak�at Namaz is to be recited, in the first Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recite once
Ayatal Kursi, and in the second Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recite ten times Surah al-
Qadr. After finishing Namaz say: ����������� ����� �����
��������� ����� ��������� ���������
���������� ���� ������... O Allah; (please) bless Muhammad and
his Household and send the reward of it to the grave of so-and-so. (here take the name
of the deceased person) My teacher Allamah Mirza Husain Noori (may Allah exalt his
position) quotes in his book Darus Salaam from his teacher Hajj Fath Ali Sultanabadi that
he said: It was my routine that whenever I heard about the death of follower (Shi�ah) of
Ahlulbait (a.s), whether known or unknown to me, I recited (the above stated) Namaz, and
this was not known to anyone else except my self. One day I met one of my friends who
told me that the previous night he saw in a dream a Shi�ah who had died some days ago.
My friend asked him as to how his state was. He replied that he was in deep trouble facing
the consequences of his deeds, till one so and so (he took my name) person recited
Namaz for him. He said that, �May Allah bless his father, he rescued me from severe

.chastisement.� My friend asked me regarding the Namaz and I had to tell him

Those deeds which are beneficial for warding off fear of the Grave

One of them is performing Ruku� with entire recitation. Imam Mohammad-al-Baqir (a.s)
says, that a person reciting entire recitation of Ruku� in Namaz will be saved from the
fear of the grave. And one who recites. ��� ����� ����� �����
��������� �������� ��������� There is no god save Allah
the King and the evident Right. 100 times daily, will be saved from anxiety in the grave, will
become prosperous, and the doors of Paradise will be opened for him. It is also related
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that the person who recites Surah al-Yaseen before going to bed, and the following
Namaz (Namaze Laylatur Raghaib), he will be saved from the terror of the grave. The first
night of the month of Rajab is known as Laylatur Raghaib. The Holy Prophet Mohammad
(s) used to fast on the first Thursday of the month of Rajab, and between Maghrib and
Isha Prayers recite twelve Rak�at Namaz (in two units) as under: In every Rak�at after
Surah al-Hamd recite three times Surah al-Qadr and twelve times Surah an-Naas. After
Salaam recite seventy times: ����������� ����� �����
��������� ���������� ���������� ������� O
Allah: (please do) bless Muhammad, the Ummi Prophet, and his Family Then go into
prostration (Sajdah) and say seventy times: Glorified (is He), Holy (is He), the Lord of the
angels and the Spirit. �������� �������� �����
�������������� ���������� Then sit erect and say seventy
times: O my Lord: (please do) forgive (me), have mercy (upon me), �����
������� ��������� and overlook (my wrongdoings) that You know.
����������� ������ �������� Surely, You are the Most
High, the Greatest. ������ ������ ����������
��������� Then again go into Sajdah and say seventy times: Glorified (is He),
Holy (is He), the Lord of the angels and the Spirit. �������� ��������
����� �������������� ���������� It has been related
that a person who fasts for twelve days in the month of Sha�ban, Allah will send seventy
thousand Angels daily to his grave. And if a person visits an ailing man, Allah appoints an
Angel for him who accompanies him in his grave till Qayamat. Abu Sa�eed Khudri says,
that he heard the Holy Prophet (s) telling Amirul Mo�mineen Ali (a.s), �O Ali! Give glad
tidings to your Shi�ahs that their death will be eased, and they will be saved from the

.�terror of the grave and Qayamat

Narrowness of and Squeeze in the Grave

This event is so horrifying, that it makes a person shiver with fright in this very world.
Amirul Mo�meneen Ali (a.s) says: �O the servants of Allah! The state in the grave of a
person whose sins are not forgiven is more horrifying than death itself. Fear it�s

(grave�s) narrowness, it�s squeezing, it�s imprisonment, and it�s loneliness. Verily
the grave calls out daily: I am the house of loneliness, of terror and worms. Grave is like a
garden of Paradise for a good doer, while it is like a dungeon of hell for the evil doer. Allah
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tells His enemies that He will send ninety nine serpents in their graves, who will tear their
flesh and smash their bones, and this punishment will continue till the outbreak of
Qayamat. if one of the serpents exhales toward this earth, all plants and trees will be
destroyed. O servants of Allah! Your souls are tender, and your bodies delicate, you
cannot confront any ordinary serpent of this world, how then will you face them.� It is
related that Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) used to get up daily in the middle of the night
and call out in a loud voice so that everyone in the house could hear, and would say:
���������� �������� ����� ������
������������ O Allah; (please) help me against the horror of the new
inspection, ��������� ������� ����� �����������
expand for me the tight sleeping-place, ������������ ������
��� ������ ��������� and endue me with the pre-death goodness
������������ ������ ��� ������ ���������
and the post-death goodness. One of his (A.S)�s Supplication (Du�a) is also stated:
����������� ������� ��� ��� ��������� O Allah;
(please) bless me in death. ����������� �������� �����
��������� ��������� O Allah; (please) help me against the agonies
of death. ����������� �������� ����� �����
��������� O Allah; (please) help me against the grief of the grave.
����������� �������� ����� �����
��������� O Allah; (please) help me against the tension of the grave.
����������� �������� ����� ��������
��������� O Allah; (please) help me against the loneliness of the grave.
����������� ���������� ���� ��������
�������� O Allah; (please) give me in marriage the wide-eyed women of

.Paradise

Reasons for the Squeeze in the Grave

Laziness in purifying oneself after urinating, creating mischief amongst people, backbiting
(ghibat), and severing relation with kith & kin are some of the reasons for this
punishment. Sa�ad bin Ma�az was one of the noble men of Ansars. He was held dear by
the Holy Prophet (s) Himself and His companions, to the extent that whenever he came to
meet the Prophet, He used to instruct His companions to welcome him with honor. The
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Prophet Himself stood up to welcome him. Sa�ad was wounded in a battle fought
against the Jews of Qurayza, and later succumbed to the injuries. When he died, seventy
thousand Angels attended his funeral. The Holy Prophet (s) was present bare feet till the
end, and gave shoulder to his bier, and said that the Angels had come to recite the funeral
prayers (Namaze Mayyit), and Jibraeel and Mikaeel were also present alongside him. The
Holy prophet loved him so much that He Himself buried him. Seeing these, the mother of
Sa�ad remarked, �O my son, rejoice at the attainment of Paradise.� The holy Prophet
(s) says that, if a believer (Mo�min) does not help his believer brother even after having
capacity to do so, Allah will send a large serpent named `Ajar in his grave, who will keep
biting at his fingers.� In another narration it is stated that the serpent will keep on biting

.his fingers even though his sin will have been forgiven

?Do people who are drowned or are hanged have to face the Squeeze in the Grave

Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Yunus who says that once Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s) was asked
whether a person who is hanged also faces squeezing. (In the olden days it was a custom
that when a person was hanged, his body was not brought down from the gallows, but
was kept hanging there. As in the case of Zaid bin Ali bin Husain (a.s), he lay in that
manner for three years). Imam Reza (a.s) answered, �Yes, they too shall face it,
because Allah (who has power over all things) orders the wind to squeeze him as the
earth does.� Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says that, �Verily the Lord of the earth and
the wind is One and the same, He commands the wind to squeeze the dead man, and this
squeezing is more painful than the squeezing by the earth.� In the same manner those
who are drowned or are killed and eaten up by the beasts have to face the squeezing. Not
offering thanks to Allah for His blessings and denying them, is also one of the causes of

.( the squeeze in the grave (Fisbare Qabr

Those A��mal which saves one from the Squeeze in the Grave

There are many acts (A�amal) to save one from the squeeze in the grave, but for
brevity�s sake, I state here only seventeen of them. (1) Amirul Mo�meneen Ali (a.s)
says that a person who recites Surah an-Nisa on every Friday will remain safe from the
squeeze in the grave. (2) It is narrated that if a person recites Surah az-Zukhruf, Allah will
save him from the reptiles of the earth, and the squeeze in the grave. (3) A person who
recites Surah al-Qalam in Obligatory Prayers (Wajib Namaz) or Supererogatory Prayers
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(Nafela), will remain safe from this punishment. (4) Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, that
if a person dies between the sunset of Thursday and the sunset of Friday, Allah will
exempt him from this punishment. (5) Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s) says, that the Midnight
Prayers (Namaze Shab) is recommended (Sunnat) for you. So if a person gets up in the
last part of the night and recites Namaze Shab, Allah will save him from the squeeze in the
grave and grant him immunity from the fire of hell, and will increase his age and
sustenance. (6) The Holy Prophet (s) says, that if a person recites Surah at-Takasur
before going to bed, Allah will grant him freedom from this punishment. (7) If a person
recites this supplication (dua�) ten times daily will be saved from this punishment. (The
du�a has already been quoted in Chapter - I under �Those A�mal which prove
beneficial during death and eases it�s tribulations�). (8) A person who is buried in
Najafe Ashraf. Because the earth of that place has got the specialty, that a person buried
there will be saved from the punishment in the grave, and will be exempted from the
questioning by Munkir and Nakeer. (9) To put Jareedatayn (two wet sticks or branches)
along with the dead body in the grave. It is narrated that so long as the sticks remain wet,
the dead person is saved from chastisement. It is related that once the Holy Prophet (s)
was passing by a grave on which Allah�s wrath was descending. He called for a leafless
branch. He cut it from between, wetted it with water, and kept one on the head of the
grave and the other on the feet. It is also related that to sprinkle water on the grave is
also beneficial, for so long as the mud of the grave remains wet, the dead person remains
safe from the punishment in the grave. (10) A person who recites ten units (Rak�at) of
Namaz on the 1st of Rajab such that in every Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recites three
times Surah at-Tawheed, will be saved from the squeeze in the grave. To recite twenty
Raka�at Namaz on the night of 1st Rajab, such that in every Rak�at after Surah al-
Hamd recite once Surah at-Tawheed is beneficial to save oneself from the punishment in
the grave. (11) To fast for four days in the month of Rajab or twelve days in the month of
Sha�ban is also beneficial. (12) To recite Surah al-Mulk on the grave is an act which saves
the dead man from the punishment in the grave. Allamah Qutubuddin Rawandi relates
from Ibne Abbas, who says that once a person pitched a tent on a ground not knowing
that there was a grave beneath. Thereafter he started reciting Surah al-Mulk. Suddenly
he heard a voice saying that the Surah gives salvation. He related this incident to the Holy
Prophet (s), who replied that, �Verily this Surah frees a person from the punishment in
the grave.� Shaikh Kulanini also narrates from Imam Mohammad-al-Baqir (a.s) who said
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that the recitation of Surah al-Mulk saves one from the punishment in the grave. (13) It is
related from the Holy Prophet (s) in �Da�waat� of Allamah Qutubuddin Rawandi that,
when a person is being buried and someone recites this supplication (du�a) thrice, the
corpse will remain safe from the punishment in the grave till the day of Qayamat:
����������� ����� ���������� �������
��������� ����� ��������� ���� ���
��������� ����� ���������� O Allah; I do beseech You in the
name of Muhammad and his Household not to torment this dead. (14) Shaikh Toosi in his
`Misbahul Mutahajjid� relates the Holy Prophet (s) as saying that, if a person recites the
following two Rak�at Namaz on Friday night, Allah will free him from the punishment in
the grave, and save him from fear on the day of Qayamat. In each Rak�at after Surah
al-Hamd recite fifteen times Surah az-Zilzal. (15) To recite thirty Rak�at Namaz in the
middle part of the month of Rajab, such that in each Rak�at after Surah al- Hamd recite
ten times Surah al-Tawheed is beneficial to ward off punishment in the grave. In the
same manner to recite the above Namaz on the night of 16th and 17th Rajab and the 1st of
Sha�ban is also beneficial. On the night of the 1st of Sha�ban to recite 100 Rak�at

Namaz, such that in each Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recite once Surah at Tawheed,
after ending the Namaz recite fifty times Surah at-Tawheed. On the night of 24th
Sha�ban recite one hundred Rak�at Namaz, such that in each Rak�at after Surah al-
Hamd recite ten times Surah an-Nasr. Also to recite fifty Rak�at Namaz such that in each
Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recite fifty times Surah at-Tawheed, fifty times Surah al-
Falaq, and 50 times Surah an-Naas saves one from the punishment in the grave. To recite
the same Namaz on the night of `Ashoora� (10th of Moharram) is also beneficial. (16) To
keep `Khake Shifa� (the mud of the grave of Imam Husain (a.s) in the shroud (kafan), or
to rub it on the parts of prostration (Sajdah). (17) It is narrated from Imam Ja�far as-
Sadiq (a.s) in �Anware No�maniyyah� that if forty persons gather near the body and
recite: ����������� ����� ��� �������� ������
����� ������� �������� �������� ����
�����  ��������� ����. O Allah; we go not know about him except
good reputation and You know about him better than we do. So, (please) forgive him.
Allah will safeguard the dead man from the punishment in the grave. It is related from
Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that there was a virtuous man in Bani Israil, regarding whom
it was revealed to Prophet Dawood (a.s) that he was a hypocrite (riyakar). When he died,
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Hazrat Dawood refrained from attending his funeral But forty other people attended his
funeral and said: ����������� ����� ��� ��������
������ ����� ������� �������� ��������
���� �����  ��������� ����. O Allah; we go not know about him
except good reputation and You know about him better than we do. So, (please) forgive
him. Then another forty came and repeated the same, for they were not aware of the
hidden reality. Allah then revealed to Dawood (a.s) and asked him as to why did he not
attend his funeral? Hazrat Dawood answered, �O Lord! You said that the man was a
hypocrite, and so I avoided his funeral.� Allah said, �Verily it was true, but because
forty persons bore witness to his goodness I forgave his sins.� It is Allah�s mercy and
beneficence who thus forgave His servant with any trial or tribulation. It is for this reason
that the believers (mo�meneen) in the olden days kept their shrouds (kafan) with them,
and would request other believers to write down their testimonies on it. The sight of the
shroud made them remember death and increase the fear of the hereafter. We too
should follow this example and request other Mu�meneen to write down their
testimonies on our shrouds, and preserve it with us, so that we are always reminded of

the hereafter

Questioning in the Grave by Munkir and Nakeer

One of the principal factors of Shi�aism, belief in which is obligatory (wajib), is the
questioning in the grave by Munkir and Nakeer. Allamah Majlisi relates in �Biharul

Anwar� and `Haqqul Yaqeen� that it is a proven fact from reliable traditions that the
questioning and the squeezing in the grave is for the physical body, as also for the spirit.
In the grave one is questioned regarding one�s beliefs (Aqaid) and deeds (A�maal). The
questions are put to every believer as well as a non-believer. Only infants, the mentally
retarded, and the people of lesser intellect are exempted from it. The period of
`Barzakh� offers them neither reward nor retribution. One is questioned about the
Prayers (Namaz), Fasting (Siyam), the Pilgrimage (Hajj), Zakat, Khums, love of Ahlulbait
(a.s), and also about how he spent his entire life and wealth. Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen (a.s)
says that after the questioning about the beliefs of Islam, a person is questioned about
how he spent his life, and also about the way he earned his wealth and spent it. There are
many whose tongues would cease to answer the questions put forth to them, and would
not be able to answer, or would reply wrongly. It also happens that in reply to the
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question �Who is your Lord?,� the person will reply to the Angels that they (i.e. the
Angels) are his lord. The person who is well acquainted in his lifetime with the beliefs and
principals (of Islam) will be able to answer without trouble. And if he does so, his grave will
be broadened to the length his sight reaches. The period of Barzakh passes away easily
with Allah�s blessings, and the Angels proclaim to him,: �Sleep thou like a newly
wedded bride.� (Usoole Kafi) If the dead man is a non-believer or a hypocrite, and
cannot answer the questions put forth to him, one of the doors of hell is opened in his
grave, and the entire grave is filled with the raging-fire. As Allah says in the Qu�ran:
�And if he be of those who have belied, gone astray, He shall have an entertainment of a
boiling water, And the boiling in the hell -fire� (Surah al-Waqe�ah: 92-94). Imam Ja�far

as-Sadiq (a.s) says that, �A person who denies the following, is not one of our Shi�ahs:
(1) Ascension (Me�raj of the Holy Prophet), (2) Questioning in the grave, and (3) Our
Intercession (Shafa�at). It is related that two Angels having a fearful countenance enter
the grave for the questioning, their voices are like thunder, and their eyes like lightening.
They put forth the following questions: (1) Who is your Lord? (2) Who is your Prophet? (3)
What is your Religion? (4) Who is your Imam? The dead man feels uneasy in answering
these questions because of the fearful environment and needs help at that moment,
hence Talqeen is recited at the following two places so that he is reminded of his beliefs
(Aqaid). (1) When the body is laid in the grave. It is better to place one�s right hand on the
right shoulder of the dead body, and the left hand on the left shoulder, and shake slightly
when the name of the dead man is recited in the `Talqeen�. (2) When the grave Is
closed. It is recommended (Sunnat) that a near relative of the dead man should sit near
the head of the grave after people leave, and should recite the `Talqeen� in a loud
voice. It is better to place one�s palms on the grave and take one�s face near the
grave while reciting. There is no problem of another person other than the relatives is
deputed for it. It is related that when the `Talqeen� is recited, and the Angels (Munkir &
Nakeer) hear it, Munkir tell Nakeer, �Come let us leave, for the Talqeen is a proof of his

.�beliefs, and there remains no ground for further questioning

Admonition

A person may ask the question as to what is the benefit of reciting the �Talqeen�, when
the spirit has already left the body. The answer to this question is that (as related in
traditions), the spirit (Rooh) of the dead man remains present at that moment, and hears
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and observes more clearly than us. It also understands all languages whether Arabic,
Persian, or any other. Because limitation is the outcome of this materialistic world. In
`Man La Yahzaruhul Faqeeh� it is narrated, that when Abu Zarr Ghaffari�s Son Zarr
died� Abu Zarr buried him. Then he sat near the head of the grave and put his hand on it
and said, �Oh Zarr! May Allah bless you. Verily you were more virtuous than me, and
accomplished all responsibilities due to a son. And now when you have been separated
from me, I bear witness that I am pleased with you. By Allah! I do not grieve on account of
your death, and do not wish anything from anyone except Allah. If I would not fear the
after effects of death, I would surely have accepted death instead of you. But I wish to
remain alive for some more time so as to ask forgiveness for my sins, and prepare myself
for the last journey. Surely I have performed such acts on your behalf which may be
useful for you in your journey, and have not confined myself to just weeping and wailing
for you, and hence this has kept me away from drooping myself in your separation. By
Allah! I do not grieve on account of your death, nor because of your separation, but I
lament thinking about what might have befallen you after your death, and wonder in
what state you are. I wish I knew what you said and what was said unto you. 0 my Lord! I
excuse all my rights due upon him, and I request You to forgive all your rights due upon
him, for You are more liable than me to forgive and pardon.� Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq
(a.s) says, that when a believer is laid to rest in his grave, Prayers (Namaz, which he
offered) remains on his right side, Zakat on his left side, and acts of goodness & kindness
(towards others) gives shelter on his head, and patience (Shown at the time of distress)
remains near him. When �Munkir & Nakeer� come to question him, patience requests
Namaz, Zakat, and goodness to surround him from all sides and give him refuge, and says
that whenever troubles and calamities befell this man, I was always there with him (i.e. he
bore it patiently). Allamah Majlisi in his `Mahasin� quotes Imam Mohammad-al-Baqir
(A.S.) and Imam Ja�far- as-Sadiq (a.s) as saying that when a believer (mo�min) dies, six
faces enter his grave along with him. Out of these, one is more illuminated, chaste and
more scented than others. One stands on the right side, the second on the left, third in
front, the fourth near the head, fifth near the legs, and the one more illuminated shelters
on the head. From whichever side the wrath of Allah comes, the face on that side defends
the dead body. The one who is more illuminated asks these other faces: May Allah bless
you all, who are you�? The one on the right side says �I am the Prayers (Namaz) which
he recited in his life time.� The one on the left side says �I am the Zakat which he gave
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while alive� The one standing in the front says �I am his fasts.� The one near the head
says �I am the Hajj & Umrah which he performed in his life.� While the one standing
near the legs says �I am the kindness (Ehsan) which he performed with his brother
believer.� Then all these faces turn towards the more illuminated one and ask him as to
who he is. It replies �I am the Love of Ahlulbait.� Shaikh Sadooq in the chapter on the
importance of fasting in the month of Sha�ban says that whoever fasts for nine days in
this month, `Munkir and Nakeer� will deal with him gently and courteously during
questioning. Many benefits have been narrated by Imam Mohammad-al-Baqir (a.s) for a
person who remains awake on the night of 23rd of the month of Ramazan and offers one
hundred units (Rak�at) Namaz. One of these benefits is that Allah removes fear from his
heart during the questioning by `Munkir and Nakeer� and a light shines forth from his
grave, which illuminates the whole world. The Holy Prophet (s) says, that applying dye has
four benefits, one of them is that Munkir & Nakeer� shy away from him in the grave. And
as stated earlier that a person who is buried in Najaf, is exempted from the questioning in

.the grave

Incident 1

Allamah Majlisi quotes in his `Tohfatuz Zaereen� from `Irshadul Quloob� and
`Farhatul Uzza� that a virtuous man from Kufa relates that, �Once on a rainy night I
was seated in the Masjid of Kufa when some people entered the Mosque from the door
near the shrine of Muslim bin Aqeel carrying a bier with them. They kept the bier on a
mound. One of the persons accompanying the funeral felt asleep. He dreamt that two
persons came near the bier, and one said to the other that �I will settle his account fast
before he is taken to Najaf, because then I will not be able to go near him.� The person
got up from his dream and narrated it to others who understood the whole situation (that
the two men were Munkir and Nakeer who had to question the dead man), and lifted the
bier and proceeded towards Najaf to save the dead man from chastisement and the
questioning.� Allamah Behbahani says that once I saw Imam Husain (a.s) in a dream and
asked him, �O my Master! Will the one buried near your grave also be questioned�?

Imam Husain (a.s) replied, �Which one of the Angels have got the nerve to question him
.�who is buried near my grave

Incident 2
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It is written in �Jillul Mateen� that Meer Mu�inuddin Ashraf who was one of the
virtuous attendants of the shrine of Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s) says that �Once I dreamt
that I was in the shrine of Imam Reza (a.s) and was coming out to perform ablution
(wuzu). When I came near the mound of Ameer Ali Sher, I saw a group of people entering
the shrine. An eminent personality was leading them, and they all carried spades in their
hands. As soon as they entered the shrine, the eminent personality pointed towards a
particular grave and said, �Dig out the wretched fellow from his grave.� Hearing his
command they started digging the grave. I asked one of those men as to who that man
was. He replied that He was the Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s). Suddenly I saw that
Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s) came out of His shrine and greeted Imam Ali (a.s). Hazrat Ali (a.s)
answered His greeting. Imam Reza (a.s) said, �O my Respected Grandfather! I request
you, and have faith, that you will forgive this person on my behalf who lies buried here
under the shelter of my shrine.� Amirul Mo�meneen (a.s) answered, �O my dear son!
Do you know that he was a mischief-creator, an adulterer, and a drunkard�? Imam (a.s)
replied, �I do know, but when his last moment neared he willed to be buried under the
shelter of my shrine, so I request you to forgive him on my behalf.� Hazrat Ali (a.s)
forgave him and left. I awoke from my sleep in awe and woke up the other attendants
and related to them my dream. We all went to the place which I had seen in my dream,
and found a newly constructed grave, whose mud was scattered. After inquiry we learnt
that a Turkish man who had died was buried there the day before.� Haji Ali Baghdadi
had the honor of meeting Imam Mahdi (A.T.F.S.) and ask him some questions. One of the
questions put forward by him was that �Is it true that a person who goes for the
pilgrimage (Ziarat) to the shrine of Imam Husain (a.s) on Friday night receives
salvation�? Imam (a.s) replied, �Yes, by Allah.� Haji Ali Baghdadi says that I saw tears
in the eyes of Imam (a.s). Then I asked him another question, �In the year 1269 A.H.
when we went for the pilgrimage (Ziarat) to the shrine of Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s), we met a
nomadic Arab who was a native of Najaf. We invited him for a meal and asked him his
views regarding the reward of the love of Imam Reza (a.s). He replied, �Paradise,� and
said, �Since the past fifteen days I have been from the wealth of Imam Reza (a.s), do
Munkir & Nakeer� have the nerve to come near me. The food which I consumed from
the table of Imam Reza (a.s) has turned into flesh and blood.� I asked Imam Mahdi
(A.T.F.S.) whether his claim was true. Imam (a.s) replied, �Yes it is true. Imam Reza (a.s)
himself will come and save him from the questioning in the grave. For verily by Allah! My
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.�Grandfather is a Zamin (Surety) Imam

(INTERMEDIATE PERIOD (BARZAKH-3

The state of the body in Barzakh

One of the dreaded stages of the Hereafter is `Barzakh�. `Barzakh� literally means a
curtain or a separator which lies between two things and does not allow them to meet
each other. For example, sweet water and bitter water both flow side by side, but
Almighty Allah has set between them a barrier so they do not intermingle. As Allah says in
the Qur�an, �He has made the two seas to flow freely (So that) they meet together,
Between them is a barrier which they cannot pass.� (Surah ar-Rahman: 19 - 20). But
Barzakh in this context means that Allah has placed a curtain between this world and the
hereafter. Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, �By Allah! I fear a lot for your state in
Barzakh.� The narrator asked Imam (a.s) as to what was Barzakh? Imam Sadiq (a.s)
replied that, It is a period starting from death till Qayamat. (Biharul Anwar) �And before

(them is a barrier (Barzakh) until the day they are raised.� (Surah al-Mo�menoon: l00

The period of Barzakh and the body

Barzakh is also called a corporeal or a non-material world (Alame Misali) because some
what it seems like this world, but it�s nature and matter is totally different. After we die
the other world seems quite vast when compared to this world, seems quite vast when
compared to this world, and this world can be compared to the womb of the mother. In
the same manner the body of a human in Barzakh will be the likeness of the one in this
world. It means that in Barzakh the physical components of a man will be the same as in
this world, but will be independent of matter. In fact it will be more pleasant and lighter
(Lateef) than air, and will be transparent. Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, �If you look
at the corporeal/imaginal body (Badane Misali, in Barzakh), you will say that it the same
one (as in this world). If one looks at one�s dead father in a dream, he will surely say that
his appearance and bodily components were the same as when he was alive. But the
reality is that his body and matter lie buried in the grave. The eyes remain the same but
devoid of the shortage of sight which may necessitate the wearing of spectacles. The
other bodily parts also do not become exhausted or weak, the teeth do not fall off, and a
believer rejoices in eternal youth, while a non-believer suffers the impediments of old
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age, which act as Allah�s chastisement. Philosophers & thinkers compare this body (in
Barzakh) to the image in a mirror, but with two differences: (1) The Corporeal Body
(Badane Misali) is firm & free, and independent of the mirror, and (2) It is intelligent, wise,
and understanding as against the image in the mirror. It can also be compared to a dream
in which we travel from one place to another in the twinkle of an eye. In Barzakh the body
consumes variety of food and drinks, and hears the music, the likeness of which cannot
be found in this world. The spirit (Rooh) also rejoices in the pleasures along with the
corporeal body. In fact the food and drinks of that world are more tasty and free from
material dirt and uncleanliness as stated in traditions (Ahadees). One thing gets
converted to another according to the wish of the believer. Plums turn into grapes, and

(grapes into any other fruit, as will be discussed in the incident of Hazrat Hamza (a.s

Difficulty of Impression and Effects

In the state of Barzakh the intellect of the corporeal body is very strong. The pleasures
which we derive in this world are nothing as compared to those in that stage. Because the
reality lies there whereas here is the likeness of it. If a Hoorie� looks towards this world
and lifts up the veil an inch off her face, the light of the sun would seem nothing in front of
the light emanating from her glowing face. And the eyes would turn blind, hence complete
beauty lies there. �Surely We have made whatever is on the earth an embellishment for

.it, so that we may try them (as to) which of them is the best in deeds.� Surah al-Kahf:7

Incident

Allamah Naraqi relates in �Khazaen�: In the days of my youth in Isfahan, one day I
accompanied my respected father and companions to a friend�s place on the day of
�Naoroz� to meet him. The friend lived near a cemetery. To relieve ourselves of fatigue
and also with the intention of getting reward., we stopped by the graveyard to recite
�fateha� for the departed mo�meneen. One of our friends who was humorous turned
towards a grave and said, �O occupant of the grave! will you accept us as your guests
today on this day of Idd�? Back came the reply, �Sure, next week on Tuesday you all
will be my guests.� We were horrified and concluded that only some days of our lives
were left. We started performing good deeds and rectifying the bad ones. We also
started writing our wills. The day of Tuesday dawned but none of us died. We met
together went to the cemetery. One of us went forward and called to the grave, �O
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occupant of the grave! Please do as you had promised,� and back came the reply,
�Welcome.� Suddenly we realized that the curtains of the hidden were lifted off our
eyes, and we saw a green and beautiful garden in which were flowing streams of cool and
pleasant water. The gardens were laden with colorful fruits, and beautiful birds were
praising Allah on the trees. We reached a mansion in the midst of the garden. When he
saw us he got up to welcome. Different types of fruits and sweets were served, the
likeness of which cannot be imagined nor described We ate to our full, but were still not
satiated, and wished to eat more. After finishing the meals we sat for sometime, then we
got up to ask the person�s permission to leave. He bade us farewell and came to leave
us till the door. My father asked him as to who he was, and why did Allah bestow His
blessings on him so that he had got the capacity to feed the whole mankind, and also
asked him as to what the place was. The man replied that, �I am a native of your town, a
butcher by profession, and the reason for these blessings to be bestowed on me are: (1) I
never weighed less at the time of sale, and (2) I always recited the Prayers (Namaz) on
time all throughout my life. As soon as the voice of `Takbeer� reached my ears, I left my
work and proceeded for Namaz in the Mosque. Hence I am offered this position here.
Last week when you requested me for a feast, I had not obtained permission for it, while
this week I have got the permission and hence invited you.� Then we individually asked
him our ages and he answered. I asked him my age and he said that I would live for
another fifteen years. Then he wished us farewell, and we reached the same place in the

.cemetery

The pleasures in Barzakh are not perishable

One of the peculiarities of `Barzakh `is that it is eternal and permanent. None of the
things of this world are immortal. Youth is overshadowed by the darkness of old- age. Till
the time the morsel of food remains in the mouth, a person derives pleasure and taste,
and then it disappears. Flowers turn dry after a period, and hence nothing remains
eternal. But Barzakh and it�s pleasures are eternal because it is not made up of matter
or elements like other things and hence does not cease to exist. This can be explained by
a narrative in `Darus Salaam�, where in Shaikh Mahmood Naraqi quotes from Shaikh
Mahdi Naraqi. He says that: During my days in Najaf, there broke a severe famine. I left
my house leaving behind my children who were crying with hunger and thirst so as to
search something for them. I passed through `Wadi-us Salaam� and entered there in
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with the intention of reciting `Fateha� for the departed souls, and this act would pacify
me and make me forget my sorrow. I saw some people in the graveyard with a bier, and
they requested me to join them in the funeral. Being an act of great reward I
accompanied them. They carried the bier and suddenly we entered into a vast garden.
They took the bier in a huge and beautiful place there in, which had all the amenities of
luxury. I entered through the door and saw a handsome youth wearing splendid attires
seated on a golden throne. As soon as he saw me, he addressed me by my name and
saluted me. He signaled me to go near him and I replied in the negative. He said �I am
the same person whose funeral you are attending. I am a native of so and so town and
the people you saw in my funeral were the blessed Angels, who brought me from my
town to this Paradise for the intermediate (Barzakh) period.� When I heard these words
from the lips of the person, I forgot my sorrow and started adoring the beauties of the
garden. When I came out of the garden, I saw some other places, and when I observed
carefully I saw my departed parents and relatives standing at the doors. When they saw
me, they invited me to enter in. I entered there in and they invited me for food, which was
very delicious. While eating I suddenly remembered my wife and children who were dying
of hunger and thirst and my face turned pale. My (father) understood and said, �O my
son Mahdi! What is the reason for your sorrow�? I replied, �O father! While eating, I
suddenly remembered that my wife and children are dying of hunger at home, and that
made me sad.� He pointed towards a stock of rice and told me to take as much as I
desired. I spread out my cloak and filled it to the full. And as soon as I got up, I found
myself standing in the same place in `Wadi-us-Salaam�, with my cloak filled with rice I
hurried towards my house and we ate to our full. Quite some time passed, but the stock
never got over. One day my wife asked me as to where I got it from. She forced me to tell
her, and I had to narrate the whole incident to her. She got up in excitement to take some
rice from it so as to eat it, but it had disappeared. Hence it can be concluded from this
incident that the pleasures of Barzakh are eternal and not perishable. On the other hand
if we hear the voices of those who are being punished in Barzakh, we shall forget the
sorrows of this world. It is narrated in the third volume of `Biharul-Anwar� that the Holy
Prophet (s) said: Before the Proclamation of Prophethood, once when I was grazing the
cattle, I suddenly saw that the cattle stopped grazing and looked frightened. I wondered
as to what was the reason for such a change, because nothing unusual happened at that
time. When Jibra�eel came with the Revelation (Wahy) I asked him the reason for such a
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change. Jibra�eel answered, �O Prophet of Allah! When the people who are being
punished in Barzakh scream with anguish and pain, their voices are not heard by human
beings and geniis, but animals can hear it and hence become tense. There are many
incidents to support this. It is written in �Darus Salaam� that the great Scholar Allamah
Sayyed Hashim Husain Bahrani says: In Najaf there lived a shopkeeper who counseled
and advised people daily at his shop after Namaze Zohr. At that moment his shop would
be full of people who gathered to hear the guidance. One day an Indian prince came to
settle in Najaf, and planed to proceed on a journey. He came to the shopkeeper to keep
his ornaments and valuables as a trust with him, because he thought the shopkeeper to
be a trust-worthy believer. After some days when he returned back from the journey, he
went to the shopkeeper to take back the things entrusted to him. The shopkeeper totally
denied having taken the valuables from him. The prince was dejected and went to the
Shrine of The Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s) and called out, �O Ali I left my
motherland and came and settled here near your grave, and entrusted my wealth to the
shop-keeper believing him to be a trust- worthy person. But alas, now he denies having
my wealth and I have no witness to prove my claim except you.� In the night he dreamt
that Hazrat Ali (a.s) came and told him to go in the morning to the gate of the city. And
when the gate opens, the first person to enter there in would help him acquire his lost
wealth. He got up the next morning and went to the city-gate. The first person to enter
the gate was an old and feeble man, who looked virtuous and was carrying a load of
wood on his head. He entered the city and sat down to sell the wood so as to earn some
thing for his family. The prince felt ashamed to ask for his help and returned to the Shrine.
He again dreamt the same, and the next day again went to the city-gate and saw the old
man and returned back. When on the third night he dreamt the same, in the morning he
went to the gate and finding the old man related the whole incident to him. The man
thought for a moment and told the prince to come to the shopkeeper�s place after
(midday prayer) Namaze Zohr, and he would get his wealth back if Allah desires. After the
Namaz people as usual gathered at the shop and the shopkeeper got up to advice.
Suddenly the old man got up and requested the shopkeeper to let him say something, to
which he agreed. The old man said, �O people! I am so and so, the son of so and so, and
I am worried about the Rights of people (Haqqun Naas)/ Praise be to Allah! For I have no
lust for the wealth of this world, and am a connected man and passing my days in
solitude. I would like to narrate to you an incident of my life and warn you about the wrath
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of Allah, and the punishment of Hell, and the hardships of Qayamat. Once I was in great
debt and hence borrowed ten �Qiraat� (equal to 21 dinars) from a Jew and promised
him to pay half a �Qiraat� daily. I fulfilled my promise for ten days. On the eleventh day
the Jew was not to be found anywhere. I inquired about his whereabouts and was told
that he had migrated to Baghdad. After some days I dreamt that Qayamat had dawned,
and I was being brought for reckoning along with others. After giving my account, I was
sent towards Paradise. While passing on the Poole Serat, I suddenly saw the Jew
appearing from the raging fire below and he stopped my way. He asked me to return him
back the five `Qiraats� which I owed him. I told him that I had no intention of usurping
his money, and that I had searched for him, but he was now here to be found. He said
that he would not permit me to go any further until I return his trust back to him I said
that I did not have anything at that moment, to which he replied that in that case I should
allow him to place his finger on my chest. I agreed to it. As soon as he placed his fingers
on my chest, I felt intense pain, and I woke up from my sleep. I saw that there was a
wound on my chest, which is not yet cured, and is still fresh. Whatever treatment I do is of
no avail.� Saying this the old man opened his shirt buttons and showed the wound to the
people. When the people saw the wound, they started weeping and wailing and asked
repentance from Allah. The shopkeeper who was also hearing this was very much
effected and regretted his sin. He called the Indian prince and returned him his wealth.

.and apologized sincerely for his sin

The effect of the Spirit (Rooh) on the body and its relation with the grave

The spirit receives reward or punishment (as the case may be) in the grave. But due to
it�s long relation with the body, the body also feels pain and is effected. Those people
who say that it is of no use to visit the graves, for the spirit (Rooh) of the believer is not
present there but is in �wadi-us Salaam�, this is not true. The answer to this ignorant
talk is the tradition (Hadees) of Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) who says that Verily the Spirit
(Rooh) of the believer is in �Wadi-us-salaam, but it surely keeps an eye on what is
happening in the grave. It also looks at the people who have come to visit his grave.
Imam (a.s) compares the spirit to the sun.. Even though the sun is not on the earth but is
on the sky, the entire earth is illuminated by it�s light, in the same manner the spirit is in
`Wadi-us-Salaam� but it keeps contact with the body. The great Traditionist (Muhaddis)
Sayyed Ne�matullah Jazaeri narrates an incident in his book �Anware No�maniyah�
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that once Shah Isma�il Safawi came to Karbala. He heard the people denying and
doubting the faithfulness of Hurr bin Yazid ar-Riyahi (one of the companions of Imam
Husain, who was martyred in Karbala). He gave the order to dig the grave of Hurr. When

the grave of Hurr was opened people saw the corpse of Hurr lying afresh. A kerchief was
tied on his forehead, regarding which it is related, that on the day of �Ashoora� (the
tenth of Moharram), Imam Husain (a.s) himself had tied a kerchief on the bleeding
forehead of Hurr. Shah Isma�il ordered that the kerchief should be removed and given
to him so as to be kept in his shroud. As soon as the kerchief was removed, blood started
oozing from the forehead of Hurr, hence it was tied back. Shah Isma�il ordered another
kerchief to be tied instead of it. When this was done the blood ceased to stop flowing. The
Shah was helpless and ordered the kerchief to remain at it�s original place. He then
acknowledged the faithfulness and high honor of Hurr. Then he ordered a Shrine to be
erected on the grave. In the same manner Shaikh Kulaini and Shaikh Sadooq (two great
Shi�ah Ulama)�s graves were opened, and their bodies were found fresh there in as if
sleeping in peace. The Henna applied on the hands of Shaikh Sadooq also remained intact
even after so much time. The signs of life were visible from his body. On the other hand,
when the spirits of the non-believers are being punished, their bodies are also effected.
When Bani Abbas gained victory over Bani Ummayah and entered Damascus, they
started exhuming their graves. When the grave of Yazid ibne Mu�awiyah was opened,
only a lump of mud was found instead of his body. When a person was being buried in a
graveyard in the city of Qum, a flame of fire erupted from his grave which destroyed all
it�s surroundings. In Pakistan too many incidents have taken place which are written in

.. newspapers

(The Valley of Peace (Wadi-us-Salam

A question may arise in the minds of people as to where does such a vast event of
Barzakh take place. A human�s intellect is beyond it�s understanding. In traditions
(Ahadees) this universe is compared to the mother�s womb, and the state of Barzakh to
the expansive world outside it. If a child in the mother�s womb is informed about a vast
and expansive world outside, it will be difficult for it to grasp it. In the same manner
human intellect cannot understand the state of the expansive Barzakh. As is said in the
Holy Qur�an: �So no soul knows what is hidden for them of that which will refresh the
eyes.� (Surah as-Sajdah: 17) Whatever as come down to us from the Holy Aimmah (a.s)
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has to be relied upon. It is related in traditions that whenever a believer (Mo�min) dies
anywhere in the east or the west, his spirit is taken to the Valley of Peace (Wadius-
Salaam) in Najaf near the grave of the Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s).In another
tradition Najaf is described as an assembling place for the high-honored and blessed
Angels (Malaeka). And if the dead man is a believer in the Holy Aimmah (a.s), and is buried
in Najaf, he rejoices abundant bliss. While if a sinful person is buried in Najaf and his spirit
is being punished in �Wadi-e-Barhoot�, his spirit strengthens it�s union with the body

.and hence is relieved of the punishment, as has been related in earlier incidents

(The Valley of punishment (Wadi-e-Barhoot

The Valley of punishment (Wadi-e-Barhoot) is situated in the barren lands of a deserted
valley in Yemen, which is devoid of food or water. This is the dwelling place of the evil
spirits (rooh) who are made to stay there during Barzakh and taste severe chastisement.
One day a man came to the presence of the Holy Prophet (s) in a manner that fear had
overtaken him and his face had turned pale. He said that he had witnessed an astonishing
event which was the cause of his restlessness. On the Prophet�s inquiry he said: �My

wife has a disease, for the cure of which she requested me to fetch some water from the
well at Wadi-e-Barhoot (Mineral water has got the power to cure skin diseases). I took a
leather bag and a bowl and left when I reached there the eerie surrounding made me
fearful and I hastily started searching for the well. I found one well and was about to fill
water in the bag, when I heard the noise of chains from above me. I heard a voice
requesting me for water for he was dying of intense thirst. When I looked above I saw a
man hanging by a chain which was bound in his neck. I was confused but agreed to his
request for water, When I extended my hand to offer him water, the chain was suddenly
pulled on top, and the man reached just near the blazing sun. I was dumb- founded and
scared, and started filling the water bag when I saw the man being sent down again. He
again requested me for water, and like before when I extended my hand to give him, the
chain was pulled up. This happened thrice. On the third time I was totally frightened and
ran away from there. O Prophet! I now request you to explain to me the incident.� The
Holy Prophet (s) replied, �The man whom you saw in the Wadi-e-Barhoot was none
other than the accursed Cain (Qabeel, the son of Prophet Adam), who had mercilessly
murdered his brother Abel (Habeel). He will be punished in the same manner in the valley,
and on the day of Qayamat he will be fed to the blazing fire of hell.� Sayyed Mo�min
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Shablanji Shafe�i in his book `Noorul Absar� relates from Abul Qasim bin Mohammad,
who says: One day I saw some people gathered near the `Maqame Ibraheem� in the
Masjid-ul-Haraam (Ka�bah), and asked them the reason for it. They said that a Christian
hermit had converted to Islam and had an astonishing incident to narrate. I went and saw
an old man wearing woolen clothes sitting there and inquired of him. He said, �One day I
was seated outside my hut gazing at the river and adoring it. Suddenly I saw a huge bird
having the head of a donkey descending from the sky. It came down and sat on a
bowlder. It spitted something from it�s mouth and flew away. I observed properly and
saw that it was a quarter part of a human body. The bird returned again and spitted
another quarter part of the human body. This happened four times. When all the four
parts collected together, a man arose from it. I was astonished, when I saw the bird
coming again. The bird started biting the man and severed a quarter part of his body and
swallowed it without chewing and flew away. It returned four times until it had swallowed
the whole body in parts. I wondered as to what was happening and who the person might
be. I regretted not having asked the person when the bird was away. On the second day I
saw the same thing happening and gathered courage and went up to the person and
asked him as to who he was, and why was he being troubled in such a manner. He replied
that his name was Abdul Rahman ibn Muljim, the murder of Ali ibn Abi Talib, and the bird
was sent by Allah to punish him regularly for the grievous crime (murder of Hazrat Ali)
which he had committed. Having got the reply, I left my hut and came about to inquire as
to who this Ali (a.s) was. People told me that he was the cousin, son-in-law, and the
Vicegerent (Wasi) of the Holy Prophet (s) of Islam. I have thus accepted Islam because of
this event and have come to Mecca to perform the Pilgrimage (Hajj), Lesser Pilgrimage

(. (Umrah), and the Ziarat of the grave of the Holy Prophet (s

Those A��mal which prove helpful for the people in Barzakh

Allamah Qutubud din Rawandi quotes from Lubbe Labaab� that it is related, that on the
night of every Friday, the spirits (Rooh) for the dead ones come to the doors of their
houses and call out: �O my children! O� my relatives! Favour me by performing such
acts which may prove helpful to me, and may also become the cause of Allah�s blessings
to be bestowed on you. Give us a place in your hearts, and do not forget us, have mercy
on our wretched state. Surely we are in a state of imprisonment, loneliness, and anxiety.
So do not hold your hands from giving alms (Sadqa) on our behalf, and pray for our
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forgiveness. It is possible that Allah may hear your prayers and bestow his mercy upon
us, do so before you too may become like us. Alas! some day we were also strong and
healthy as you are now. O� servants of Allah! Listen to our words, and pay heed to them.
It is no doubt that the enormous wealth which you now enjoy was once ours. We did not
spend it in the way of Allah, but acted miserly and even usurped the rights of others. And
verily this is the cause for our damnation, and your enjoyment. So now favor us by
offering on our behalf a dirham or a morsel of food. We see that soon you too shall weep
over your deeds, but it will be of no avail. Try and rectify your mistakes and save your
selves from regret.� It is narrated from �Jame�ul Akhbaar� that one of the
companions (Ashaab) of the Holy Prophet (s) heard him saying that, �Send gifts to your
dead.� I asked him as to what gifts could we send to the people who are dead. He
replied, �It is to give alms (Sadqa) on their behalf or pray for their forgiveness.� The
Prophet continued, �On every Friday the spirits (Rooh) of the dead come to the homes
and call out: O people of my house! May Allah bless you, have mercy on us. Whatever we
have done in this world, we are facing it�s consequences now, while the fruits of our toil
is being enjoyed by others. Favor us by giving on our behalf a dirham, or a bread, or
clothes, so that Allah may reward you with a heavenly attire.� The Holy Prophet (s)
started crying and we also started weeping. He cried so bitterly that he became
exhausted and said, �These are your Muslim brethren who lived a lavish life, and now lie
pressed beneath the earth. They now regret their mistakes and weep over the deeds
which have become the cause of their affliction. They say: Alas! if only we had spent our
wealth in the path of Allah, and not have acted miserly, we would not have to be
dependent on you now. We now beg of you to send us some Sadqa.� In the same book it
has been narrated from the Holy Prophet (s) that he said that, �Whatever alms (Sadqa)
is given on behalf of the deceased person, the blessed Angels adorn it on an illuminated
tray (whose light spreads across the seven heavens) and take it to the head of the grave
and say: Peace be on you, O� inhabitant of the grave! This gift has been sent to you by
your relatives. The deceased person takes the tray into his grave, as a result of which the
entire grave gets illuminated, and the grave expands in length.� He then continued
�Those who favor their departed relatives by giving alms on their behalf, it�s reward is
as big as the mountain of Ohud in the sight of Allah, On the day of Qayamat, Allah will give
the person shelter under His Throne (Arsh), when there will be no other shelter except
this. Hence this sadqa proves useful for the living person as well as the dead one.�
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Allamah Majlisi narrates in �Zadul Ma�ad� says that do not forget your dead, for they
have no power to perform good deeds, and they totally rely on their children, brothers,
and relatives. They eagerly await the favors. Particularly pray for them in the Midnight
Prayers (Namaze Shab), and after every Obligatory Prayers (Wajib Namaz). And never
forget to pray for your parents more than anyone else whenever you visit. the sacred
places, and perform good deeds on their behalf. It is also narrated that there have been
such children who were disowned by their parents during their lifetime, but were later
forgiven because they performed good deeds on their behalf after their death. The best
deed to be performed on behalf of one�s parents or relatives, is to pay their debts
(Huququn Naas), and to perform worship acts (Huququllah, Namaz, Roza etc.) on their
behalf. One should also perform the Pilgrimage (Hajj) for them which they left in their
lifetime. It is related in a trustworthy tradition that Imam Ja�far- as-Sadiq (a.s) used to
recite two units (Rak�at) Namaz during the night for his children, and during the day for
his parents. In each Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd he recited once Surah al-Qadr, and in
the second Rak�at after Surah al Hamd once Surah al-Kausar. Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq
(a.s) says, that sometimes it happens that a dead person faces trouble and difficulty, and
suddenly Allah grants him peace and prosperity. It is said unto him: this is so because your
such and such brother in faith has recited Namaz on your behalf. A person asked him,
�Can two dead persons be included in the same Namaz�? Imam (a.s) replied, �Yes,
you can do so, for verily the dead man becomes happy when this prayer reaches him
through you:.� He (a.s) added, �Perform Prayers (Namaz), Fasting (Roza), Pilgrimage
(Hajj), give alms (Sadqa), and do other good deeds on their behalf, for these enter his
grave and is also written in his scrolls of deeds (Name� A�amaal).� It is also narrated
in another tradition from Imam Sadiq (a.s) that he said that, �Perform good deeds for
the deceased, for Allah doubles the reward, and this proves useful for them.� It is also
narrated that when someone gives alms (Sadqa) on behalf of the dead man, Allah
commands Jibra�eel to take seventy thousand Angels along with him and go to the
grave of the person. Each one of the Angels carries with them a trafull of blessings from
Allah, and they call out: O friend of Allah! Your such and such friend has sent this gift for
you. His grave then becomes illuminated, and Allah grants him one thousand cities in
Paradise, and weds him with one thousand Houries, and gifts him one thousand attires,

.�and fulfills one thousand wishes of his

Incident 1
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My respected teacher Allamah Husain Noori narrates in �Darus Salaam�, that Allamah
Sayyed Ali b. Hasan al Husainee Isfahani told him that: When my father died in Isfahan, I
was studying in the Theological School (Hawza) in Najaf. The pending works of my father
which were to be fulfilled, were assigned to the care of my brothers, regarding which I
was not aware. Seven months after my fathers death my mother too died. She was
brought to Najaf and buried there. One day I dreamt that I was seated in a room.
Suddenly my father entered therein. I got up as a sign of respect and saluted him. He sat
with me and listened carefully to my conversation. I was aware that he had died, and so I
asked him as to how did he reach there when he had died in Isfahan. He replied, �After

people buried me, I was shifted here in Najaf, and now this has become the place of my
dwelling.� Then I asked him whether my deceased mother was with him. He replied in
the negative, which made me shiver. He then replied that she too was in Najaf, but at a
different place. I then concluded that my father was a Scholar (Aalim), and that a
Scholar�s status was more than an ordinary man. Then I asked him about himself and
he said that, �Formerly I was in deep trouble and faced many difficulties. But praise be
to Allah, the trouble is now eased, and I am in peace.� I was surprised and asked him the
reason for it. He replied, �I owed some amount to Haji Reza, the son of Aqa Baba, but I
died and hence was punished because of it.� I woke up from my dream and thought
over. I then wrote a letter to my brother who looked after the property of my father. I
wrote to him the whole incident, and requested him to find in the records of the book of
loans (of my father) if any amount was due to Haji Reza. After some days my brother
wrote back that he had searched in the creditor�s register, but could not find any
outstanding amount due to Haji Reza, I wrote back to him to go personally to the said
person and ask him. After some days my brother wrote back that he visited Haji Reza. He
said that he owed 18 tumans to our father, but had no witness for it except Allah. He said
that after the demise of our father, he had asked my brother if his name was written in
the creditor�s register but he said no. He thought to himself that if he claimed the
amount he had no witness for it. He relied on our father that he would surely have written
it in his register, but when his name was not found he thought that he must have to
record it. When my brother tried to repay him the amount, he refused to accept the
money and said that he had forgiven our father, and freed him from the loan which he

.had owed him
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Incident 2

Allamah Husain Noori relates in `Darus Salaam� from Hajj Mulla Abul Hasan
Mazandarani who says that: I had a friend named Mulla Ja�far b. Mohammad Husain
Tabrisani who lived in a town named Teelake. Once there broke out an extreme epidemic,
and many people died because of it. People had appointed Mulla Ja�far as their trustee
to distribute their loans if they died. But it so happened that after some time Mulla Ja�far

himself fell prey to the epidemic, and the money was left undistributed. When I went to
Karbala for the Pilgrimage (Ziarat) to the Shrine of Imam Husain (a.s), one night I saw in a
dream a man in whose neck was bound chains, from which fire was spurting out, and two
men had held him. The `tongue of the imprisoned man was hanging out from his mouth
and lying on his chest. When he saw me, he came near and I recognized him to be my
deceased friend Mulla Ja�far. I was shocked and asked him the reason for this
punishment. When he tried to answer me, the two men pulled the chain and dragged him
behind. This happened thrice, and I woke up from my sleep with a loud cry. Hearing my
screams, my fellow-student Aalim who was sleeping besides me also got up. I narrated to
him the whole dream. Coincidentally it was the time of opening the gates of the Shrine of
Imam Husain (a.s). I told my companion that it would be better if we went to the Shrine of
Imam Husain (a.s) and offer salutations, and ask for Mulla Ja�far�s forgiveness. It is
possible that Allah may forgive him. We went and prayed for him. Now twenty years
passed but I received no further news about him. I presumed that the punishment was
being meted out to him because he did not make haste in passing on the loans of the
deceased people to their creditors. By the grace of Allah, I got the opportunity to go for
the Pilgrimage (Hajj), and then I went to Madina. Suddenly I fell ill, and my state worsened
to the extend that I could not even walk. I requested my companions to bathe and clothe
me, and carry me on their shoulders to the Shrine of the Holy Prophet Mohammad (s).
They thought that it was my last wish and carried me to the Shrine. When I entered
therein, I became unconscious. My companions left me to their respective chores. When I
regained consciousness they took me near the tomb and lay me there. I recited the
`Ziarat� (Salutations). Then they carried me behind the Shrine to the house of Hazrat
Fatema (a.s). When I was laid there, I requested Her to give me cure, and I also said,
�O� Sayyedah! We have heard that you hold Your son Husain (a.s) Very dear, and I am
one of the care-takers of His Shrine, hence for His sake please request Allah Almighty to
grant me health.� Then I turned towards the grave of the Holy Prophet (s) and asked
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wishes from him. Then I asked Him to forgive all my deceased friends taking each name
till I reached the name of Mulla Ja�far. Suddenly I remembered the dream and started
weeping. I requested Allah to forgive him, because twenty years back I had seen him in a
dream in a terrible state. With sincerity and solemnity I prayed for his forgiveness.
Suddenly I felt my weakness to be eased. I got up, and without taking the help of others
reached my place. Hazrat Fatema (a.s) answered my Prayers and I was totally cured. We

left Madina and went to the mountain of Ohad. We recited Ziarat of the Martyrs of Ohad.
There after twenty years I again saw my friend Mulla Ja�far in a dream. He was wearing
a beautiful white dress, a turban was wound on his head, and he held a staff� in his
hand. He came towards me, saluted and said, �Verily a friend has to do the same as you
have done for me. Previously I was in great trouble until you prayed for me. Allah relieved
me from the punishment just before you came out of the Shrine. The Angels then bathed
me in clean water. The Holy Prophet (s) gifted me this dress, and Hazrat Fatema (a.s)
presented me with this cloak. I am now in peace, and have come to offer you thanks for
what you have done. I also give you the good news that you have been cured of your
illness, and will soon return to your family who are fine.� I awoke from my sleep and

.offered thanks to Allah

Incident 3

It is written in `Darus Salaam� that Shaikh Hajj Mulla Ali relates from his father Hajj
Mirza Khaleel Maiharani, who says that: I was in Karbala, while my mother lived in Tehran.
One night my mother came to me in a dream and said, �O� my son! I have died, and am
being brought to you for burial in Karbala, and my nose has been broken.� I awoke
frightfully. After some days I received a letter from my brother stating the news of the
demise of my mother. It was also written in it that her corpse was being sent to me at
Karbala to be buried there. The people from the caravan who brought the corpse told me
that the bier was kept in a guesthouse. I accepted the reality of the dream, but was
confused regarding the statement my mother made that �my nose has been broken.� I
lifted the sheet from her face and saw that her nose was broken. I asked the people of
the caravan regarding it. They replied that when they brought my mother�s corpse
here, they kept it in a guesthouse along with other corpses. Suddenly there ensued a
quarrel amongst themselves, and in the collision the corpse fell down. May be that would
have been the reason for it. I was grieved and took her corpse to the Shrine of Hazrat
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Abbas (a.s) and placed it near the grave, and said, �0 Abul Fazl! My mother was not
serious about Prayers (Namaz) and Fasting (Roza), and sometimes neglected it. Now she
lies here near you, so please ward off her difficulty. O� my Master! I take responsibility
to offer fifty years of the elapsed (Qaza) Namaz and Roza on her behalf.� Then I buried
her but later forgot to fulfill as promised. After some days I dreamt that some people had
gathered in front of my house I came out and saw that my mother was bound to a tree,
and was being lashed severely. I screamed and asked them the reason for this
punishment. They replied that they had been commanded by Hazrat Abbas (a.s) to punish
her until so and so amount is not paid on her behalf�. I entered my house and brought
the money and gave it to them. Then I untied my mother, and took her inside my house. I
got up from my dream and calculated the sum, and found it to be equal to the amount for
the performance of fifty years of elapsed Namaz and Roza. I took the money and went to
the great Aalim of our time Sayyed Ali, and requested him to do the necessary
arrangement to offer the elapsed Namaz and Roza of fifty years on behalf of my mother.
The author of the book Mirza Husain Noori says, that the above incident is stated here to
demonstrate the severity of the punishment due to laziness in worship, and sanctity of

(. the places of Pilgrimage (Ziyarat

Incident 4

Hajj Shaikh Mulla Ali quotes from his father Hajj Mirza Khaleel Malharani who says that:
In Tehran there lived a person named Ali Talib who works in a bathhouse. He did not offer
Prayers (Namaz) nor fasted (Siyam). One day he went to a mason and told him to
construct a bathhouse for him, and agreed to offer the payment. The mason asked him
as to where he got such a huge sum, to which he replied that it was none of his business.
The mason did as ordered, and the bathhouse was built which became famous by his
name. Mulla Khaleel further says that: Once when I was in Najaf, I dreamt that Ali Talib
was in �Wadi-us-Salaam� in Najaf. I was surprised and asked him as to how could a
person like him who did never ever offered Prayers nor Fasted be in �Wadi-us-
Salaam� in peace. Ali Talib replied that �When l died, I was bound in chains and
shackles, and was being taken to be punished, when I received news that Hajj Mulla
Mohammad Kirmanshahi, one of the great Ulama of Tehran, had favored me by
appointing so and so person to perform the Pilgrimage (Hajj) on my behalf, so and so
person do perform my elapsed Prayers (Namaz) and Fasts (Siyam), and so and so person
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to pay the (Zakat) and atonement of rights (Radde Mazalim) on my behalf. He left no due
pending on me, and thus I was freed of the punishment. May Allah have mercy on him.�
Mulla Khaleel Maiharani says: I awoke from my sleep and was astonished. After some
days a group of people came to visit Najaf from Tehran. I asked them about Ali Talib.
They said that he had died, and Mulla Mohammad Kirmanshahi had appointed so and so
persons to pray, fast, perform Hajj, and give Zakat and Radde Mazalim on his behalf. The
names of all the persons mentioned by them were the same as told to me in the dream by
Ali Talib. This incident is in accordance to the tradition which says that whatever good-
deeds are performed on behalf of the dead person, surely benefits him. It is possible that
sometimes a dead person faces troubles and difficulties, but such good deeds performed
by others on his behalf, relieves him. It is also demonstrated through the above incident
that any believer (mo�min) who dies in the east or in the west, his spirit (rooh) is taken to
�Wadi-us-Salaam�. It is also narrated by Ma�soom (a.s) that it is as if I see the group

.of dead people conversing with one another

Incident 5

Shaikh Sa�eed Qummi narrates in �Arba�eenat� from a trustworthy authority, who
told him that Shaikh Baha�uddin Ameli once went to visit a wise man who lived near a
cemetery in Isfahan. The wise man told Shaikh Baha�i: Some days back I witnessed an
astonishing incident, which I would like to tell you. Some persons came here with a dead
body, buried it and went away. Suddenly I smelt a fragrance the likeness of which I had
never smelt before. I turned towards the left and right to see where it came from. I saw a
handsome young man wearing splendid clothes going towards the newly made grave. He
went and sat near the grave. I was all the more surprised when I saw the young man
disappear into the grave. After sometime I smelt a bad odor the likeness of which too I
had never smelt before. I saw an ugly dog going towards the grave and disappear in it.
My astonishment knew no bounds. I was wondering about what actually was happening,
when I saw the young man coming out of the grave in a bad state. His whole body was
bruised. He started running away from the grave and I followed him. I stopped him and
asked him the reason for running fearfully. The young man replied, �I am the dead
man�s good deeds, and was commanded to accompany him in his grave. Suddenly the
dead man�s evil deeds came in the form of a dog. I tried to keep him away from the
dead man, but it bit me and wounded me all over. He made a bad state of me and I could
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no longer remain in the grave. Hence I have come out leaving the dead man to the mercy
of his evil deeds.� (The dead man�s evil deeds were more stronger than his good ones).
When Shaikh Baha�i heard this incident, he told the wise man, Verily the incident is true,
because it is narrated that the deeds (good or bad) which a person performs in his life-
time, are given a physical form.� Shaikh Sadooq in his book `Amali� narrates that once
Qays bin Asim Minqari came to the presence of the Holy Prophet (s) accompanied by
some people of Bani Tameem. He requested the Prophet to advice him. The Holy Prophet
(s) replied, �0 Qays! When you die, a companion will also be buried along-with you, who
will be alive while you will be dead. If the companion would be blessed, you will get peace,
and if he would be accursed, you will fall in anguish. Compel your companion to become
good, because if you will be good, you will love him and respect him. While if you will be
bad, you will hate him and neglect him. Verily this companion are your good deeds.�
Qays said, �O Prophet of Allah! I wish that this advise be framed in a beautiful couplet, so
that it could become the reason for our honor.� The Prophet (s) sent someone to fetch
Hisan bin Sabit, a poet. At that moment Salsal bin Walahmas was present there, and he
compiled a couplet. Shaikh Sadooq relates from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) who says
that the Holy prophet (s) said, �Once prophet Isa (a.s) was passing from near a grave
which was engulfed in the wrath of Allah. After one year when he again passed from near
that same grave, he saw that the punishment had been lifted off. He asked Allah the
reason for such a change. Allah revealed to him: O Isa! The dead man has left behind him
a virtuous son, who when he reached adolescence, rectified the mistakes done by his
father. He helped the orphans and sheltered them, Hence I have forgiven him because of

.�his son�s good deeds

(RESURRECTION (QAYAMAT-4

explaination

Regarding Qayamat Allah says in the Qur�an, �It will be momentous in the heavens
and the earth, It will not come on you but of a sudden.� (Surah al-A�araf: 187) Allamah
Qutubuddin Rawandi relates from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that once Prophet Isa (a.s)
asked Jibra�eel as to when would Qayamat come? As soon as Jibra�eel heard about
Qayamat, he started trembling and fell down unconscious. When he regained
consciousness he said, �O Ruhullah! Verily you know more about it than me,� and he
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recited the above Verse (Ayah). Shaikh Ali bin Ibraheem Qummi quotes Imam Ja�far as-
Sadiq (a.s) as saying that once Jibra�eel was seated in the presence of the Holy Prophet
(s) Suddenly he looked towards the sky and turned pale because of terror. He asked the
Prophet to give him refuge. The Holy Prophet (s) looked towards the sky where Jibra�eel

had seen. He saw an Angel whose wings spread from the east to the west as if covering it.
He looked towards the Holy Prophet and said, �O Mohammad (s)! I have come down
with an order from Allah. Choose from among these two any one, either kingdom and
Prophethood, or Allah�s slavery and Prophethood.� The Holy Prophet turned towards
Jibra�eel and saw that he had regained strength by then and asked for his advice.
Jibra�eel told the Prophet to choose Allah�s slavery and Prophethood. The Prophet told
the Angel that he opted for Allah�s slavery and Prophethood. After getting the reply, the
Angel placed his right leg on the first heaven, then lifted the second one and placed it on
the second heaven. Likewise he started climbing the heavens until he reached the
seventh heaven. He become smaller, the size equal to a bird. The Holy Prophet (s) turned
towards Jibra�eel and said, �I have never seen you so much frightened before, what is
the reason for it�? Jibra�eel answered, �O Prophet! do you know who this Angel was?
He was Israfeel. From the day Allah created the heavens and the earth, Israfeel never
came down to the earth. When I saw him coming down I assumed that he must have
come down to announce the arrival of Qayamat. Hence the color of my face turned pale
due to fright of Qayamat as you saw. But when I saw that he had come down to give you
glad tidings, I was relieved and regained my consciousness.� It is related that there is no
Angel in the heavens or the earth, skies or mountains, seas or deserts who do not fear
Fridays. Because they think that Qayamat may come on that very day. It is also narrated
that whenever the Holy Prophet (s) would talk about Qayamat, there would be sternness
in his voice, and his cheeks would turn red. Shaikh Mufeed quotes in `Al-Irshad� that
when the holy Prophet (s) returned to Madina from the expedition of Tabook, Amr bin
Ma�dikarib came to visit him. The Prophet said to him, �Submit to Islam Amr, then Allah
will protect you from the greatest terror.� �What is the greatest terror�? he asked,
�for I fear nothing.� It is said that Amr was a very brave and strong man. His bravery
can be proven by the fact that he had conquered many areas. His sword was famous by
the name of (�Shamsheere Samsaam�) One stroke of his sword would cut asunder the
neck of a camel. During the caliphate of Umar ibn Khattab, Umar told Amr to give him his
sword. Amr gave it to him. Umar hit it hard but it had no effect. He threw it in a rage saying
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that it was no good. To which Amr replied, �0 King! You asked for my sword, not my
hands.� Umar became furious at this reply and ordered him to be. When Amr told the
Holy Prophet (s)`that I fear nothing, the Prophet said, �Amr, it is not as you think and
suppose. Indeed there will be one great shout among the people. Not one person will
remain who does not attend, nor a living person who does not die, except as Allah wishes.
Then there will be another great shout among them, and those who are dead will
assemble and all get into ranks. The heavens will split open and the earth will be crushed.
The mountains will be cut asunder and fire will hurl them like sparks. No one who has a
soul will remain, except his heart be stripped bare while he mentions his sins and is
occupied with his soul, except as Allah wishes. Then, where will you be, Amr at this�?

�Indeed I am hearing of a terrible event,� said Amr. Then he believed in Allah and His
Apostle. People from his tribe also accepted Islam and returned back. Verily Qayamat is
full of fright and terror, so much so that even the dead tremble in their graves. It is
narrated through many great personalities, that when the dead men where raised back
to life by them, they saw that their hair had turned gray. They asked them the reason. To
which they replied that, �When we were told to arise, we thought that Qayamat had

.�come, and our hair turned grey due to it�s fright

Those A��mal which eases the trouble of Qayamat

I state hereunder ten such A�amals which eases the troubles and difficulties of
Qayamat: (1) It is related that a person who recites Surah al-Yusuf daily during the day or
night, will arise on the day of Qayamat with the likeness of the beauty of Prophet Yusuf
(a.s), and will be saved from the fear of Qayamat. Imam Mohammad al-Baqir (a.s) says
that a person who recites Surah ad-Dukhan in Nafela Prayers or obligatory (Wajib)
Namaz, will remain safe from the fear of Qayamat. Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says that
a person who recites Surah al-Ahqaf on the day or night on Friday, will be safe from all
fears of this world as well as the hereafter. In another tradition Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq
(a.s) says that a person who recites Surah al-Asr in Supererogatory (Nafela) Prayers, will
arise in delight on the day of Qayamat. His face will be glowing., and his eyes shining, and
he will enter Paradise in this cheerful state. (2) Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Imam Ja�far

as-Sadiq (a.s) who says that the Holy Prophet Mohammad (s) said, that whoever respects
a man with a white beard, Allah will grant him refuge from the fear of the day of Qayamat.
(3) The Holy Prophet (s) says, that whoever dies while going to Mecca or returning from
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there, will be saved by Allah from the fear of the day of Qayamat. Shaikh Sadooq quotes
the Holy Prophet (s) as saying that whoever dies in the courtyard of the Ka�abah or
Masjide Nabawi (in Medina), will arise in a manner that he will be free from all terror and
fear. (4) Shaikh Sadooq quotes Imam Sadiq (a.s) as saying that whoever is buried in the
courtyard of the Ka�bah, will be saved from the fright of Qayamat. (5) Shaikh Sadooq
narrates from the Holy Prophet (s) that He said, if a person guards himself from sins or
the lustful passions (of his self), only for the sake and fear of Allah, Allah will make the fire
of hell forbidden upon him and keep him away from the fear of Qayamat. (6) The Holy
Prophet (s) says that Allah will grant refuge from the fear of Qayamat to the man who
keeps away from the passions of his self. (7) Shaikh Ali bin Ibraheem Qummi narrates
from Imam Mohammad al-Baqir (a.s) who said that whoever suppresses his anger even
after having power (to retaliate), Allah will fill his heart with faith (Eeman), and save him
from the terror of Qayamat. (8) One of the reasons for a person to be free from the fear
of Qayamat is the Love (Walayah) of Ali (a.s). The verdict of the Qur�an regarding it is
that it is the best deed. As said in the Holy Qur�an: `Surely as for those for whom the
good (Husna) has already gone forth from Us, they shall be kept far off from it. They will
not hear it�s faintest sound, and they shall abide in that which their souls long for. The
great fearful event shall not grieve them, and the Angels shall meet them.� (Surah al-
Ambiyah: 101-3) The Holy Prophet Mohammad (s) said, �O Ali You and Your Shiahs will
remain under the protection on the day of Qayamat, and the (above mentioned) verse
(Ayah) bears witness to it.� The word `Husna� used in the above verse (Ayah) means
Love (Walayah) of Ali (a.s) and his Progeny (Ahlulbait). As the Holy Qur�an promises,
�whoever brings good, he shall have better than it, and they shall be secure from terror
on that day.� (Surah an-Naml: 89) It is quoted in many books of exegesis (Tafseer) of
Qur�an viz. Kashaf, Sa�labi, Kabeer etc. that whoever shall arise with the `Goodness
(Husna) will be secured on the day of Qayamat, and �Husna� here means Ali (a.s).
Whoever dies bearing love of Ahlulbait (a.s) will become pure after repentance, and when
he shall arise on the day of Qayamat, a cloud will give shelter on his head, and he will
remain safe from the terror of Qayamat and enter Paradise in this manner. (9) Shaikh
Sadooq quotes Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) as saying that if a person helps a believer
brother (mo�min), and free him from anxiety, and fulfills his desires, Allah will offer him
seventy two types of favors (ne�mat). One of them is that He will increase his
sustenance (Rizq) in this world, and seventy one are that He will guard him against the
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terrors and hardships of Qayamat. Many traditions (Ahadees) have been narrated in
praise of fulfilling a believer brother�s wishes. Imam Mohammad al-Baqir (a.s) says that,
�If a mo�min goes to fulfill the desires of his brother believer, Allah orders the angels to
give shade of seventy thousand veils over his head, and before he steps out (to go for
help) Allah writes down many virtues in his deed-sheet.� Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s)
says Fulfilling a brother believer�s wishes is greater than the performance of Hajj, Hajj,
Hajj (and repeated it ten times. It means that it is greater than the performance of ten
Hajj). It is also narrated that in the Bani Israil there was a pious worshipper who had
taken upon himself the obligation to fulfill the wishes of others. Shaikh Shazan bin Jabrail
quotes from the Holy Prophet (s) that on the door of the second heaven he saw the
following written: There is no God but Allah, Mohammad (s) is His Apostle, Ali (a.s) is His
friend. Verily everything has got a dress, and the dress of the Holy Prophet on the day of
Qayamat will be the following four qualities: (1) To fondle with affection the head of an
orphan (yateem), (2) To Show kindness towards widows, (3) To go to fulfill the wishes of a
believer brother, and (4) to take care of the poor and the needy Many Ulama and great
men strived to help the believer brothers, and many incidents have been narrated which
need not be quoted here for brevity�s sake. (10) Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Imam Ali
ar-Reza (a.s) that whoever goes to the grave of a believer brother, places his hand on it
and recites Surah al-Qadr seven times, Allah will keep him away from the troubles of
Qayamat. In another tradition it is narrated that while reciting Surah al- Qadr on the
grave, one should turn towards the Qibla and dig one�s fingers in the mud (of the grave).
I have seen in the �Majmu�ah� of Shaheede Saani that when he went to the grave of
his teacher Fakhrul Muhaqqeqeen, he said that the buried person (Fakhrul
Muhaqqeqeen) related from his father (Allamah Hilli) who related from Imam Ali ar-Reza
(a.s) who said that whoever goes to the grave of his brother believer and after reciting
Surah al-Qadr recites the following du�a, both the dead person as well as the person
reciting it will be safe from the fear of Qayamat. ����������� �����
�������� ���� ����������� O Allah; (please) prevent the soil
from harming their sides; ��������� �������
������������� take their souls up to You, ����������
������ ���������� increase Your pleasure with them,
���������� ��������� ���� ���������� and make
part of Your mercy dwell with them ��� ������ ����
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������������ so that You will save them from loneliness

���������� ������������ and entertain their isolation.
������ ����� ����� ������ ������� Verily, You have

.power over all things

(The Trumpet of Israfeel (Soore Israfeel

When Almighty Allah will intend to bring forth Qayamat, He will order Israfeel to blow the
trumpet (Soor). The trumpet is large and illuminated, and has one mouth piece and two
tubes, one pointing towards the earth and other towards the sky. Israfeel will go to the
Baitul Muqaddas (in Jerusalem) and while facing the Qibla will blow the trumpet. When the
voice will come out from that side which is towards the earth all living beings on it shall
die, and when the voice will come out from that side which is towards the sky all living
being in it shall also die. Then Allah will say to Israfeel �Die� and he too shall die. Allah
has described the end of the world in many verses (Ayah) of the Qur�an. �When the
great event comes to pass, there is no belying its coming to pass- Abasing (one party),
exalting (the other), When the earth shall be shaking with a (Severe) shaking, And the
mountains shall be made to crumble with (an awful) crumbling, so that they shall be
scattered dust.� (Surah al-Waqeah:1-6) �On the day when the earth shall be changed
into a different earth, and the Heavens (as well), and they shall come forth before Allah,
the One, the Supreme.� (Surah al Ibraheem: 48) �When the Heavens becomes cleft
asunder, And when the stars become dispersed, And when the seas are made to flow
forth, And when the graves are laid open, Every soul shall know what it has sent before
and held back.� (Surah al-Infitar: 1-5) �When the sun is covered. And when the stars
darken, And when the mountains are made to pass away.� (Surah at-Takwir: 1-3) �So

when the sight becomes dazed, And the moon becomes dark, And the sun and the moon
are brought together.� (Surah al-Qiyamah: 7-8) �It will not come on you but of a
sudden.� (Surah al A�araf: 187) People will be engrossed in their different activities,
some will be feeding the cattle, some busy in the factories, some weighing things, while
some will be absorbed in sins. But when the trumpet will be blown, they all shall die as
they are. �So they shall not be able to make a request, nor shall they return to their
families.� (Surah al-Yaseen: 50) Then the angry voice of Allah will be heard �Where are
those men who walked arrogantly over the earth, where are the kings and the emperors
who prided upon their empires, where are the people who claimed to be Gods, where are
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your so called kingdoms. Whose Kingdom is it today�? No one will have the courage to
answer. Then He Himself will say �Verily Allah�s, the Dominant (Qahhar), the

(Compelling (Jabbar).� (Ehsanul Fawaed

(Resurrection (Qayamat

The entire universe will remain destroyed till Allah wishes. Someone asked Ma�soom

(a.s) regarding this time gap. Ma�soom (a.s) replied that, �It will remain like that for
forty years.� In another tradition it is stated that �It will remain like this for four
hundred years.� Thereafter it will rain consequently for forty days and all physical
matter will gather together and collect. Israfeel will be the first one to come to life again.
Allah will then command him to blow the trumpet again, he shall do so and all dead will
arise. A voice will then come �0 souls driven forth from the bodies! and the scattered
flesh! and the rotten bones! and the dispersed hairs, come and join together, come forth
to account (for your deeds).� The earth will be commanded by Allah to vomit all that lies
buried in it. �And the earth brings forth her burdens.� (Surah az-Zilzal: 2) All the matter
buried in the earth will come out and join. And the people will arise and stand together.
But each one will have a distinct state and different voices. The virtuous will be uttering
Allah�s praises �Praise be to Allah who has fulfilled what He promised.� While the
sinners Will be lamenting while coming out of their graves �O woe to us! who has raised
us up from our sleeping place.� (Surah al Yaseen: 52) It is related in a tradition that one
foot will be on the earth while the other in the grave, and they will be standing in wonder
so much so that thirty thousand years will pass away. This will be the first part of the
punishments of Qayamat. The believers will say: O Lord! Hasten us to our eternal abode,
so that we may delight in the blessings of Paradise. While the unbelievers will say: O Lord!

(. Let us remain here, for your wrath is less here (as compared to the hereafter

COMING OUT OF THE GRAVE-5

explaination

The time when people will come out of their graves is very horrifying. Allah says in the
Qur�an �Therefore leave them alone to go on with the false discourses and to sport,
until they come face to face with that day of theirs with which they are threatened. The
day on which they shall come forth from their graves in as if they were hastening on to a
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goal, their eyes cast down, disgrace shall overtake them, that is the day which they were
threatened with.� (Surah al-Ma�arij: 42-44) Abdullah ibne Mas�ood says, that once he
was in the presence of the Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s) when He (a.s) said, �For

every man there are fifty halting stations in Qayamat, and each station will be equal to
the span of a thousand years. Here the first halting place is when coming out of the grave,
where every man will have to wait bare feet and naked. He will have to bear the agony of
hunger and thirst. But the person who believes in the Unity (Tawheed) of Allah,
Proclamation (Be�asat) of the Holy Prophet (s) Accounting (Hisaab) and Resurrection
(Qayamat), and bears testimony to the Prophet hood (Nubuwwat) of Prophet Mohammad
(s), and follows the instructions which have been ordained unto him, will be safe from this
agony (of hunger and thirst).� The Commander of the faithful (Amirul Mo�meneen) Ali
(a.s) says in the `Nahjul Balagha�: That day would be such that Allah would collect on it
the anterior and the posteriors, to stand in obedience for giving accounts, and for reward
or recompense of deeds. Sweat would flow up to their mouths like reins while the earth
would be trembling beneath them. In the best condition among them would be he who
has found a resting place for both his feet and an open place for his breath. (Sermon 101)
Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Imam Jafar-as-Sadiq (a.s) who said that, �0n the day of
Qayamat people will be standing in the presence of the Almighty like an arrow stretched
on the string of the bow.� Just as when we place an arrow on the bow and stretch it, no
place remains, in the same way on the day of Qayamat people will be standing besides
each other, and there will be no place left to move about for lack of space. The accursed
will be recognized by their faces. It is appropriate to quote here the various states in
which people will arise out of their graves. (1) Shaikh Sadooq quotes from Abdullah ibn
Abbas who says that he heard the Holy Prophet (s) as saying, that the one who doubts the
greatness and high honor of Ali (a.s), Will arise from his grave in a manner that in his neck
will be bound a collar with three hundred thorns in it, and on each thorn Satan will be
seated who will be spitting on his face with rage. (2) Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Imam
Mohammad-al Baqir (A.S) who said that on the day of Qayamat a group of people will be
ordered to come out of their graves in a manner that their hands will be bound with their
necks such firmly that they would not be able to move even an inch. And for each of them
an Angel will be assigned who will be threatening and ridiculing them., and will proclaim:
�These are the people who were given immense wealth by Allah, but they acted miserly
and refused to spend in the way of Allah.� (3) Shaikh Sadooq narrates a length tradition
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from the Holy Prophet (s) in which he said that, �A person who backbites (ghibat) and
thus creates mischief and dissension among two people, Allah will fill his grave with fire,
which will keep burning him till the day of Qayamat. And as soon as he comes out of his
grave (on the day of Qayamat), Allah will send a huge python who will keep biting his
flesh. and he will ultimately be thrown in hell.� (4) The Holy Prophet (s) says that a person
who looks at non-intimate (na-mahram) woman with lust, Allah will make him come out of
his grave in a manner that he will be bound in chains of fire. After being brought in this
accursed state in front of all the people, Allah will command him to be thrown into the
blazing fire Of hell. (5) Prophet Mohammad (s) says that on the day Qayamat drunkards
will come out of their graves with a blackened face. Their eyes will be sunken into their
skulls, faces shrunk, and puss will be oozing out of them. Their tongues will have been
pulled out from their necks. In an authoritative narrative in `Ilmul Yaqeen� it is narrated
by Mohsin Fayz Kashani that on the day of Qayamat drunkards will be made to come out
of their graves in a manner that a goblet of wine will be hung in their necks, and will be
holding a glass in their hands. An obnoxious smell worse than a corpse will be coming out
of their bodies, and all those passing by will be ridiculing them and invoking Allah�s curse
upon them. (6) Shaikh Sadooq relates from the Holy Prophet (s) who said, that on the day
of Qayamat the person with two tongues will arise in a manner that he will have two
tongues in his mouth, one will have been pulled from behind his neck and the other from
the front. Fire will be coming out of them, which will be burning his entire body. It will then
be proclaimed that this is the person who spoke with two tongues in the world. (The
person referred to here is the one who confronted people in the world with two faces and
spoke with who tongues interest. (7) It is related that the person who consumes interest
will arise on the day of Qayamat in a manner that he will be having a large belly, which will
be lying on the ground. He will try to bend and pick it up, but will not be able to do so.
Because of this state of his, people will recognize that he is an interest-eater. (8) It is
narrated in �Anwaare No�maniyah� from the Holy Prophet (s) that He said, that the
Almighty Allah shall collect the one who beats the tambour (a brass drum) with a
tarnished face on the day of Qayamat. And in his hand will be a tambour of fire which he
will be hitting on his own head. Seventy thousand Angels shall beat him in the head and
face with their clubs of fire. And the musicians & singers, and those who beat the drum
shall arise blind & deaf on that day. �The guilty shall be recognized by their marks, so

(they shall be seized by the forelocks and the feet.� (Surah ar Rahman 41
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Those A��mal which are useful for the people in Qayamat

It is related in a tradition, that for a person who attends a funeral and walks along with ( 1)
the bier, Allah appoints Angels to accompany him in his grave till Qayamat. (2) Shaikh
Sadooq quotes Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) as saying that a person who relieves the
troubles and helps a believer brother, Allah will keep him safe from the troubles of the
hereafter, and he will arise contented and happy from his grave (3) Shaikh Kulaini and
Shaikh Sadooq quote in a lengthy tradition from Sadeer Sayrnee that Imam Ja�far as-
Sadiq (a.s) said that for all the believers who arise from their graves on the day of
Qayamat, Allah will appoint a corporeal body (Jisme Misali) who will be walking in front of
him. Whenever the believer feels pain or is grieved, it will pacify him and give glad tidings
that Allah has forgiven him and blessed him, and it will continue doing so till they reach the
place for accounting. Allah will take his account leniently and will order him to enter
Paradise. The (corporeal) body will still be walking in front of him. The believer will tell the
body, My Allah bless you, you removed me from my grave and gave me glad tidings about
Allah�s forgiveness and mercy. You are indeed a sincere friend, for verily I have now
witnessed Allah�s blessings & mercy (as you said). Now tell me who you are�? And it will
reply, �I am that very happiness which you presented to your brother in faith in the
world. Hence Allah appointed me to accompany you in this difficult journey and give you
glad tidings.� (4) Shaikh Kulaini quotes Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) as saying, that if a
person gives clothes to his believer brother in the summer or the winter, it becomes
incumbent upon Allah to clothe him with the heavenly attires, and to ward off difficulty
during death and in the grave. When he will come out of his grave on the day of Qayamat,
the Angels will come to greet him and give glad tidings of Allah�s mercy Allah says in the
Qur�an: �The great fearful event shall not grieve them, and the Angels shall meet
them: This is your day which you were promised.� (Surah al-Ambiya: 103) (5) Sayyed ibne
Tawoos writes in �Iqbal� that the Holy Prophet (s) said, that the person who recites the
following supplication (du�a) one thousand times in the month of Sha�ban, Allah will
write in his account one thousand years of worship, and will for give his sins of one
thousand years. And on the day of Qayamat when he will arise from his grave, his face
will be shining like a full moon, and his name will be written among the truthful ones
(Siddiqeen): ��� ����� ����� ����� There is no god save Allah
���� �������� ����� �������� And we worship none save
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Him ���������� ���� �������� making our devotion sincere as
in His sight ������ ������ �������������� Even though
the polytheists may detest it. (6) To recite Dua�e Jawshane Kabeer in the first part of the
month of Ramazan is also beneficial. (7) Piety and Virtue are the apparels of the believer.
And on the day of Qayamat the pious and virtuous believers will come in their clothing.

.These are the people for whom Allah promises that they shall not arise naked

(Facts regarding Resurrection (Qayamat

Shaikh Tabarsi in �Majma�ul Bayan� quotes from Bara� bin Azib who said, that one
day Ma�az bin Jabal was seated in the presence of the Holy prophet (s) in the house of
Abu Ayyub Ansari. Ma�az asked the Holy Prophet regarding the eighteenth verse (Ayah)
of Surah an-Naba�: �The day on which the trumpet shall be blown so you shall come
forth in hosts.� ` The Holy Prophet (s) replied, �O Ma�az! You have asked me a very
horrifying question.� Then he started weeping and said, �Some people from my
Ummah will arise from their graves in then different states: Some will have the face of
monkeys, while some pigs. Some will be walking upside down on their heads. Some of
them will be blind and will not be able to walk. Some will be deaf & dumb and will not
understand anything. Some will be in a state that their tongues will be hanging out of their
mouths, filthy water will be coming out of their mouths which they will be licking with their
tongues. Some people will arise with amputated hands and feet. Some will be hanging
from the branches of trees made of fire. Some will be more rotten than a corpse and
emitting a repugnant odor. And some will be wearing long garments of tar which will have
been stuck to their skins and flesh.� Those having the face of pigs will be the ones who
ate unlawful (haram) property e.g. Bribe etc. Those walking upside down on their heads
and the blind ones will be the unjust and oppressive rulers. The deaf & dumb will be the
ones who prided upon their knowledge (Ilm) and worship (Ibadah). The ones licking their
tongues will be the Scholars (Ulama) and Judges (Qazis), who did not practice what they
preached. The ones with amputated hands & feet will be the ones who troubled their
neighbors in the world and oppressed them. The ones hanging from the tree branches
will be the ones who backbite along with the kings and rulers (to please them), and
instigated them by creating mischief. The ones emitting a repugnant odor will be the ones
who acted according to their lusts and passions, and did not give Allah�s Rights. The
ones wearing garments of tar will be the haughty and arrogant people.� Muhaddise
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Kashani writes in `Aynul Yaqeen� that on the day of Qayamat some people will arise in
the manner that their faces will be even worse than monkeys and pigs. The Holy Prophet
(s) once said that �On the day of Qayamat, people will arise in three different conditions.
Some will be riding an animal, some will be walking on foot, while some will be walking on
their faces.� The narrator (rawi) asked him as to how could they walk on their faces, to
which the Prophet replied, �The Almighty who taught them to walk on their feet certainly

.�has the power to make them walk on their faces

That day will be equal to 50000 years

That) day the measure of which is fifty thousand years�� (Surah al-Ma�arij: 4). It is�)
written in the third volume of �Biharul Anwaar� that Ma�soom (a.s) has said that
Qayamat has fifty halting stations, and each station is equal to a thousand years. The evil
doers will have to wait for a thousand years in each station.� The calculation of years is
according to the time of this world, but there will not be any sun or moon (for days and
nights). Man will be able to see all those things which he could not see in the world at
night. And all the deeds which men committed concealing from one another will be made
apparent in front of all. In another place Allah says: �And what they never thought of
shall become plain to them from Allah.� (Surah az-Zumar: 47) This world is a dark world,
people are not aware of what is hidden in other�s minds, in fact he is not aware of him
self. But Qayamat is a day of righteousness. The sun of reality will shine there for a
thousand years, and we will realize as to what we ourselves were, and what our
companions were. The first station here is of astonishment. As related earlier that man
will stand at the mouth of his grave in astonishment for years. At this moment except
humming no other voice will reach his ears. �And the voices shall be low before the
Beneficent God so that you shall not hear aught but a soft sound.� (Surah at Taha: 108)
And they will try to call another, but their hearts will come to their throats because of fear.
�When hearts shall rise up to the throats, grieving inwardly.� (Surah al-Momin: 18).
Then the second station will be of companionship where people will inquire about the
state of one another. �And some of them shall advance towards others questioning each
other.� (Surah at-Toor: 25) In this way people will cross one station and another. They
will be scattered like moths �The day on which men shall be as scattered moths.�
(Surah al-Qare�ah: 4) And will flee from their own parents, brothers and children. �They

day on which a man shall fly from his brother, and his mother and his father, and his
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spouse and his son.� (Surah al-Abasa: 34-36) It will be a day when people will have no
escape because they will be surrounded by the Angels from all sides. �O assembly of the
jinn and men! if you are able to pass through the regions of the heavens and the earth,
then pass through� (Surah ar-Rahman: 33). �Man shall say on that day: Where to fly
to.� (Surah al-Qiyamah: l0) No way, none will be able to run away. �By no means, there
shall be no place of refuge. With your Lord alone shall on that day be the place of rest�
(Surah al-Qiyamah: 11,12) There is no other way except to stand in front of the Almighty.
Then they will reach the station of questioning. Every one will ask their friends and
relatives to give them some of their good deeds. A father will try to put an obligation on
his son by saying that, �In the world I bore troubles to get comforts for you. I remained
hungry but fed you, now at least give me one of your good deeds in turn.� The son will
reply, �O father! At this moment I am more helpless than you are.� No one will pay any

.heed to anyone�s requests

(SCROLLS OF DEEDS(NAME A��AMAL-6

explaination

Allah says in the Qur�an: �And when the books (of deeds) are spread.� (Surah at-
Takweer: 10). It is one of the important stages of the hereafter and belief in it is
incumbent. It is stated in the Qur�an: �And most surely there are keepers over you,
Kiraman katebeen, they know what you do.� (Surah al-Infitar: 10-12). In another place
the two Angels are also referred to as `Raqeeb` and `Ateed`. Whatever a man does, or
sees, or even intends doing, is noticed and written down by these two Angels. Someone
asked Imam (a.s) as to how could `Kiraman-Katebeen� know of the intentions (niyyah)
of people (to perform good or bad deeds), so as to record them. The Imam (a.s) replied
that, �When a person intends doing a good deed, sweet fragrance emits from his mouth.
The Angels smell this fragrance and come to know. Whereas when a person intends
doing an evil deed, a foul odor emits from his mouth, and the Angels become aware.� If
a person intends doing a good deed, one good deed is written down in his scrolls, and if he
performs that intended deed, ten good deeds are written down. Whereas if a person
intends doing an evil deed, the same is not written down in his scrolls till he actually
performs it. As written in the Qur�an: �Whoever brings a good deed, he shall have ten
like it, and whoever brings an evil deed, he shall `be recompensed only with the like of it,
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and they shall not be dealt with unjustly.� (Surah al-An�aam: 161). It is one of the
countless mercies of Allah that when a person commits a sin, `Ateed� tries to enter it in
his scrolls, but �Raqeeb� tells him to wait lest the person may feel ashamed and
apologize for his act. He does not record the deed for five or seven hours. And if within
that period the person does not repent, Ateed says: �Verily he is shameless,� and then
records one evil deed in his scrolls. It is stated in traditions (Ahadees) that every man has
two scrolls of deeds, first in which are recorded all good and virtuous deeds, and second
in which are recorded all bad and evil ones. All the acts of men are written in it, even to the
extent that the air which he blows out of his mouth to lit a fire is also recorded. �And

everything they have done is in the writings, And everything small and big is written
down.� (Surah al-Qamar 52,53) Shaikh Sadooq relates in �E�eteqadatul Imamiyah,�
that once the commander of the faithful Ali (a.s) passed by some youths who were busy in
vain and useless gossip, and were laughing. He (a.s) said, �Why do you blacken your
scrolls (of deeds) with such vain talks�? They said, �O Master! are these also
recorded�? Imam Ali (a.s.) replied, �Yes, and even the breath that you exhale. The
reward of removing a thorn or a stone or a skin from the path of other people are also

.�recorded. These small deeds too do not go wasted

Come and read my Scrolls

Then as for him who is given his book in his right hand, he will say: Lo! read my book,�
Surely I knew that I shall meet my account. So he shall be in a life of pleasure, in a lofty
position.� (Surah al-Haqqah: 19-22). A child who secures first rank in his school is so
excited and happy, that he calls out to his friends �Come and see my result, that I have
passed in the first rank.� In the same manner, on the day of Qayamat, a believer (Mo�
min) will be given his scrolls in his right hand, and he will call out in excitement: �Lo! come
and read my book. My Prayers (Namaz), Fasts (Siyam), and other deeds are accepted by
Allah. Come and have a look at them. Surely I knew that I shall meet my account. In the
world I was always worried about what would be the outcome of my deeds on the day of
Qayamat. Today my accounting is over�. So he shall be in a life of pleasure. Verily the
person will be fortunate, and will remain in eternal bliss in Paradise. While the unfortunate
child who has failed in his exams, passes through the narrow lanes hiding from people�s

sight with his head bowed down in shame. Sometimes he wishes that he had died, and
sometimes pacifies himself. This will be the state of the evil-doers on that day. �And as
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for him who is given his book in his left hand he shall say: 0 would that my book had never
been given to me, And I had not known what my account was, 0 would that it had made
an end (of me), My wealth has a wailed me nothing.� (Surah al-Haqqah: 25-28) �And as
for him who is given his book behind his back, he shall call for perdition, and enter into
burning fire.� (Surah al-Inshiqaq: l0-l2) The (Sinner) person will be given his scrolls from
behind, in a manner that his right hand will be tied with his neck, and his left hand will be
stretched behind. The scrolls will then be given in his left hand and it will be said unto him
�Read your scrolls.� He will say, �How can I see what�s behind so as to read.� Then
his neck will be twisted around. In some narratives it is stated that his neck will be turned
around pulling him by the beard. And it will be said unto him, �Read your book, your own
self is sufficient as a reckoner against you this day.� (Surah al-Bani Israeel: 14) He will
read his scrolls of deeds and cry out ��Sabbora� (perdition) �Woe to us! What a book
is this! It does not omit a small one nor a great one, but numbers them (all), and what they
had done they shall find present (there), and your Lord does not deal unjustly with

(. anyone.� (Surah al-Kahf: 49

Refusal to accept the Scrolls

It is narrated that many people at that time will refuse to accept what is written in the
scrolls., and will say, �O Allah! the deeds and actions written in these scrolls are surely
not ours� Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, that at that time Allah will bring forth the
Angels (who wrote the scrolls) to testify. They will say, �O Allah! Verily these are Your
own Angels and will testify in Your favor, while the reality is that we have not committed
these acts,� and they will swear upon it. As said in the Qu�ran: �On the day that Allah
will raise them up all, then they will swear to Him as they swear to you.� (Surah al-
Mujadilah: 18) And when their shamelessness reaches this stage, Allah will set a seal on
their tongues, and their bodily parts will scream and testify against them. �On that day
We will set a seal upon their mouths, and their hands shall speak to Us, and their feet shall
bear witness of what they earned.� (Surah al-Yaseen: 65). In another place it is stated:
�And on the day that the enemies of Allah shall be brought together to the fire, then they
shall be formed into groups. Until when they come to it, their ears and their eyes and their
skins shall bear witness against them as to what they did.� (Surah al- Ha Meem Sajda:
19-20). �And they shall say to their bodily components, �Why have you borne witness
against us��? They shall reply, �Allah who makes everything speak has given us
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speech.� (Surah al-Ha Meem Sajda: 21). At that time they will be rendered speechless.
�Say, then Allah is the conclusive argument.� (Surah al-An�am: 150) Their refusal (to
accept their faults) at that time, will be the proof of their ignorance. For if they accept
their faults, surely Allah would shower His mercy upon them and forgive. It is narrated in
�Anware No�maniyah,� that when a person�s deeds will be weighed, and his bad
deeds will be more than his good ones, Allah will command His Angels to throw him into
hell fire. When the Angels will be taking him, he will turn around and see. Allah will ask him,
�Why do you look behind�? He will reply, �0 my Lord! I had never expected that you
would throw me to the flames.� Allah will say, �0 my Angels! I swear by my Honor and
Grandeur, verily he in his life-time never ever thought of what he now says. But now
when he claims to have thought so (of my mercy), I permit him to enter Paradise.�
Shaikh Ayyashi narrates from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that He said, that on the day of
Qayamat every person will be given his scrolls (of deeds) and will be told to read it. At that
time Allah will recollect the person�s strength of sight, speech and movement, and he
will say, �O regrets What has happened to my scrolls, for there is no big or small sin of
mine which is not recorded in it.� Shaikh Ibne Quwailah narrates from Imam Ja�far as-
Sadiq (a.s) that He said, that whoever in the month of Ramazan goes for the Pilgrimage
(Ziyarat) to the Shrine of Imam Husain (a.s) or dies on the way while going there, then on
the day of Qayamat there will be no accounting and reckoning for him, and he shall enter
Paradise without fear or anxiety. Allamah Majlisi narrates from Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s) in
`Tohfatus Saemeen� that He said, �Whoever comes to visit my grave from far and
near, on the day of Qayamat We shall save him from three calamities: (1) We shall give
him refuge from the terrors of Qayamat, when the scrolls of good doers will be given in
their right hands, and evil ones in their left hands, (2) He will be safe from the punishment
at the Bridge (Pool) of Serat, (3) During weighing of scales We will help him.� It is written
in `Haqqul Yaqeen� that Husaini bin Sa�eed in `Kitabuz Zohd� narrates from Imam
Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that He said, that when Allah will wish to take account of a believer
(mo�min), He will give his scrolls (of deeds) in his right hand. And Allah Himself will take
his accounting so that no one else may come to know about his affairs. Allah will then ask
him, �0 My valuable slave! Have you committed such and such acts also�? The believer
will answer (in repentance), �Yes my Lord, I have committed them.� Then Allah will say,
�I have forgiven your sins and have replaced them with good deeds.� People will look
at him with awe in Paradise and exclaim: Glory be to Allah! Verily this person is free from
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all sins. A narrator (rawi) asked Imam (a.s) regarding Allah�s words: �Then as to him
who is given his book in his right hand, he shall be reckoned with by an easy reckoning,
and shall go back to his people joyfully� (Surah al-Inshiqaq: 7- 9), as to who are the
relatives of the believer in Paradise. Imam (a.s) replied, �His relatives will be the same as
in this world, provided they be believers.� And when Allah will take account of the evil-
doers, He shall do it in the open and in front of all those present in Qayamat. And Allah will
end all correspondence with him, and give his scrolls in his left hand from behind. The
person will cry out: What a catastrophe! And he will fall head-long into hell. He will be the
one who led a luxurious and careless life with his family in the world, and disbelieved in
the hereafter. It is also a fact that in Qayamat Allah will tie the hands of the hypocrites
(munafeqeen) and disbelievers behind their necks. And in the supplication (du�a) to be
recited during Wuzu, these two punishments are described: �����������
��������� �������� ���������� O Allah; (please) give me
my Scroll in my right hand ����������� ��� ����������
���������� and eternity in the gardens of Paradise in my left hand
������������ �������� �������� and reckon with me
by an easy reckoning. ���������� ��� ���������
�������� ���������� O Allah; (please) do not give me my Scroll in
my left hand ����� ���� ������� ������� or from the side of
my back, ����� ���������� ����������� �����
������� and do not make my hand hanged to my neck ���������
���� ���� ������������ ���������� and I seek Your
protection against the severing flames of Hellfire. Here I quote the narration of Sayyed
Ibne Tawoos: When the month of Ramazan would commence, Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen
(a.s) would stop punishing his male and female servants for their faults. But He would
note down their names and their faults (which they committed) in a book, instead of
punishing them at that very moment. On the last night of the month of Ramazan He (a.s)
would gather all of them. He would then bring the book and tell each of them, �Do you
remember that on such and such day you committed such and such crime, and I had not
punished you for it�? They would accept their mistakes and say, �O son of the Prophet!
Verily we have committed these crimes.� Thereby He would make everyone accept their
faults. Then He (a.s) would stand in their midst and tell them all to call out in a loud voice:
�O Ali bin Husain! Your Lord has also noted down your deeds as you have noted down
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ours. Surely Allah has with Him a book that speaks and in which are recorded all deeds
whether big or small. And just as you desire that Allah may forgive your sins, in the same
manner you too forgive and overlook ours. O Ali bin Husain! Ponder upon Your state in
Qayamat when you will be standing in front of the Almighty, for Allah is just and will not do
injustice nor oppress anyone even equal to the size of a mustard seed. Then you too
overlook our faults and forgive us so that Allah may forgive you on the day of Qayamat.
For Verily Allah says in the Qur�an: And they should pardon and turn away. Do you not
love that Allah should forgive you. (Surah an-Noor: 22). Thus Imam Zainul Abidin (a.s)
requested His male and female servants to repeat these words again and again, and they
did so. He stood in their midst and wept and asked for Allah�s forgiveness, and say, �0
Allah! You have ordered us to forgive. O Allah we have forgiven all their faults and
mistakes, so You too forgive our sins, for You are the Best Forgiver. O Allah You have
commanded us not to let go any beggar empty-handed from our doors, so You too do not
turn us empty-handed from Your door. 0 Allah You have commanded us not to let to any
beggar empty-handed from Your doors. 0 Allah! We have also come to Your door like
beggars, and crave for Your Mercy and Blessings. O Allah! do not disappoint us.� Imam
Zainul Aabedeen (a.s) uttered these words and then turning towards His servants say, �I

have forgiven you all. Have you also forgiven my faults which I have committed? For I am
an oppressive ruler and am a subject of a Just King.� Then the servants would reply, �O

our Master! we have forgiven you, but You have never ever wronged against us nor
oppressed us.� But He (a.s) would tell them to say, �O Allah! You forgive Ali bin Husain
as he has forgiven us. O Allah, save him from the fire as he has freed us from bondage
(Slavery).� His servants would say this, and then Imam (a.s) would say: O Allah; please
respond! O Lord of the worlds. Go you all; I have forgiven you and manumitted you hoping
for pardon and manumission. Then when the day of Eidul Fitr would pass away, Imam
(a.s) would forgive all the things which His servants owed Him, and would make them
independent of others. And every year on the last night of the month of Ramazan, He (a.s)
would free around twenty slaves in the way of Allah and say, �Verily on each night of the
month of Ramazan during the time of the breaking of fast (Iftaar), Allah grants amnesty
to seven people from hell-fire, each one of whom is worthy of punishment. And on the last
night of the month of Ramazan, He grants liberty to the amount of people He freed in the
whole month. And I like this that Allah may witness that I have freed the slaves in this

.�world with the hope that He too delivers me from the fire of hell
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(Angels take the Scrolls to the Holy Prophet (s) and the Holy Aimmah (a.s

The Angels first take the scrolls to the Holy Prophet (s), and then to the Holy Imams (a.s).
Lastly the scrolls are handed over to Imam Mahdi (A.T.F.S.) for scrutiny. Imam (a.s) looks
at both (good as well as bad) scrolls, and asks for forgiveness from Allah for the sins of His
Shi�ahs written in them. And those sins which can be written off are done so. Hence
Imam (a.s) tells His Shi�ahs, �Beware! when your scrolls come to me, your sins should
be such that can be written off, and should not be such that cannot be corrected or
forgiven.� Then the scrolls are taken to the heavens. As said in the Qur�an: �And say:
Work, so Allah will see your work and (So will) His Apostle and the Believers (Holy

(Aimmah)� (Surah al -Bara�at: 105

(WEIGHING SCALES (MEEZAN-7

explaination

Every sect has interpreted the meaning of Meezan according to their own views. Some
opine that the deeds shall literally be weighed. While some say that the deeds shall be
given a physical form and then weighed. The good deeds shall be given a beautiful face,
while the evil deeds an ugly one. Allamah Ne�matullah Jazaeri in �Anware

No�maniyah� says, that according to trustworthy and consecutively transmitted
reports it clearly proves that the deeds shall be given a physical form and then they shall
be weighed. (Ehsanul Fawaed). In some traditions it is related, that this deeds will be
weighed with the weight of the deeds of the prophets and their successors. Hence in one
ziyarat it is stated: �peace be on you, O the weighing scale� Here Imam Ali (a.s) is
referred to as the weighing scale. The prayers of all mankind will be weighed with the
weight of the prayers of Imam Ali (a.s). Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (A.S) says, that the
weighing scale (in which the prayer and deeds of men shall be weighed) are the prophets
(Ambiya) and Their Successors (Awsiya). On the day of Qayamat our prayers will be
compared with the prayers of Imam Ali (A.S). Whether the humility and Sincerity, which
were present in the prayers of Imam Ali (a.s) are found in our prayers or no. Our
generosity. bravery, mercy and forgiveness are like His (a.s) or no. Hence our deeds
should not be contrary to His, so as not to turn away from the righteous scale (Ali A.S.) and
turn towards His enemies Mu� awiya and Yazid, and walk on their paths. And our
characters should not be like those who usurped the garden of fadak of Hazrat Zahra
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(a.s). Allah says in the Qur�an: �And the measuring out on that day they will be just,
then as for him whose measure (of good deeds) is heavy, those are they who shall be
successful. And as for him whose measure (of bad deeds) is light, those are they who
have made their souls suffer loss because they disbelieved in our communications�
(Surah al-Aaraf: 9-10) In another place He says: �The terrible calamity what is the terrible
calamity and what will make you comprehend what the terrible calamity is? The day on
which men will be as scattered moths, And the mountains shall be as loosened wool. Then
as for him whose measure of good deeds is heavy, he shall live a pleasant life. And as for
him whose measure of good deeds is light, his abode shall be the abyss. And whose will
make you know what it is? A burning fire.� (Surah al-Qare�ah: 111) The best actions
which help to increase the measure of good deeds in the scales in Qayamat, are sending
sa1awat on Mohammad (s) and his progeny, and good character. I state below some

.traditions on the importance of Salawat, and later some incidents of good character

Merits of Salawat

Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) or Imam Mohammad-al-Baqir
(a.s) that he said, �For increasing the measure of good deeds in the scales (meezan), no
other deed carries weight than sending Salawat on Mohammad (s) and His progeny. A
person�s deeds will be weighed, and when his good deeds will seem less, salawat will be
brought and kept, and the good deeds will increase. The Holy prophet (s) says, that on the
day of Qayamat when the deeds shall be weighed, I will be present there, It a persons
bad deeds will be weighing more than his good ones, I will bring along the salawat which
he sent upon Me, and add it to the good deeds thereby increasing its weight. Shaikh
Sadooq narrates from Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s) that He said, that if a person does not have
the means to lessen the stock of his bad deeds, he should send salawat and salaam on
Mohammad (s) and His progeny abundantly, doing so will decrease (the weight of) his
sins. Allamah Qutubuddin Rawandi narrates in �Dawaat� that Hazrat Mohammad (s)
said that if a person in my love and affection sends salawat on me thrice every day and
night, it becomes the right on Allah that He should forgive his sins which he committed
during the day and night. The Holy prophet (s) says, that one night I saw in a dream my
uncle ibne Abdul Muttalib and my cousin Ja�far ibne Abi Talib. In front of them was kept
a tray full of plums. After sometime as they ate. the plums turned into grapes. Then again
as they ate, the grapes turned into fresh dates. They again started eating them. I went
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towards them and asked, �May my father and mother be your ransom which particular
deeds have you performed that has excelled all other deeds, and has made these
blessings to be showered on you ?� They replied, May our parents be your ransom
Those deeds are: sending salawat on You, feeding water to the pilgrims (of Haj), and Love
(walayah) of Ali ibne Abi Talib (a.s). The Holy prophet (s) says that, if anyone writes my
name in a book and sends salawat on me, the Angels will seek forgiveness for him till my
name remains in that book. Shaikh Kulaini narrates from Imam Jafar-as-Sadiq (a.s) that
he said that whenever you talk about the Holy prophet (s), send salawat on him. When a
person sends salawat once on Him, Allah orders thousand ranks of His Angels to send a
thousand salawat on the person himself. And because of Allah and His Angels sending
salawat, the whole creation sends salawat on him. And the person who does not do so, is
an arrogant and ignorant person. And Allah, His prophet, and the Holy Ahlulbait (a.s)
leaves such a person to himself. It is written in �Maaniyal Akhbaar� in the context of
the meaning of the verse (Ayah) of salawat from Imam Jafar as-Sadiq (a.s), that the
meaning of salawat according to Allah is blessings (Rehmat), while to the Angels it is
safety and for the people it is a supplication (du�a). In the same book it is written that a
narrator asked Imam (a.s) as to how should we recite salawat on Mohammad (s) and His
progeny Imam (a.s) replied: ������� ����� ���������
������������� Blessings of Allah and blessings of His angels,
��������������� ���������� prophets, messenger,
��������� �������� and all of His creatures �����
��������� ����� ��������� be upon Muhammad and his
Household. ������������ �������� ������������
Peace be upon him and them. ���������� �����
������������� So be Allah�s mercy and benedictions. The narrator
continues that I then asked Imam (a.s) as to what was the reward for this Salawat? Imam
(A.S) replied, �A person reciting this Salawat becomes clean from the sins as if he was
just born from his mother�s womb.� Shaikh Abul Futuh Razi narrates from the Holy
prophet (s) that He said, �on the night of me�raj when I ascended to the heavens, I
saw an Angel who had a thousand hands. On each of his hands there were a thousand
fingers, and he was counting some thing on them. I asked Jibrael as to who that Angel
was, and what was he counting? Jibrael replied that the Angel had been appointed by
Allah to count the drops of rain, so that it may be known as to how many drops have fallen
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down to the earth. I turned towards the Angel and asked him, �Do you know the total
amount of the rain-drops which have fallen down on the earth from the day Allah created
this world till now�? To which he replied. �O prophet of Allah I swear by my Lord who
has chosen You (as a blessing) for mankind, verily I know the total amount of rain-drops
fallen on the earth till now. Even to the extent that how many drops have fallen in the
wilds, in the prosperous lands, in the gardens and also in the cemetery.� Then I told him
that I was wary much surprised by the power of his mind and intellect and the ability to
remember, to which he replied, O prophet of Allah verily this ability to count proves futile I
try to count only one thing.� I asked him as to what calculation was that. He replied,
��when people of Your Ummah gather at one place and send salawat upon You, it is
beyond my ability and capacity to count the rewards for it.� Shaikh Kulaini relates, that
whoever recites the following salawat seven times during Asr on Fridays, Allah gives him
the rewards equal to all His servants, and accepts his deeds and prayers of that day. It is
also related that the reward will be equal to the sight in the eyes of all man:
����������� ����� ����� ��������� �����
��������� O Allah, bless Muhammad and the Household of Muhammad;
������������� ��������������� the Successors and
the pleased; ���������� ����������� with the best of Your
blessings, ��������� ���������� and confer upon them

���������� ����������� with the best of your favors.
������������ ���������� And peace be upon them

������� ������������� ��������������� and
upon their souls and bodies; ���������� �����
������������� and Allah�s mercy and blessings be upon them. It is
related that whoever recites the following salawat after morning prayers, will not die un
till he sees his Imame zaman (a.s). ���������� ����� �����
��������� ����� ��������� ���������
���������� O Allah; bless Muhammad and the Household of Muhammad and

.hasten their Relief

Narrations of Good Character

Narration 1
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Anas ibne Malik says that once I was in the presence of the Holy prophet (s) who had
worn a Yemeni shawl, the edges of which were shabby and torn. Suddenly a nomad came
and pulled His shawl with such severity, that the edges gave way. He then shouted, �O

Mohammad! Load all this wealth on the two camels, for verily this wealth is Allah�s, and
not your father�s� The Holy prophet (s) heard his words silently, and then said.
�Surely this is Allah�s wealth, but I too am Allah�s servant. And O nomad, should I
retaliate (for your harsh conduct)�? The nomad replied in the negative. The Holy Prophet
(s) asked him the reason. He said, �O Master! Because giving bad in exchange of bad is
not your nature.� The Prophet (s) smiled and gave order to load barley on one of his

.Camels and dates on the other, and blessed him

Narration 2

Isam bin Mutlaqe Shaami says, that once when I went to Madina, I saw Imam Husain ibn
Ali (a.s). I was very much influenced by His conduct and manners, and thus envy overtook
me.I thought of revealing the enmity which I bore towards his father. I went unto Him and
said, �Are you the son of Abu Turab? You should know then, that the inhabitants of Syria
attributed this name to Ali (a.s), and thereby ridiculed and insulted him. I again asked him,
�Are you the son of Abu Turab�? Imam (a.s) answered, �Yes, I am. Then I started
abusing Imam (a.s) and His Father. He looked at me with kindness and said, �Take to
forgiveness and enjoin good and turn aside from the ignorant. And if a false imputation
from the shaitaan afflict you, seek refuge in Allah. Surely He is hearing, knowing. Surely
those who guard (against evil), when a visitation from the Shaitaan afflicts them they
become mindful, and to they see. And their brethren increase them in error, then they
cease not.� (Surah al-Aaraf: 199-202). In this verse, the Holy prophet�s (s) good conduct
is discussed. Allah ordered the prophet to bear patiently the bad behavior of the people,
and stopped Him from taking revenge by bad attitude in exchange of people, and
behavior. And ordered Him to ignore foolish people, and to seek refuge of Allah from the
temptation of Shaitaan. Then Imam Husain (a.s) said, �(O Isam) remain silent and thus
lessen your burden (of sins) and seek forgiveness for your self and for me. If you seek my
help, I shall give you a helping hand, if you are desirous of gifts, I shall present you. And if
you desire consultation in any matter, I shall advise you.� Imam Husain (a.s) by his
knowledge of the unseen (Ghaib) and wisdom (Hikmah) understood that I was regretting
my mistake and was repenting upon it. He therefore said, �He said, (There shall be) no
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reproof against you this day, (Surah a1-Yusuf: 92) The above verse was said by prophet
Yusuf (a.s) to His brothers who repented. Imam Husain (a.s) then asked me, �Are you a
native of Syria�? I answered in the affirmative. Then He said, �verily the people of Syria
are accustomed to abuse and ridicule us, for Mu�awiyah has left this as his custom
amongst them, may Allah keep them alive as well as us too. Whatever desire you may
have ask from me frankly, that will surely be fulfilled, and you will find me the best in it.�
After hearing these words from the mouth of Imam Husain (a.s), I was very much
ashamed for the abuses, which I incurred upon Him and His father. I was so much
abashed that I wished the earth would swallow me. I tried to sneak away from His sight
and hide myself amongst other people. But from that day onwards no one was more dear
to me than Imam Husain (a.s) and His father (a.s). The verse (Ayah) which Imam Husain
(a.s) recited in the context of prophet Yusuf�s (a.s) tale is narrated that the brothers of
prophet Yusuf (a.s) recognized him that the king who had mercy on them was no other
than their brother, whom they had tried to kill. Yusuf invited them to come along with their
father (prophet Ya�qoob). They said, �whenever you invite us to your banquet every
morning and evening, we feel ashamed about what we had done with you. To which
prophet Yusuf replied that you are responsible for my present honor and glory. Even now
I have ascended the throne of Egypt, people look at me with the same sight and say:
Glory be to Him who bestowed such honor to a slave purchased in twenty dirhams. In
reality it is because of you that I have gained this prestige and have become respected in
the eyes of men, because they now know that I am your brother (and the son of prophet
Ya�qoob), and not a slave (as they previously thought). In fact I am from the progeny of
prophet Ibraheem (a.s) �It is also narrated that when prophet Ya�qoob met prophet
Yusuf, He asked Him as to what befell Him, to which Yusuf replied,� O father do not ask

.�me as to what (bad) my brothers did to me, but ask me what (favor) my Lord did to me

Narration 3

Shaikh Sadooq and others narrate, that in madina a person from the progeny of Caliph
Umar ibne khattab frequently to troubled Imam moosa al-kazim (a.s). He insulted Imam
(a.s) and whenever he faced Him, he would start abusing Imam Ali (a.s). one day a person
told Imam-al-kazim (a.s) that, �If you permit us we will kill this evil and unchaste man.�
The Imam (a.s) was infuriated and told them not to take such a step. Imam (a.s) then
inquired as to where would He find that person now. They told Him that he had a field
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near Madina and would be there at that moment. Imam Moosa-al-kazim (a.s) sat on his
mule and proceeded to meet him. He entered the field mounted on his mule. The person
saw Him coming and shouted, �Do not spoil my field.� Imam (a.s) advanced further and
went and sat near him and his field. He replied that he had spent a hundred Ashrafis. Then
Imam (a.s) asked him as to how much gain he expected from it. He said, �should I tell
you expect.� The man replied, �I expect two hundred Ashrafis yield.� Imam removed
a bag containing three thousand Ashrafis and handing it to him said, �lake this, for your
field still needs proper ploughing. Almighty Allah will surely give you sustenance till you
are alive.� The man kissed the forehead of Imam (a.s) and requested Him to forgive his
bad attitude. The Imam (a.s) smiled and returned home. From that day onwards people
saw him coming to the mosque daily, and whenever he looked at Imam Moosa-al-kazim
(a.s). he would say: Allah best knows where He places His knowledge -Surah al-An am:
125. His companions asked him as to what was the reason for this sudden change. To
which he replied, �Till now you have listened to what (bad) I said, and from now on listen
to me what (good) I say �. Then he started praising Imam (a.s), on hearing this his
companions started fighting with him and he defended his claim. Imam turned towards
His companions and said, �whatever you wished about this man (to kill him) was
appropriate or what I did is right ? In exchange of some money I bought his friendship

(. �and ended his enmity (by favoring him

Incidents of Good Character

Incident 1

Once Malik ibne Ashtar was passing through a market of kufa wearing a cloak and a
turban of hand weaved cloth. A man who had not recognized him, looked at him with
contempt, and ridiculing him flung a sword. When people saw this they came to the man
and said, �Do you know who the person was whom you insulted thus�? He replied in
the negative. To Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s). Hearing this the person started
trembling with fear and ran after Malik to ask his pardon. Malik at that moment was busy
in prayers in the mosque. When he finished his prayers, the person fell on his feet and
started kissing them. Malik asked him the reason for it, to which he replied that he was
ashamed of his rude behavior and bad attitude. Malik replied �Do not worry, for by Allah,
before even entering this mosque I prayed to Allah for your forgiveness.� Malik ibne
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Ashtar had learnt the lesson of good character from Imam Ali (a.s) Himself, and hence
even after being the commander in chief of the army of Imam Ali (a.s), and one of His
brave and valiant fighters, he did not retaliate, but instead forgave the man. Regarding
the bravery and valor of Malik, Ibne Abi Hadeed Mu�tazili says that- if anyone in the
Arabs or the non-Arabs swears that Malik was the second in bravery and chivalry after
Imam Ali (a.s), and none equaled him, I shall bear witness to it. What else can 1 say
regarding this fabulous personality, except that his life destroyed the Syrians and his
death the Iraqis (meaning when alive he slew the enemies of Ali (a.s), and when he died
the friends of Ali (a.s) suffered a great loss).� Regarding him Imam Ali (a.s) said, �Malik

holds the same status near me, as I held near the Holy prophet (s)� meaning he was a
source of my as I held near the Holy prophet. Then He turned towards His companions
and said, �I wish one or two persons from amongst you could be like Malik.� In short
Malik�s bravery, chivalry, virtue and good character earned him a very dignified position.
when the person insulted him he was hot the least effected, nor did he become angry or
retaliate, but went to the mosque and prayed for the his forgiveness. We conclude from
the above incident, that Malik had control over the passions of his self, and that this
strength is more worthy of praise than the physical strength. Imam Ali (a.s) has said,

.��The bravest man is the one who controls the passions of his self

Incident 2

Allamah Husain Noori in the latter part of book mustadrakul Wasail quotes an incident of
the celebrated Scholar khwaja Nasiruddin Toosi. One day khwaja Naseer received a
letter which contained abuses for him and filthy language. One of the sentences was:
�The dog (referred to khwaj a Naseer) and the son of a dog.� When he read it he
became serious, and sat down to answer it. He used neither a bad word nor filthy
language and wrote: �You have addressed me as a dog, but it is not at all true. For a dog
walks on his four legs and its paw has large nails, whereas I�m a human who talks and
laughs, and laughs, and my qualities are averse to that of a dog.� After finishing he
declared openly that the writer of the letter was his friend from that day onwards and
that he bore no animosity towards him. The presence of such a good character in the
personality of khwaja Naseeruddin Toosi is not strange. Allamah Hilli says regarding him
that, �khwaja Naseeruddin Toosi was the greatest Scholar (Aalim) of his age. He has
authored many books on Reason a Authority (Uloome Aqaliyah wa Naqaliyah), wisdom a
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knowledge, principals of Islam the true Religion. He was also the best in character among
Ulama. Khwaja Naseer had learnt the lesson of good character from the illustrious lives of
our Holy Aimmah (a.s). As has been narrated, that once Imam Ali (a.s) heard a person
abusing Qambar, tried to retaliate in the same manner when Ali (a.s) stooped him and
said, �O� Qambar remain silent, for verily the person will suffer because of our silence.
Gain Allah a happiness by your silence and let the person fall prey to the mischief of
Shaitaan. I swear by the Lord who split open the seed to grow plant from it, and who
created human beings, that no other quality of a believer is more dear and who pleasing
to Allah than controlling one�s temper, and no other quality of a believer is disagreeable
to shitaan than it. For verily silence all friends and foes alike praised khwaja Naseer. Jurji
Zaidan in the translation of Uadabul Lughattul Arabiyah writes that, �khwaja

Naseeruddin Toosi�s library contained four books, and he was a master in the field of
Astrology and philosophy. He had under his care many endowment (waqf) properties of
the Mongols, in short he was a tower of light in the darkness of this world.� I have
discussed about the life of this great personality in my book ufawaede Razawiyah that his
family was related to the uwasharah family of the kings of Jahrood, situated at distance
of 10 Farsakh from Qum. Khwaja Naseeruddin Toosi was born in Toos on 11 Jamadi ul Ula
597 A.H./ 1201 A.D. and died on Sunday 18 zilhaj 672 A.H. /1274 A.D. in kazmayn. It is engraved
on his grave: �while their dog (lay) out stretching it�s paws at the entrance.� (Surah al

(. kahf: 18

Incident 3

It is narrated that one day the great Scholar shaikh Ja�far kashifal Ghita was distributing
Some money among the poor before going to recite the Namaz.After finishing
distributing, he became engrossed in prayers. �Give me the wealth of my Grandfather
(referred to the Holy prophet and Aimmah).� Shaikh Ja�far replied that he had
exhausted all the money and had nothing left to give him.To which the Sayyed became
enraged and spitted on the face of Shaikh Ja�far. The Shaikh got up, and of the
worshippers saying, Those amongst you who hold my beard dear. please help this
Sayyed.� It is to be pondered upon what a great character shaikh Ja�far had. It is he
who has authored kashful Ghita the famous book on Jurisprudence (Fiqh) while in
journey. He himself used to say that. �It all the books on Jurisprudence (Fiqh) are
compiled, I with my memory can write down all the points from the chapter of purification
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(Taharah) till the chapter on compensation (for murder, Diya).� There were many Ulama
from amongst his children Allamah Noori says regarding him that, if one looks at the
morning supplications of Shaikh Ja�far, his virtues, piety and worship, will understand his
high honor. He addressed himself thus: previously you were a Jafar (Small river), then
later became Ja�far (a vast sea). Shaikh Ja�far became a ship (to guide) and an ocean
(of knowledge), and the master of Iraq and its Muslim inhabitants. His address to himself
is because he says that even after having bestowed with such a high rank, he never
forgot the days of his hardships. He is among from the battle of Jamal, Imam Ali (a.s) said
to Ahnaf bin Qays. After returning from the battle of Jamal, Imam Ali (a.s) started praising
his companions and told Ahnaf bin Qays, �If you look at them at that time of the night
when eyes become heavy with sleep and voices fade away, when the birds are resting in
their nests, these people remain awake due to the fear of Resurrection and the promised
event (Qayamat). As Allah says in the Quran: Do the people of that town think that they
are fast asleep. Sometimes they get up in the dark of the night and weep and recite
Namaz, and sometimes praise and glorify Allah in the niche of the mosque. During the
dark night they lament and wail and supplicate to the Almighty Allah. O� Ahnaf when you
look at them during the night, you will see that their backs have dent (due to excessive
bowing, Ruku), and they will be reciting the chapters of the Qur�an in their prayers
(Namaz). And will be weeping and wailing as if they have been surrounded by the fire
from all sides, which has reached their throats. And when you hear them cry, you will
think that their necks are bound in chains. And if you look at them during the day, you will
find them men who walk slowly and humbly upon the earth, having a courteous speech.
And when they are confronted with ignorant people they salute them, and when they
pass by vain and useless things, they pass away with honor. They keep their feet away
from slander, and their tongues become speechless, so they do not speak against the
honor of other people. And they keep their ears away from listening to vain sounds, and
have applied in their eyes the collirium of refraining to see forbidden things. And surely
they wish to enter the City of peace (Darus Salaam), the place where one remains free
from doubts and anxieties It is appropriate to quote here a saying of a monk. It is related
from Oasam zahid, that one day I saw a monk in a sorry state at the gate of Baitul
muqaddas in Jerusalem. I went towards him and told him to advice me, to which he said,
animals. He is timid and dejected, and is afraid that if he moves an inch, the beasts would
devour him. And be like a man whose night passes in fear (of his Almighty) whereas the
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liars sleep in peace, and whose days are so grief while the powerful sit contented.� Then
the monk turned his back away from me and started going away. I told him to advice me
further, to which he replied that, A thirsty man is contented even with a small quantity of

.�water

Incident 4

It is related that one day the great Scholar (Aalim) Sahib ibne Abbad asked for a drink
(Sherbet). A servant brought it for him. As he was about to drink, one of those present
there told him not to drink it for it contained poison. The servant who had brought the
drink was also present there. Sahib asked the informer as to what proof he had servant to
consume, and thus the matter would be clear. Sahib replied, �Then give it to an animal to
drink.� Sahib replied. �I do not even deem it to be lawful.� Saying this Sahib ordered
the drink to be thrown away and told the servant to go away from his house. and not
enter his house again. But he ordered that he should not be banished from the town, nor
should people sever relations with him or despise him, because one should not rely on
doubts, nor should punish a person by stopping his sustenance. Sahib ibne Abbad was one
of the viziers of the Buwaid kings he helped the common man and was a marja. He was
honored by the people and they held him in high esteem. He was also a poet and an
unequalled scholar of Arabic. It is said regarding him, that when he sat down to write his
orthographic (amla), people gathered around him to heat at least six persons would be
appointed to read out his orthographic to the people. He had with him so many books on
grammar that sixty camels could be loaded with them. He gave due respect to the
Scholars (Ulama), Jurists (Fuqaha), Alids (Alawis) and Sadats, and encouraged them to
write and compile books. Shaikh Hasan bin Mohammad Qummi wrote Tareekhe Oum.
Shaikh Sadooq Uyoonul Akhbarur Reza, and Sa�labi compiled Yateematud Dahr for his
sake. Many Scholars, Jurists, Sadats and poets owe it to him. Every year he sent five
thousand Ashrafis to the Jurists (Fuqaha) of Baghdad. Whoever went to visit him after
Namaze Asr in the month of Ramazan, he did not allow the person to go away without
breaking the fast (Iftaar). At least a thousand people did Iftaar daily in his house during
the month of Ramazan. He gave the same quantity of alms (Sadaqah) in this one month,
as he gave in the whole year. He has also written many couplets (Ash�ar) in the praise of
Imam Ali (a.s) and vilifying His enemies. He died on 24 Safar 358 A.H. in Ray, and is buried in

.Isfahan. His grave still lies there
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(ACCOUNTING (HISAB-8

explaination

Allah says in the Qur�an, �Their reckoning has drawn near to men, and in heedlessness
are they turning aside.� (Surah al-Ambiya: 1) �And how many a town rebelled against
the commandment of it�s Lord and His Apostles. So we called it account severely and we
chastised it (with) a stern chastisement. So it tasted the evil result of its conduct, and the
of its affair was perdition. Allah has prepared for them severe chastisement, therefore be

(careful of (your duty to) Allah, O men of understanding.� (Surah at Talaq: 8-10

?Who will take the Accounting

According to the Qur�an and the traditions (Ahadeeth) it is proved that Allah Himself will
take account of all people. �And He is swiftest in taking account.� (Surah al-An�am: 62).
But also according to some traditions this work will be assigned to the Angel. According to
some reports it is related that Allah will take account from His prophets (Ambiya), while
the prophets will take account from their Vicegerents (Awsiya), while they in turn will take
account from their Ummat. �(Remember) the day when we will call every people with
their Imam.� (Surah Bani Israel: 71) (Ehsanul Fawaed) It is narrated from Imam Ja�far

as-Sadiq (a.s) in the third volume of Bihar-ul-Anwar of Allamah Majlisi and Amali of Shaikh
Mufeed then he said, �when the day of Qayamat will dawn, Allah will command us to
take account from our Shiahs (followers). We will question them about the Rights of Allah
(Huququllah) and Allah will forgive them (because of their intimacy with us). Then we will
also forgive them our rights (due on them).� Then Imam (a.s) recited the following verse:
�Surely to Us is their turning back, then surely upon Us is the taking of their accounts.�
(Surah al-Ghashiyah: 25, 26). In the same book it is related from Ma�soom (a.s) that after
the forgiveness of the Rights of Allah and the Rights of Aimmah (a.s), the rights still due on
our Shi�ahs will be compensated for by the Holy prophet (s) Himself May Allah place us
amongst the Ummat of the Holy prophet (s) and the Shi�ahs of Ahlulbait (a.s), and
resurrect us with them. On the day of Qayamat, when Allah will appoint over the ummat
their Imams to take accounts, it is a felicity for us Shiahs that our accounts will be taken
by no other than the Imam of our Age Hazrat Mahdi (A.T.F.S.). when we will be brought to
His presence with heads bowed down in shame and repentance, and with a blackened
face, but with heads full of their love (Walayah), we have faith that He will cause our
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accounts to be scrutinized by a Benevolent Son of a Benevolent Father who Himself holds
.a high status in the eyes of the Almighty

?Whose Account will be taken

On the day of Qayamat people who will be accounted for their deeds will be classified into
four groups. The first group of people will be the ones who will be made to enter paradise
without accounting. They will be the ones who loved Ahlulbait (a.s) in their life-time and
had not committed any sins, or died after repenting and seeking forgiveness from Allah.
The second group will be averse to the first one, they will be the enemies of Ahlulbait (a.s).
They will be thrown head- long into the fire of hell without taking their accounts. The
following verse speaks about such people: �These are they who disbelieve in the
communications of their Lord and His meeting, so their deeds become null, and therefore
we will not set up a balance for them on the day of resurrection.� (Surah al-Kahf: 105).
Shaikh Kulaini relates from Imam Ali Zainul Abadeen (a.s) that He said, that the
polytheists (mushreqeen) and unbeliever�s (kafereen) deeds will not be weighed
weighing of deeds (meezane A�amal), accounting (Hisab), and scroll of deeds are meant
for the Muslims only, while according to the Qur�an the polytheists and unbelievers will
remain in eternal chastisement. The third group will consist of people who will be made to
wait for accounting. They will be the ones whose evil deeds would be surpassing their
good deeds. When their sins will be compensated for (by waiting long), they will find
freedom. The Holy prophet (s) said to Abdullah ibne Abbas, �Some people will have to
wait for a hundred years for accounting, and only then will they be made to enter
paradise.� But for which particular sin will he be made to wait is not specified. Hence a
believer (mo�min) should keep himself away from all sins, so that he may not have to
wait that long. Shaikh Sadooq relates from Imam Ja�far -as- Sadiq (a.s) that He said,
that on the day of Qayamat two types of people from the followers of Ahlulbait (a.s) will
have to wait for long. One will be the indigent and poor person, while other a rich and
wealthy person. The poor man will cry out, �O my Lord why do I have to wait so long. I
swear by your Glory and Majesty that in the world you had given me no kingdom or
empire so that I may oppress anyone or commit injustice therein or usurp other�s rights.
And you had given me only that which You thought was enough for me, and I remained
patient and never grumbled. Then Allah will reply, �O believer surely you speak the
truth,� thus he will be made to enter paradise. The rich man will have to wait so long that
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he will sweat profusely, so much so that forty camels could quench their thirst with it. Only
then will he be made to enter paradise. In paradise when they will meet each other, the
poor man will ask him the reason for having made to wait so long. The rich man will reply,
�I was made to wait for a long time giving account of my enormous wealth, so to how I
earned it (whether lawfully or unlawfully), as how I spent it. Then the merciful Lord
blessed me, forgave my sins and accepted my repentance.� Then he will ask the poor
man as to who he was? He will reply that he is the same indigent fellow who was with him
in the plains of Qayamat. The rich man will say, �Verily the blessings and bounties of
paradise have transformed you to such an extent that even I could not recognize you.�
(matalib) The fourth group will consist of people whose bad deeds will be more than their
good ones. And only if Allah�s mercy, blessings and forgiveness will give way, they will
be made to enter paradise. If not they will be punished at that very place, the punishment
appropriate for them. They will be chastised in that way till they become clean of all sins.
Then people in whose hearts even an atoms weight of faith (Eeman) exists, will not have
to stay long in hell, they will be brought back to paradise. While only the polytheists and

.unbelievers will remain there

(Wasting of Good deeds (Ehbat) and Expiation of sins (Takfeer

And (as for) those who disbelieve, for them is destruction, and He has made their deeds�
ineffective. That is because they hated what Allah revealed, so He rendered their deeds
null.� (Surah al- Mohammad: 8-9). �And (So for) those who believe and do good, and
believe in what has been revealed to Mohammad (s), and it is the very truth from their
Lord, He will remove their evil from them and improve their condition.� (Surah al -
Mohammad: 2). Ehbat (wasting of good deeds): If a person was a Muslim in the former
part of his life and did good deeds, but turned away from the Right path (Siratal
Mustaqeem) during death and died a non -believer, none of his previous (good) deeds will
benefit him and they will go wasted. If anyone argues that in the Qur�an it.� (Surah az-
Zilzal: 7).The answer to it is that the person who died disbelieving himself wasted his
(good) deeds. It is impossible for Allah to accept a non believer�s (good) deeds and make
him enter paradise. But the Just Lord gives them the reward for it in this very world, like
ease during death, healthiness, wealth etc. as discussed earlier. But it is possible that
there may be leniency in their punishment, as in the case of Hatim Tai or Nawshirwane
Adil who were generous, they shall be made to enter hell, but the fire will not harm them.
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As said in the Qur�an: �Nor (for) those who die while they are unbelievers.� (Surah an-
Nisa: 18) In another place it is stated: �And (as to) those who reject our communications
and the meeting of the Hereafter, their deeds are null. Shall they be rewarded except for
what they have done.� (Surah al-A�araf: 147). Many verses (ayah) of the Qur�an prove
that disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (Shirk) wastes away all good deeds. Then there are
also such sins that obliterate good deeds and stop them from being accepted. The Holy
prophet (s) has said regarding a disobedient child: �O the one shunned away by his
parents do whatever you like, for none of your (good) deeds will be accepted.� If a
person has upon him the curses and woes of his mother, he will be thrown into hell even if
his good deeds are equal to the size of a mountain. Also is the case with slander and
jealousy. Ma�soom (a.s) says, �Jealousy consumes faith (Eeman) just as fire consumes
wood.� Shaikh Kulaini quotes Abu Baseer who narrates from Imam Ja�far- as Sadiq
(a.s) that he said, �Disbelief (kufr) has three roots (foundations): greed, pride, and
jealousy.� And as these roots start gaining strength, faith starts moving away and good
deeds go waste. Thus man becomes a fuel for the fire of hell. Shaitaan�s good deeds lay
wasted because of his pride. But he was given a long span of life in compensation for his
(good) deeds. The whole narration is stated in the Qur�an. Takfeer (Expiation of sins): It
means that the sins which a person commits are compensated for acceptance of faith
(Eeman) destroys all the sins committed in the past. If a person was a non-believer in the
former part of life, but later accepted Islam, then the sins which he committed during that
period will be forgiven and will not be taken into, the sin he committed during that period
will be forgiven if he truly repents and seeks pardon. It is stated in the Qur�an: �Allah

changes the evil deeds to good ones.� (Surah al-Furqan: 70) It is written in the fifteenth
volume of Biharul-Anwaar�, that once a man came to the presence of the Holy prophet
Mohammad (s). and said, �O master my sin is very big (in his pre-Islamic days he had
buried his daughter alive as was the custom then), you recommend to me a deed whose
performance would act as compensation for it, and Allah may forgive me.� The prophet
(s) asked him, �Then is your maternal aunt (mother�s sister) alive�? He replied �Yes,
she is� The prophet (s) told him to go and serve her (for she had a very near relation with
his mother, thus serving her would mean serving his mother). Then He (s) said, �Had his

(. mother been alive, it would have been the best compensation (for his sins

Incident of Ehbat and Takfeer
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It is written in trustworthy narratives that in the former days there lived two brothers.
One was a believer in the unity of Allah (Tawheed) and the other a polytheist and a
worshipper of idols. They both lived in the same house, the believer lived on the ground
floor and his (non-believer) brother on the top one. The non-believer was wealthy and
lived a lavish life, while the believer was poor and passed his days in hunger and poverty.
Sometimes the non- believer would tell his brother, �If you prostrate before the idols
and accept them as your Gods, I will off half of my wealth with you. Why do you wish to
live such a hard and bitter life. Come and prostrate before my idols so that both of us may
enjoy life together.� The believer would answer, �why do you not fear Allah and the
day of Qayamat. The idols happened many times and days passed bye. Whenever they
met the same conversation took place between them. One night the believer was sitting
in the courtyard of his house when he smelt the cooking of delicious food from his
brother�s house. He said to himself, �Till when will you keep worshipping Allah and
glorifying His name? when even after such a long time you have not had a good dress to
wear, nor a soft and comfortable bed to sleep on. You have turned old due to eating
loaves of dry bread, and your teeth cannot chew them anymore. Verily my brother
speaks the truth, let me go and prostrate before his idols and feast upon the delicious
food and enjoy myself. He got up and started ascending the stairs leading to his
brother�s place and accept his pagan religion. There his brother too was engrossed in
deep thoughts and wondered, �I fail to understand the reality of idol worship, and it has
no benefit as such. Verily my brother speaks the truth, I should go and accept his true
religion and worship only one Allah.� He too got up and started descending the stairs to
go to his brother�s place. Both brothers met each other on the stairs and exchanged
their thoughts. At that moment Allah ordered the Angel of death (malekul maut) to
remove the spirits of both of them. Hence they both died, and whatever good deeds the
believer (brother) had performed in his life were transferred to the account of the non-
believer (brother) who had left his house with the intention of professing the true faith.
And whatever bad deeds the non-believer (brother) had done in his life time were
likewise transferred to the account of the believer who had left his house with the
intention of abandoning the faith. The believer�s entire life was spent in performing
good deeds but died a death of infidelity, while the non-believer spent his entire life
sinning yet died a faithful. The above incident is the best example of turning from the right
(Ehbat) and expiating for sins (Takfeer). Hence Oh believers, shaitaan is your sworn
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enemy. He is on the constant move (till your last moment) to turn you away from the Right
path (Siratal mustaqeem). Put yourself in the habit of righteous by performing good deeds
frequently worshipping Allah so that you may not fall prey to the evil intentions of

(shaitaan, and thus remain steadfast on the Right path. (Khazeenatul Jawahir

Questioning about deeds

It is said in the Qur�an: �And most certainly we will also question the Apostles.� (Surah
al -A�araf: 6), that �we had sent you to guide�? They will reply, �O our Lord we have
not left even an atom�s weight of Your message to be passed on to them.� They will be
asked, �who are your witness�? They will reply, � O Allah You are our witness and
besides Thee is Mohammad (s), as said in the Qur�an, �And thus we made you a
medium (just) nation that you may be the bearers of witness to the people and (that) the
Apostle may be a bearer of witness to you.� (Surah al-Baqarah: 143) It the same way it
will be asked to prophet Isa (a.s), �O Isa son of Mariam Did You say to men, Take me
and my mother for two gods besides Allah�? (Surah al-Maidah: 116). Prophet Isa will
tremble (with fright) due to Allah�s Glory and reply, �O Allah, if I had ever told them I
would surely have known it. But I had always said that, �surely I�m a servant of Allah,
He has given me the book and made me a prophet.� (Surah al -marium: 30). He once
worship Him who created me and you. Then their people will be questioned, �Did your
prophet not remind you of this day of Judgment�? They all will reply, �surely they did
so.� Then they shall be questioned about the blessings sent to them by Allah and as to
how they spent it �Then on that day you shall most surely be questioned about the
blessings.� (Surah al -Takasur: 8). Did you thank Allah for His bestowing His blessings on
you, or you rebelled? It is stated that the blessings of Allah referred to here means the
love of the Holy Prophet (s) and His progeny (a.s). Imam (a.s) asked Qatada, �what do
you (Sunnis) interpret the following verse (Ayah), �Then on that day you shall most
surely be questioned about the blessings. (Surah al -Takasur: 8) He replied, �It means
that on the day of Qayamat we will be questioned about the food and drink that we
consumed in this world.� Imam (a.s) replied, Verily Allah is far beyond this, so as to
question anyone about this. If you invite someone for food to your house do you then
question him as to how much he ate�? Qatada replied, �No, but then what does this
blessing means�? Imam (a.s) replied, �The blessing referred to here is the love of us
Ahlulbait (a.s)�`. It will be asked as to how did you treat the Ahlulbait (a.s), did you love
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them and follow them, or you disobeyed Allah by bearing grudge towards them. �They

recognize the favors of Allah, yet they deny it.� (Surah an-Nahl: 83) Regarding
sustenance it will only be asked as to how he earned it whether lawfully or unlawfully.
Why did he squander it or spend it on unlawful means, �I kept asking from you but you
kept deaf ear. The wealth was My wealth, and the poor were My children, and their
questioning (from you) was My questioning.� Shaikh Sadooq relates that on the day of
Qayamat man will not be able to move an inch till he is questioned about four things it on:
(1) the way he spent his life, (2) As to how did he wear out his youth, (3) About the wealth,
as to where he got it from and in what way he spent it, and (4) And about the love of us the

.Household (Ahlulbait) of prophet

Rights of Allah or the Worship Acts

The first thing about which a person will be questioned is prayers (Namaz). Did he say his
prayers in time? Did he serve (rightly) this pillar of Islam and the Legacy of prayers, or did
he recite it to show off. After this people will be questioned about Fasting (Siyam),
pilgrimage (Haj), Zakat, Khums, the Holy War (Jehad) etc. and then the rightful recipients

(. will catch hold of their shirts (and ask for their rights

(Rights of people (Haqqun Naas

Allah will deal with His servants in two ways, (1) with Justice (Adl), and (2) with mercy
(Fazl). Allah�s Justice (Adl): If a person has upon him someone�s right (haq), his good
deeds (of equal weight or merit) will be handed over to the rightful owner. For example
backbiting (gheebat), defaming etc. The good deeds of a person who has backbited or
has defamed anyone, will be transferred to the account of the person whom he backbited
or defamed, and in turn that person�s bad deeds will be transferred to the account of
the person who backbited and defamed him. Many traditions (Ahadees) are quoted to
support this. There is a lengthy tradition (Hadees) from Imam `Ali Zainul Abedeen (a.s) in
�Rawzae kafi� that on the day of Qayamat people will be questioned about the rights
of men. At the concluding part of this tradition it is quoted that a person asked Imam (a.s),
�O son of the prophet If a non-believer who has been thrown into hell owes something
to a believer, how will the deeds be exchanged when the non believer has no more good
deeds left.� Imam Zainul Abideen (a.s) replied, �The punishment equivalent to the right
that he owes will be incurred on him. Likewise the good deeds of the oppressor will be
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transferred to the account of the oppressed.� The person asked, �But if the Muslim
oppressor does not have any good deeds left�? He (a.s) replied, �The load of sins of the
oppressed will be placed on the shoulders of the oppressor, and verily this is true
justice� It is narrated in �Lu�ali� Akhbar� that once the Holy prophet (s) asked His
companions as to who was an indigent (muflis) person, they replied that, �That one of us
is an indigent person who does not possess wealth or property.� He (s) replied, �The

indigent from my ummah on the day of Qayamat will be the one who even after having
offered Namaz, kept fasts, performed the Haj, paid the zakat, but simultaneously abused
anyone, or usurped the rights of anyone, or killed or physically tortured someone. Hence
the oppressed ones will be given the good deeds of the oppressor and these deeds will be
theirs. If the good deeds of the oppressor are exhausted, the bad deeds of the oppressor
will be given to the oppressor, and he will be thrown into the raging fire.� (Ma� ad)
Allamah Jaza�eri quotes a tradition in his book that if a person owes someone even one
dirham and returns it back to it�s owner, this act of his is greater than worship of a
thousand years, freeing one thousand slaves in the way of Allah, and performing one
thousand Haj and the lesser pilgrimage (Umrah). In another tradition Ma�soomeen (a.s)
says, that whosoever pleases his debtors (by repaying their loans), will be made to enter
Paradise without taking account, and in paradise they will be among the friends of
Prophet Isma`il (a.s) Allah�s mercy on the day of Qayamat when a person owes some
rights to someone, and if Allah is drowning in their own sweat (due to fear). Allah will
reveal to the people the palaces of paradise and call out to the persons who owes
something from His servants: O people who owe something from my servant, if you wish
to enter paradise, forgive him the rights that he owes you, and thus free him of this
responsibility. Fortunate is the person on whom Allah is Merciful. For verily if Allah does
not straighten his affair, his state will become bad. Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen (a.s) wept (in
fear) with Thy Justice, O Merciful Lord. It is appropriate to quote here the Supplication
(Du�a) of Abu Hamza Sumali. Abu Hamza Sumali says that Imam Ali Zainul Abedeen
used to recite the following du�a every night at the time of sehar in the month of
Ramazan. This du�a is quoted in many books of supplications and also in the first volume
of Mafateehul Jinaan� by the same author. The recitation of Namaze Radde Mazalim
(Namaz for expiation of rights due) is also beneficial. It�s method is as follows: Recite
four Rak�at Namaz (two Rak�at each), in first Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recite
Surah at-Tawheed Twenty five times, and in the second Rak�at after Surah al Hamd
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recite Surah at- Tawheed fifty times, in the third seventy five times, and in the fourth
.hundred times. After ending Namaz ask Allah�s forgiveness

Incident 1

This incident is quoted in one of the writing of Shaikh Shaheed, Ahmed bin Abil Hawaree
says that I had a wish to see in my teacher Abu Salman Duraani (vis. Abdul Rehman bin
Aytiyyah, a virtuous person who died in Dariyah in Damascus in 235 A.H. and his grave is
renowned there). After a year I saw him in my dream and asked him, �O dear teacher,
how was your treatment (after death)�? Abu Salman replied, �O Ahmed one day while
coming from Babe Sagheer I saw a camel laden with hay. I casually removed a straw
from it. Now I do not remember whether I put in my mouth or threw it away without
chewing it. One year has passed and I am still being accounted for it.� This narration is
not an imaginary work, but can be supported by the following verse (Ayah) of the
Qur�an: �O my son surely if it is the very weight of the grain of a mustard seed, even
though it is in (the heart of) a rock, or (high above) in the heavens, or (deep down) in the
earth, Allah will bring it (to light)� (Surah al-Luqman: l6) Amirul Mo�meneen Ali (a.s) in
one of his sermons says, �Will not the souls be accounted for their good or bad deeds on
the day of Qayamat, even if it be of the weight of a mustard seed.� Hazrat Ali (a.s) sent
Mohammad ibn Abu Bakr with a pronouncement, �O servants of Allah You should know
that on the day of Qayamat Allah will certainly question you about your actions, big or
small, open or concealed.� Hazrat Ali (a.s) wrote to Abdullah ibne Abbas. �Are you not
afraid of the Umanaqesha� of accounting�? In reality Umanaqesha� means a thorn
pierced in the body. As a person faces great difficulty in removing a (minute) thorn, in the
same manner on the day of Qayamat people will have to bear hardships. Some
researchers say that on the day of Qayamat one will be safe from the fear of the
weighing scale (Mizan), except the one who in his lifetime started taking account of all his
good and bad deeds. The Holy prophet (s) says that, �O people take account of your
selves before your account is taken (in Qayamat), and weight your actions before they

.�are weighed in Qayamat

Incident 2

It is said about Tawbah bin Samah that he daily took account of himself. One day he
calculated his age and concluded that sixty years of his life had passed. Then he counted
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the days in sixty years and that came to twenty one thousand six hundred. He was
shocked and said to himself, �Woe be to me. Will I face Lord having committed twenty
one thousand six hundred sins.� After having uttered these words he fell down
unconscious and passed away (in grief). It is also narrated that once the Holy prophet (s)
was sitting on the barren ground with no grass on it. He ordered his companions to gather
fuel to lit a fire. They replied that they were in a place where there was impossibility to
find dry grass for fuel. The prophet (s) told them to gather whatever they could. Each one
of them collected a small quantity and slowly it became plenty. The prophet (s) looked at
the heap of grass and said, �In the same manner sins of people will be collected on the
day of Qayamat.� The prophet (s) wanted to tell his companions that as the dry grass
cannot be seen in that barren land, but when searched for can turn out to be a heap. In
the same manner the small sins which a person commits cannot be seen, but on the day
of Qayamat when all sins will be gathered they will amount to a large stock. Thus Tawbah
bin Samah calculated one sin (the least) committed in one day which amounted to twenty

.one thousand six hundred sins in sixty years

(SPRING OF KAUSAR(HAWZE KAUZAR-9

explaination

The existence of the Spring of Kausar is found in the Qur�an and the traditions, it is the
abundance (Khayre Kaseer) which was bestowed on the Prophet (s). It is quoted in
Basaerud Darajat�, �Ma�alimul Zulfa,� and the third volume of Biharul Anwar� that
Abdullah ibne Sinan asked Imam Ja�far -as- Sadiq (a.s) regarding the Spring of Kausar.
Imam (a.s) replied that it�s width is approximately equal to the distance from Basra in
Iraq to Sanaa in Yemen. Abdullah seemed astonished. Then Imam Sadiq (a.s) asked him,
�Do you wish to have a glimpse of it?� He replied, �Yes O son of the Prophet!� Imam
(a.s) escorted him outside Madina, and struck his foot on the ground. Abdullah says that
by the Imam�s order the veils of the unseen were lifted off my eyes. I saw a stream
flowing beneath, and the place where we were standing was surrounded by it. I saw on
one side of the stream was flowing water which was whiter than ice, and on the other
side milk, and in between was flowing the �pure Drink� (Sharabe Tahoora) colored red
like rubies (Yaqoot). I have never witnessed such a beautiful view before, nor wine (the
wine referred to here is not the usual intoxicating liquid, rather it is a pure drink reserved
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for the believers in Paradise) flowing between water and milk. Imam (a.s) said, �As is
written in the Qur�an, that in Paradise flows rivers of milk, water and wine, verily this
stream flows from it. There are beautiful trees on both sides of this river, and between
the trees the �houries� of Paradise are standing with their beautiful hair flowing in the
air, the likeness of which cannot be seen in this World.� Then the Imam (a.s) went
towards one of the �houries� and asked for a drink. The houri� saluted Imam (a.s) and
filled the cup with water from the stream and presented it to Him. Imam (a.s) gave the
cup to me to drink. 1 drank and was surprised for I had never tasted such a delicious and
tasty water in my life, nor ever smelt such fragrance of musk. I said, �May my life be
Your ransom, the likeness of what I saw today can never be imagined in my life.� Imam
Sadiq (a.s) replied, �Whatever you have seen is quite less when compared to the
blessings reserved for Our Shi�ahs. When anyone among them dies, their spirits stroll in
these gardens, and drink and bathe in these streams, and thus gain pleasure by
consuming the delicious fruits.� The Holy Prophet (s) told Imam Ali (a.s), �The Spring of
Kausar flows from beneath the high heavens. It�s water is whiter than milk, sweeter
than honey, and softer than ghee. It�s pebbles are of topaz (ZabroJad), rubies (yaqoot)
and corals (Marjan). It�s grass of saffron (Za�faran), and mud of musk (Mushke
Azfar).� Then the Holy Prophet (s) placed his hand on the side of Imam Ali (a.s) and said,
�O Ali! This stream is for me and your self, and those who love you.� (Ehsanul Fawaed)
For the followers of Imam Husain (a.s) there is an additional blessing. Imam Ja�far - as -
Sadiq (a.s) says, that the person who weeps on the sufferings of Imam Husain (a.s) will be

.happy and contented on the Spring of Kawsar, and will be pleased after looking at it

Manifestation of the High Honor of Ahlulbait

Allah will reveal His other bounties and blessings on the day of Qayamat, one of them will
.be the manifestation of the high honor and position of Mohammad(s) and his Progeny

(The Standard of Praise (Liwaul Hamd

Abdullah ibne Salam asked the Holy Prophet (s) regarding the Standard of praise (Liwaul
Hamd) to be presented to him in Qayamat. He (s) replied that, it�s length is equal to the
distance of a thousand years. It�s pillars will be of red rubies, and it�s handle of white
pearls. while its flag will be of green emeralds. One flag will be swirling in the east, the
second in the west, while the third one will be swirling in the middle. On it three sentences
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will be engraved, �In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, Merciful,� �All praise be to
Allah the Lord of the worlds,� and �There is no God except Allah, Mohammad (s) is the
Messenger of Allah, and Ali (a.s) is the friend of Allah.� The length of each of these
sentences will be equal to the length of a thousand years. Abdullah asked, �Who will be
carrying this standard�? The Holy Prophet (s) replied, �The same person who in this
world is my Standard-bearer viz. Ali the son of Abu Talib (a.s).� Abdullah replied, �verily

you speak the truth. But also inform me as to who all will remain under the shelter of this
standard.� He (s) replied, �The believers (Momeneen) friends Shi�ahs of Allah, my
friends a Shiahs, and the friends and Shi�ahs of Ali (a.s).verily this position is very high.
And Allah�s wrath be on the one who believes me, or argues over his (Ali�s exalted)

.�creation by Allah

(Ali (a.s) will be the Distributor of kausar (Saqiye kausar

The Holy Prophet (s) told Ali (a.s): �O Ali! verily you are the distributor of (the water of)
kausar.� It is related in khisaal of Shaikh Sadooq that the Commander of the faithful Ali
(a.s) said, �I along with my progeny (Ahlulbait) will be standing besides the Holy Prophet
(s) near the spring of kausar. Whoever wishes to meet us should strive to emulate our
actions and words. For every house has some generous and noble people. Intercession
(Shafa�at) is surely there for our friends. Hence strive to meet us there. For we shall
shun away our enemies from there and give our friends to drink from it. And whoever
drinks a sip from that blessed water will never become thirsty. It is written in the saheeh
of Bukhari that when some of the companions of the Prophet (s) will be removed from the
kausar, the Prophet (s) will say, �O my Lord! These are my companions.� Allah will
reply, �You do not know what they did after you.� They spread false traditions and
made changes in religion (Bid-at) This tradition is also quoted in the ninth volume of the

.saheeh of Muslim

(The pulpit of praise (Maqame Mahmood

In the Tafseer of Furat bin Ibrahim kufi Imam Ja�far-as Sadiq (a.s) quotes a lengthy
Hadees from the Holy Prophet (s) that He said: As Allah has promised me, He will surely
fulfill it. �May be your Lord will raise you to a position of great glory.� (Surah al- Bani
Israil: 79). He will gather all the people on the day of Qayamat, and will erect a Pulpit
(Mimbar) for (zabroJad), emeralds (zamrood), rubies (Yaqoot) and gold. I will mount on it
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and sit on the highest step. At that moment Jibra�eel will bring the Standard of praise
(Liwaul Hamd), and handing it over to me will say, �O Mohammad (s)! verily this is the
praiseworthy position (Maqame Mahmood) about which Allah had promised you Then I
will tell Ali (a.s) to mount the Pulpit, He shall do so and sit one step after me. Then I will

.hand over the Standard to him

(Ali (a.s) will be the Distributor of Heaven & hell (Kaseemill Jannate wan Naar

The gatekeeper of Paradise (Rizwan) will bring the keys of Paradise and hand them over
to me. Likewise the Keeper of hell (Malik) will also come and hand over the keys of hell to
me. Then 1 in turn will give the keys to Ali the son of Abu Talib (a.s) [O Ali! You are the
distributor of Paradise and hell -Holy Prophet]. And at that time Paradise and hell will be
obedient to me as a bride is to her groom. And this is the interpretation of the Verse

(. (Ayah): �Do cast into hell every ungrateful, rebellious one.� (Surah Qaf: 24

(Intercession (Shafa��ah

It is written in Tafseere Qummi that Sama�ah says that I asked Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq
(a.s) that, �How will the Holy prophet (s) intercede on the day of Qayamat? He (a.s)
replied, �When people will become weary and tired and will be sweating profusely, they
will go to Prophet Adam (a.s) and plead for his intercession. Adam (a.s) will put forth his
Tarke Ula� (leaving the better work for a less (desirable thing) and excuse himself. He
will direct them towards Prophet Nooh (a.s). Nooh (a.s) will also apologize and direct them
to go to the Prophet after him. Likewise each Prophet will direct them to the Prophet after
them till they reach Prophet Issa (a.s). Issa (a.s) will then advice them to go to the Last
Prophet Mohammad (s). Then the people will go to Him and plead his mercy and ask for
his intercession. The Holy Prophet (s) will accompany them till the Gate of Mercy (Babur
Rahmah) and will fall into prostration (Sajdah) there. At that moment Allah�s voice will
come �O Prophet! Lift your head up and intercede (for the people), for surely your
intercession will be accepted. And ask whatever you wish, for surely you shall be given.�
(The intercession by the Holy Imam A.S.) has already been discussed in the Chapter of
Accounting). It is narrated from the Holy Prophet (s) in Khisaal that three groups of people
will intercede on the day of Qayamat, and their intercession will be accepted (1) The
Prophets (Ambiya), (2) The Scholars (Ulama), and (3)The Martyrs (Shohada), (Ehsanul
Fawaed). It is written in the third volume of `Biharul Anwaar� that the Holy Prophet (s)
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said, �Do not underestimate the Shi�ahs of Ali (a.s), for each one of them will intercede
for the people equal to the tribes of Rabi�ah and Muzar� (two great tribes of Quraysh).
Who will be interceded? In `Biharul Anwaar� it is narrated from the Holy prophet (s) that
He said, �Intercession (Shafa�at) will be for those of my Ummah who have committed
major sins (gunahane kabeera), while those who are righteous will be in no need of it.�
The Holy Prophet (s) says: On the day of Qayamat I will surely intercede for the following
four types of people: (1) Those who respect and honor My Progeny (Ahlulbait), (2) Those
who fulfill the desires of My Progeny, (3) Those who work for their cause, and (4) Those
who love them from their hearts as well as by the tongue (openly and in secret).
(Sawaeqe Muhriqa). Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says that the one who considers Prayers
(Namaz) to be unimportant or lowly will not get Our Intercession. Imam Mohammad-al-
Baqir (a.s) says that Our Shi�ah is the one who obeys Us and does not go against our
word. If a person does not do what is obligatory (wajib) and does not keep himself from
sins and evil, he is not amongst the Shi�ahs, and will not receive Intercession of
Mohammad (s) and His Progeny (Ahlulbait). (Ehsanul Fawaed) In short a believer
(Mo�min) should always remain between fear (of Allah�s wrath) and desire (of His

.Mercy), for these are the attributes of a believer

(Heights (A��araf

There are three different interpretations regarding A�araf. (1) According to the reports
of Ahlulbait (a.s), A�araf is a height on the Bridge of Serat on which the Holy Prophet (s)
will be standing along with His Progeny (a.s). The foreheads of the friends and Shi�ahs of
Ahlulbait (a.s) will be emitting a light, and this will act as a permit [of the love of Ali (a.s)]
pass over Poole Serat. It is stated in Sawaeqe Muhriqa� that no one will be able to pass
over the Poole Serat unless he has a permit from Imam Ali (a.s). It is written in the
Qur�an: �And on the A�araf there shall be men, who know all by their marks.� (Surah
al A�araf 46). (2) Another interpretation of A�araf is that it is a wall as said in the
Qur�an: �On that day you will see the faithful men and the faithful women -their light
running before them and on their right hand, good news for you today: gardens beneath
which rivers flow, to abide therein, that is the grand achievement.� (Surah al-Hadeed: 12)
It is said in the interpretation of this verse that the light referred to here is the Love of
Mohammad (s) and His Progeny (walayah). And this light will be (glowing more or less)
according to the (extent of) belief (Eeman) and love (Walayah), and it will be (Shining) on
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the right side. So will be emitting light such intensely that they will not be able to look at
their feet. Some will be emitting light which will be infinite. While some will be emitting a
weak light which will dim sometimes and shine sometimes. They will become disturbed
and cry out �Our Lord! Make perfect our light, and grant us protection.� (Surah at-
Tahreem: 8) During that moment the light of others will be of no help. The hypocrites and
simmers will try to gain benefit from the light of the believers, but will not be able to do so,
and a wall will be erected between them and this is the very A�araf. �They will cry out
to them: Were we not with you? They shall say: Yes! But you caused yourselves to fall into
temptation, and you waited and doubted, and vain desires deceived you, till the
threatened punishment of Allah came, which the arch deceiver deceived you about
Allah.� (Surah al-Hadeed: 14) �One the day when the hypocritical men and the
hypocritical women will say to those who believe: Wait for us, that we my have light from
your light, it shall be said: Turn back and seek a light. Then separation will be brought
about between them, with a wall having a door in it, (as for) the inside of it, there shall be
mercy in it, and (as for) the outside of it, there shall be punishment.� (Surah al Hadeed:
13). (3) A�araf is a place between Paradise and hell. The oppressed ones (mustaz-afeen),
idiots and insane people foolish women, children who have died before attaining
adulthood, people who have died between the appearance of two Prophets (and did not
meet either of them), and people who were alive at that time but the Prophet�s

message did not reach them, will be made to dwell therein) There shall be no blessings
and pleasures of Paradise and no punishment and wrath of Allah. Shaikh Sa�adi says:
A�araf is (like a hell in the eyes of the �houries�, but for the people of hell it is equal to

.paradise

(BRIDGE OF SERAT (POOLE SERAT-10

explaination

Serat in the grammatical sense means a way or a road, and its meaning according to the
Shari�ah is a bridge or a road which passes from the top of hell. In a tradition from
Ma�soom (a.s) it is stated that `Poole Serat� is a bridge thinner than a hair, sharper
than a sword, and hotter than fire (of this world). The true believers (Mo�meneen) will
pass over it speedily like lightening. Some will find some difficulty over it, but will later find
relief. While there will be some who will slip and fall down in the pit of hell. The likeness of
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�Poole Serate� is of �The Right Path (Seratal Mustaqeem) of this world, the path of Ali
(a.s) and Aimmah (a.s)�s obedience. The person who in this world turned away from the
`Seratal Mustaqeem� (The path of Ahlulbait) in word and deed, and was attracted
towards falsehood, on the day of Qayamat he will slip over the Poole Serat and fall into
hell. In Surah al-Hamd, Seratal Mustaqeem� refers to both these paths (The path of
Ahlulbait and Poole Serat). Allamah Majlisi in his book `Haqqul Yaqeen� quotes from
Shaikh Sadooq that: Our belief concerning Qayamat is that the Passes (Aqabaat) have
each a specific name. some are called Farz (compulsory Acts), others Amr (Commands),
yet others Nahy (Prohibitions). So when a man will reach the Pass of Farz, and he had
neglected it (in his life), he will be stopped there and imprisoned for a thousand years, and
the dues of Allah will be demanded of him. Now if he goes out of it by means of some good
act performed by him in the world, or by the Mercy of Allah, then he escapes from it and
goes on to another Pass. He will not cease to be sent from one Pass to another, and be
stopped and questioned regarding his shortcomings in respect of each stage. If he
escapes safely from all the Passes, he will arrive at the abode of Permanence (Darul
Baqa). Here he comes upon everlasting life, and perpetual beatitude, without any
affliction what so ever. He will reside in the neighborhood of Allah, with the Prophets (a.s),
and the Imam (a.s), the veracious ones, the Martyrs (Shohada), and the righteous ones
from among His slaves. And if he is stopped at a Pass, and is questioned about a certain
due in respect of which he is found wanting. and neither a good action on his part nor the
Mercy of Allah reaches him, his step will stumble and he will be hurled down in the fire of
hell. (Eteqadatul Imamiyah). Imam Mohammad-al-Baqir (a.s) says, that when the verse
(Ayah) �And hell is made to appear on that day� (Surah al-Fajr: 23) was revealed, the
Holy prophet (s) was asked regarding it�s interpretation. He replied, �Jibra�eel has
informed me that when Allah will have gathered everyone from the beginning to the end
on the day of Qayamat, one thousand Angels will bring the hell pulling it with a thousand
ropes with great difficulty. Hell will be roaring and raging with anger and the voice of
breaking (of bones) will be heard from it. At that moment a ferocious voice will erupt from
it, which Allah has reserved to take the account of people, and every one will perish (with
fear). Men, Angels, and the Prophet will be wailing with fright. Man will cry out, �Our Lord!
save me, save me,� while the Prophets will cry out, �O Lord! save my people
(ummat).� So each Prophet will take account from Their people (ummat) and walk over
the Poole Serat. No one will have any escape from walking over it. Allah says in the
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Qur�an And there is not one of you but shall come to it, this is an unavoidable decree of
your Lord. And we will deliver those who guarded (against evil,) and we will leave the
unjust therein on their knees.� (Surah al -Maryam: 71-72)��. Then the Prophet (s) said,
�This bridge contains seven Passes (Aqabat), and each Pass has got a station equal to
seventy farsakh, and seventy thousand Angels have be passed on each station. All the

.�people will have to cross these Passes

(1st Pass: kindness (Sile Raham), Trust (Amanah), Love of Ahlulbait (Walayah

The first station here is of kindness (Sile Rahm). The person who in this world is not
merciful towards his parents will have a short life. He will not prosper (in wealth), and in
the Hereafter will be stopped on the first station on Serat, and no mercy will be shown
towards him. The Holy Qur�an admonishes us in the following words: �And be careful
of (your duty to) Allah, by whom you demand one of another (your rights), and to the ties
of relationship.� (Surah an- Nisa: 1) So when one of your relatives is sick visit him, if he is
indigent help him and fulfill his wants, and visit them (your relatives) on important days (of
Idd etc.). The second station is of Trust (Amanah). Trust does not only include wealth, but
also if someone confides in you and tells a secret requesting you not to reveal it to
anyone, this too is included in trust. If you disclose it to another, you have committed
breach of trust. If you disgrace someone, you have committed breach. And also if
someone keeps some wealth with you as a trust and even after promising to return it,
you refuse to do so, you are said to have committed breach (of trust). The same rule
applies for hire. If you borrowed something from someone for a fixed period, after the
period having expired you do not return it, it will be deemed as being a violation of trust.
Shaikh Husain bin Sa�eed al Ahwazi relates from Imam Mohammad -al- Baqir (a.s) that
one day someone gave the good news to Abu zarr that his sons had brought a huge stock
of cattle, and that his Property had increased. To which Abu zarr replied, �The increase
of property will not make me happy, nor do I consider it to be a prosperity for I believe in
being moderate and little is sufficient for me. The guarding of this property would have
made me busy and being negligent (of my duty towards Allah). I have heard the
Messenger of Allah (s) as saying that, on the day of Qayamat when a person who is
trustworthy and kind passes over the poole Serat� kindness and trust will be on both the
sides to support him. It is also related that the person who has committed breach of trust
or severed relations with his kith a kin, on the day of Qayamat when he will walk over the
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poole Serat, none of his deeds will be of any help to him, and he will fall flat into the pit of
hell. The third station is of Love of Ahlulbait (a.s) (Walayah). Regarding the love of
Ahlulbait (a.s) many traditions have been quoted in the Shi�ah as well as Sunni books,
that Walayah means the Love of Imam Ali (a.s). In Tafseere Sa�labi it is written
regarding the verse: �And stop them, for they shall be questioned.� (Surah al-Saffat:
24). It is said that people will be stopped and asked if they accepted the walayah� of
Imam Ali (a.s) in the world and said, �Aliyyun Waliyullah,� while believing in it. Allamah
Huwainee and Tabari both great scholars of the Ahle Sunnat quote the Holy Prophet (s) as
saying O� Ali! Whoever denies your love will be stopped (from going further) over the
poole Serat.� In Sawaeqe Muhriqa it is written that whoever has got the passport of the
Love of Ali (a.s) will pass easily over the Serat. Many other traditions are quoted which

.cannot be written here due to lack of space

(2nd pass: Namaz (Salat

On this pass a person will be stopped and questioned regarding the five daily prayers, the
prayer of Signs (Namaze Ayaat), and elapsed prayers (Namaze Qaza), about which it has
been discussed in the chapter of �Accounting� Imam Ja�far- as-Sadiq (a.s) in his last
will said �Whoever considering Namaz to be unimportant (or lowly) will not receive our
Intercession (in Qayamat).� Allah says in the Qur�an, �Woe to the praying ones, who
are unmindful of their prayers.� (Surah al-Ma�oon: 4-5). The person who does not offer
Namaz dies thirsty, and will also arise thirsty from his grave. People should themselves
recite Namaz &) advice others to do so. We should adapt our children to offer Namaz
before they reach puberty, because parents of a child reciting Namaz too get a share in
their rewards. Parents who advise their children (while they are still young) to do good
deeds and their children in turn follow them, such parents receive the reward thereof.
And after a child reaches puberty the good deeds are recorded in his own scrolls. Once a
Prophet was passing from near a grave with his companions, when suddenly he told them
to pass away quickly for the person in the grave was being chastised by Allah�s wrath.
One year later when he passed by that same grave, he sensed that the wrath of Allah had
been lifted up from the grave. He was astonished and asked Allah the reason for it. Allah
relied, �This person had left behind him a child who was sent to school, his teacher
taught him to recite �Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem�.Thus when his child addressed Me
as being a Beneficent and Merciful Lord, I forgave his parents, for they have been a
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medium for his birth. I felt ashamed that in spite of their child addressing me thus, I
should punish them.��O you who believe! Save your selves and your families from a fire
whose fuel is men and stones.� (Surah at-Tahreem: 6) Then we should warn our
relatives and friends (from the wrath of Allah) by enjoining good (Amr bil Ma�roof) and

(. forbidding evil (Nahy anil Munkar

3rd Pass: zakat

If a person in his life has not paid zakat or khums due on him (even equal to a dirham) to
the deserving persons will be stopped at this pass. The Holy Prophet (s) says, that on the
day of Qayamat, the non-payer of zakat� will be in a state that a python (called Aqra) will
be wound around his neck. (Aqra is the name of a python, the hairs of whose body have
fallen off due to intense poison in it). In another tradition it is stated that if a person does
not pay khums due on his agricultural field, on his neck will be placed a chain of the seven
worlds on the day of Qayamat. It is also related that when Imam- al- Mahdi (A.T.F.S.)
reappears, He shall put to death those who do not pay zakat due on them. The person
hoards large provisions of gold and silver (will zakat due on them), on the day of Qayamat
these dirhams and dinars will be made red hot in fire and will be placed on their foreheads
and their sides. As said in the Qur�an, �on the day when it shall be heated in the fire of
hell, then their foreheads and their sides and their backs shall be branded with it, this is
what you hoarded up for yourselves, therefore taste what you hoarded.� (Surah al -
Bara�at: 35) There is no difference between the Zakat of wealth and the Zakat of body
(Fitrah). Many harsh words have been used regarding the non payment of khums�, and
many traditions are found regarding it. One tradition needs to be quoted here from Usul
al kafi� that Imam Ja�far- as-Sadiq (a.s) says that on the day of Qayamat the most
difficult time will be when the deserving person of khums will catch hold of the end of the
shirt of the one who did not pay it. They will ask for their right from them on this pass, and
will not allow him to move further until he gives them their due rights. But the situation will
become even worse when the Interceders (Ahlulbait) themselves will ask for Their Rights

.(khums) from people

(4th Pass: Fasting (Saum

On the fourth pass people will be questioned regarding fasting. If a person has been
fasting in this world, only then shall he be permitted to pass over it easily, otherwise he
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shall be stopped there. The Holy Prophet (s) has said, �Fasts act as a shield against the
flames of the fire of hell.� The Holy Prophet (s) has said, �For the one who fasts there
are two good tidings for him, one at the time of breaking the fast (Iftaar), while the
second when he shall meet his Lord. He will then pass over the poole Serat easily and

.enter the presence of his Almighty

(5th Pass: pilgrimage (Hajj

If the performance of Haj becomes obligatory (wajib) on a person in his life- time, and he
does not perform it, then he shall be stopped at this pass. It is stated that during death it
will be said unto him �You have died the death of a Jew or a Christian. You are not
associated with Islam.� It is said in the Qur�an, �And pilgrimage to the House is
incumbent upon men for the sake of Allah, (upon) everyone who is able to undertake the
journey to it, and whoever disbelieves, then surely Allah is Self-sufficient, above any need

(of the world.� (Surah al-Aale Imraan: 96

(6th Pass: Cleanliness (Taharah

According to Ibne Abbas purification (Taharah) is of three types Ablution (Wuzu�), Bath
(Ghusl), and Tayammum, while others consider it to be absolute purification (of the body
as well as the soul). If a person does not take care of cleanliness (or purification), specially
those men and women who do not perform the ceremonial bath (Ghusle Janabat)
correctly or on it�s prescribed time, shall be stopped at this pass. Women should also
take care about the performance of other baths (viz. Qhusle Haiz, Nifaas, lztihaza etc.),
and not be negligent about it as is the custom amongst. ignorant people. It is related that
a person who does not keep himself away from impurities, he will face the squeeze in the

� (. grave (as has been discussed in the chapter of �Grave

(7th Pass: Rights (Mazalim

Mazalim is sometimes interpreted as justice while sometimes it refers to the rights of
others. The Holy Qur�an says about this pass: �.Most surely your Lord is watching.�
(Surah al-Fajr: 14) In interpretation of this verse Lord is said that some people will be
passing over the poole Serat in a manner that they will be clasping it by their hands.
Others will be walking in manner that one leg of theirs will be slipping and they will be
taking help of their second leg, while the Angels will be standing on both sides. People will
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be falling into the fire of hell like bats (falling on the ground). The person who is fortunate
to get the Mercy and Blessings of Allah will pass over the poole Serat easily and will say,
�All praise be to Allah, for verily He has completed my good deeds with His Mercy and
Blessings and increased my reward. I thank Him that He with His Beneficence and
kindness gave me freedom, when I had lost all hope.� Without doubt Allah is the forgiver
of sins of His servants and the rewarder of their good deeds. If a person has troubled
someone with no fault of his, he will be imprisoned for five hundred years on this pass so
much so that his bones will break. If a person has usurped someone�s wealth, he will be
imprisoned for forty years on this pass and then he shall be thrown into the fire of hell. In
traditions it is narrated that in exchange for one (usurped) dirham, seven thousand
(accepted) prayers of the usurper will be given to the person whose dirham he acquired.

(. (It has already been discussed in detail in the chapter of Accounting

Incident

Allamah Bahauddin Sayyed Ali bin Abdul karim Neeli Najafi (whatever praise of his is done
will be quite less, who was the student of Shaikh Shaheed), in his book Anwarul Maziyyah
(written in praise of Imam Ali) narrates an incident from his father who says that: In Neela
(a village in Abaee) there lived a person who was the superintendent of the Mosque. One
day he did not come out of his house, when people called him he excused himself. People
inquired about it and they found out that his entire body was charred except his thighs,
and he was groaning with pain and sorrow. When people asked him how he burnt himself
he replied that, �I dreamt that Qayamat has dawned, and people are in anguish because
majority of them are been thrown into hell, while a small minority was going towards
paradise. I was among those who were going towards paradise. Suddenly I reached a
large and lengthy bridge which was referred to as poole Serat.� I started walking on it,
and as much as I walked its breadth became narrow and it�s length increased until I
reached a place where it turned sharper than a sword. Beneath was a large valley full of
black and roaring fire whose flames were spurting out like large mountain peaks. Some
people walked away easily while some slipped and fell down. And I was so much scared
that I had no other wish except to cross the bridge rapidly. Suddenly I reached that place
where I could no longer control myself and I fell head- long into the pit of the blazing fire.
it�s pit had no end and the fire pulled me down. I could not even scream and my mind
went blank, and I reached down equal to the distance of seventy years. Suddenly I was
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inspired and I called out �O Ali ibne Abi Talib! O Amiral Mo�meneen! help me my Lord.�
At that moment I saw a person standing on the edge of the valley. I recognized him to be
no other than my Master Ali (a.s). I called out to Him and He commanded me to extend my
hand. I did so and He pulled me out of the blazing fire. Then He (a.s) started extinguishing
the fire from my thighs with His blessed hands. I suddenly woke up from my dream and
found that my whole body was burnt, except my thighs where my Master had laid His
hands.� This person treated his wounds for three months and was cured. Now
whenever I relate this incident to anyone, he develops fever (due to fear), while only

.some remain un effected

Those A��mal which Prove helpful to pass over the poole serat easily

Sayyed ibne Tawoos in his book Iqbal relates that whoever recites twenty units ( 1)
(Rak�at) of prayers after Namaze Maghrib on the night of the first of Rajab, such that in
each Rak�at after Surah al-Hamd recites once Surah al-Tawheed, then he and his family
will be saved from the punishment in the grave, and will cross the poole Serat like
lightening without any accounting. (2) It is related that whoever fasts for six days in the
month of Rajab will find peace in Qayamat, and will walk over the poole serat easily
without been accounted. (3) It is related that a person who recites ten units of Namaz on
the night of twenty ninth Sha�ban, such that in each unit after Surah al-Hamd recites ten
times Surah at-Takasur, Surah an-Naas, Surah al -Falaq, Surah al-kaferoon, and Surah
at-Tawheed each, Allah will give him reward equal to theologians, and will increase his
good deeds, will ease his accounting, and he will cross the poole Serat like lightening. (4)
As discussed in the earlier chapter, that whoever goes for pilgrimage to the shrine of
Imam Ali ar-Reza (a.s), Imam (a.s) Himself comes for his rescue (in Qayamat) at three
different places and saves him from the terrors of that day one of which is the Bridge of

�.Serat

(HELL (DOZAKH-11

explaination

Hell is a valley whose depth cannot be imagined, and the fire of Allah�s wrath is blazing
therein. It can also be called the prison of the hereafter. In it lie different types of
punishments which cannot be perceived by a man�s intellect. In fact it is opposite to
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paradise wherein are different types of blessings and pleasures. But in hell there is
hardship, restlessness and humiliation. We quote here some of the verses of the Qur�an

.which throw light on these punishments

Food and Drink of the people of hell

Allah says, �Then shall you, O you who err and call it a lie! Most surely eat of a tree of
zaqqom.� (Surah al Waqe�ah: 51,52) It is tree which grows in the pit of hell, it�s fruits
ugly and bitter. It is (poisonous) like the fang of a snake, and the touch of it makes men
fear. This is the food of the dwellers of hell. �And fill (your) bellies with it, then drink over
it of boiling water.� (Surah al-Waqe�ah: 53,54) It is related that one of the punishments
by Allah for the people of hell will be intense thirst. Then after a long time hot boiling
water mixed with pus will be given to them, and they will drink it because of extreme
thirst. �And who are made to drink boiling water, so it rend their bowels asunder.�
(Surah al- Mohammad: l 5) It is related that if a drop of that water be put on a mountain (in
this world), it will be reduced to dust. �And drink as drinks the thirsty camels.� (Surah al-
Waqe�ah: 55). They will drink that water liter like a camel who is thirsty from many days,
and drinks whilst shivering. Heem (the water referred to in this verse) is the plural of
Aheem which means a camel suffering from a disease. This disease is equivalent to
dropsy, which usually happens to a camel, in which it keeps drinking water but is not
satiated until it dies. This will be the state of the dwellers of hell. �This is their
entertainment on the day of requital.� (Surah al Waqe�a: 56) This `zaqqoom� and
`Hameem� will be given to them in Qayamat as an introduction to Allah�s wrath. And
whatever is destined in hell (for the disbelievers) is far more harsh and beyond
description. �Surely the tree of the zaqqoom, is the food of the sinful, like dregs of oil, it
shall boil in (their) bellies, like the boiling of hot water.� (Surah ad- Dukhan: 43-46). And
because of it the intestines and stomach will melt. This same boiling water will be thrown
on their heads, as a result of which their whole body will melt. �Then pour over his head
of the torment of boiling water.� (Surah ad Dukhan: 48). Even after such state their
punishment will not be lessened. �Their chastisement shall not be lightened nor shall
they be given respite.� (Surah al- Baqarah: 162) �So often as their skins are thoroughly
burned, we will change them for other skins, that they may taste the chastisement.�
(Surah an- Nisa: 56) �Surely with Us are heavy fetters and a flaming fire, and food that
chokes and a painful punishment.� (Surah al Muzzammil: 12,13) Among the other foods of
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the dwellers of hell is `Ghasaleen as said in the Qur�an, �Nor that food except
refuse.� (Surah al-Haqqah: 36) It is written in `Maj�ma� ul Bahrayn that whatever is
excreted from the stomach of the people of hell, will be given to them for eating. �Made

to drink from a boiling spring. They shall have no food but of thorns, which will neither
fatten nor awail against hunger.� (Surah al- Ghashiyah: 5-7) �And he shall be given to
drink of festering water� (Surah al-Ibraheem: 16) The festering water referred to in this
verse is the blood and wastage which will be oozing out of the private parts of fornicating
women, and will be given to the dwellers of hell to drink. �But boiling and intensely cold
water,� (Surah an Nab�a: 25). The interpreters say that `Ghassaq� (the water
referred to in this verse) is a spring in hell which contains venom of poisonous animals,

.and this also shall be given to the people of hell to drink

Clothes of the people of hell

For them are cut garments of fire, boiling water shall be poured over their head. With it�
shall be melted what is in their bellies and (their) skins as well.� (Surah al-Haj: 19,20)
�Their shirts made of pitch (Qatran) and fire covering their faces.� (Surah al-Ibraheem:
50) `Qatran� is a black and stinking substance. Some interpret it to be tar, but the reality
is that nothing of the hereafter can be compared to the things of this world. It is related
that if a dress of the people of hell is hung between the earth and the sky, then all the

.people on the earth will scorch and die due to its heat and evil odor

Hand Cuffs and Shackles of the people of hell

The guilty shall be recognized by their marks, so they shall be seized by the forelocks�
and the feet.� (Surah ar Rahman: 41) It means that some of the evil doers will be seized
by the hair of their fore heads and flung into hell, while some will pulled by their legs and
thrown into the fire. When the fire of hell will see them, it will roar with rage and will
proceed to devour them. �Surely it sends up sparks like palaces, as if they were towny
camels.� (Surah al-Mursalat: 32,33) �Then thrust him into a chain the length of which is
seventy cubits.� (Surah al-Haqqah: 32) �When the fetters and the chains shall be on
their necks, they shall be dragged.� (Surah al-Mo�min: 71) �And on the day of
resurrection you shall see- those who lied against Allah, their faces shall be blackened.�
(Surah az-Zumar: 60) �The faces shall scorch their faces, and they therein shall be in

(severe affliction.� (Surah al-Mo�menoon: 104
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Beds of the people of hell

They shall have a bed of hell- fire and from above them coverings (of it), and thus do�
we reward the unjust.� (Surah al-A�araf: 41) The people of hell will be sifting on planks

.of fire, and will cover themselves with it

Keepers of hell

Over it are Angels stem and strong, they do not disobey Allah in what He commands�
them.� (Surah at-Tahreem: 6) �And for them are whips of iron.� (Surah al-Haj: 21) The
keepers of hell will have with them clubs of iron, with which they will be striking the heads
of evil- doers. The dwellers of paradise will call out to the dwellers of hell and say,
�Whatever Allah has promised for us, He has surely fulfilled, and we have tasted the
reward of our good deeds. Have you also seen whatever chastisement Allah had
promised for the evil-doers�? They will reply in the affirmative. Then a caller will call out
by the command of Allah: Allah�s wrath be on the oppressors. �So today those who
believe shall laugh at the unbelievers.� (Surah al-Mutaffefeen: 34), as they used to laugh
and make fun of (in the world) those who believe. Shaitaan will be the companion of the
dwellers of hell, while the dwellers of paradise will meet one another and rejoice. The
dwellers of hell will bear animosity and hate one another. �And whoever turns himself
away from the remembrance of the Beneficent Allah, We appoint for him a shaitaan, so
he becomes his associate. And most surely they turn them away from the path, and they
think that they are guided upright, until when he comes to Us, he says: O would that
between me and you there were the distance of the east and the west, so evil is the
associate.� (Surah az-Zukhruf: 36-38). It is related that both of them (the evil - doer and
his comrade shaitaan will be bound together in a single chain and thrown into the fire.
�When those who were followed shall renounce those who followed (them), and they
see the chastisement and their ties are cut asunder. And those who followed shall say:
Had there been for us a return, then we would renounce them as they renounced us.�
(Surah al -Baqarah: 166,167) Regarding the animosity between the people of the hell, it is
said in the Qur�an: Then on the day of Qayamat some of you shall deny others, and
some of you shall curse others.� (Surah al-Ankaboot: 25) �The friends shall on that day
be enemies of one another, except those who guard (against evil).� (Surah az-Zukhruf:
67) It is related that the friendship which has been established against the will of Allah in
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this world, shall turn into enmity in the hereafter. When the evil- doers will get exhausted
by the punishment and loose all hope, they will call out to the keepers of hell, as said in the
Qur�an, �And they shall call out: O Malik (name of the keeper of hell)! let your Lord
make an end of us. He shall reply: Surely you shall tarry, certainly We have brought you

(the truth, but most of you are averse to the truth.� (Surah az-Zukhruf: 77,78

Gates of hell

It has seven gates, for each of those is a (Special) class (of sinners assigned).� (Surah�
al-Hijr: 44) It is related in �Anware No�maniyah� and `Biharul Anwaar� that when
Hazrat Jibra�eel descended with the above verse of the Qur�an, the Holy Prophet (s)
requested him to explain to him about the qualities of hell, Jibra�eel replied, �O Prophet
of Allah (s)! verily there are seven gates in hell. The distance between each of these gates
is equal to the length of seventy years, and each one of them is hotter than the other. The
names of the gates are: (1) Hawiyah (Lit. meaning a pit) - And this gate is for the
hypocrites (munafeqeen) and disbelievers (kuffar), (2) Jaheem- It is for the polytheists
(those who associate someone or something with Allah), (3) It is for the sabians (Star
worshippers), (4) Lazza-It is for shaitaan and his followers and the magians (fire
worshippers), (5) Hutamah (Lit. meaning that which crushes to pieces) - It is for the Jews,
(6) Sa�eer (Lit. meaning a blazing fire) - It is for the Christians.� When Jibra�eel came
to describe the seventh gate he became silent. The Holy Prophet (s) told him to describe
the seventh gate, to which Jibra�eel replied, �It is for the proud people of your ummat,
who died without repenting for their sins.� The Prophet (s) lifted his head and was so
much grieved that he became unconscious. When He regained consciousness. He said,
�O Jibra�eel verily you have made my trouble two-fold. Will my people also go to
hell�? Then He started weeping. After this incident He did not communicate with anyone
for some days, and whenever He recited Namaz, He wept bitterly. Because of His intense
weeping, all His companions too wept. They asked Him the reason for His grief, but He did
not reply. Imam Ali (a.s) was out on some mission, and so the companions went to the
presence of the Lady of Light Hazrat Fatima (a.s). They went to Her house at the time
when She was grinding the millstone. She was reciting the following verse of the Qur�an:
�While the hereafter is better and more lasting.� (Surah al-A�ala: 17). The companions
related to Her the state of Her Father. When She heard it, she got up and wore her cloak
(chader) which had twelve patches sewed with the leaves of the date - tree. Salman -al-
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Farsi who was present among those people who were moved after looking at the worn
out cloak of Hazrat Sayyedah and said, �Alas! The daughters of Qaiser (Caesars, the
rulers of ancient Rome) and Kusra (rulers of ancient Persia) sit on golden thrones, but the
daughter of the Prophet of Allah has no proper clothes to wear.� When Hazrat
Fatema(a.s) reached the presence of Her Father, She saw His bad state and the state of
His companions and started weeping. She then said, �O Father! Salman is astonished
after looking at My worn-out cloak. I swear by the Lord Who has chosen You as the
Prophet, since the past five years we have got only one sheet of cloth in our house, during
the day on which we feed the camels, and during the night rest on it. And our children
have got a mattress of a skin with dry leaves of the tree of dates.� The Holy Prophet (s)
turned towards Salman and said, �Do you pay heed and take lesson�?. Hazrat Zahra
(a.s) saw that due to excessive weeping the face of the holy Prophet (s) had turned pale,
and His cheeks had sunk in, and as related by kashfi that the earth where He was sitting
had turned wet with tears. She (a.s) told Her Father, �May my life be Your ransom, why
do you weep�? The Prophet (s) replied, �O Fatema Why should I not weep? For verily
Jibra�eel has revealed to me a verse (Ayah) describing the qualities of hell, that it
contains seven gates, which in turn have seventy thousand fissures of fire. And in each
fissure there are seventy thousand coffins of fire, and each coffin contains seventy
thousand types of punishment.� When Hazrat Fatema (a.s) heard this She cried out,
�Verily the one who is fed to this fire is doomed.� Saying this She fainted. When She
regained consciousness, She said, �O the best of creatures! Who is worthy for such a
punishment�? The Prophet (s) replied, �Those from my ummat who follow the passions
of their self and neglect Namaz, and this punishment is quite less when compared to the
other punishments.� After hearing these words each companion of the Prophet came
out weeping and lamenting thus: �O sorrow! The journey (to the hereafter) is quite far,
while the equipment quite less.� While some were crying, �O I wish my mother had
never given birth to me, so I would not have heard about this punishment.� Ammar Yasir
said, �I wish I were a bird, so I would not be stopped (in Qayamat) for accounting.� Bilal
who was not there came and asked Salman the reason for the grief, to which he replied,
�Woe be upon you and me! For verily we will have a dress of fire instead of this dress of
cotton, and we will be fed with the �Zaqqoom� (a poisonous tree in hell).�

((Khazeenatul Jawahir

Related to the severity of the punishment in hell
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Abu Baseer says that I told Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s), �O son of the Prophet! ( 1)
Please admonish me from the wrath of Allah, for my heart has turned hard.� Imam (a.s)
replied, �O Abu Mohammad! Get ready for the lengthy life, the life of the hereafter,
which is eternal. So worry about it and get ready for it. One day Jibraeel came to the
presence of the Holy Prophet Mohammad (s) in a sad serious mood. While other times
whenever he came to the Prophet he came with a smiling face. The Holy Prophet (s)
looked at him and said, �O Jibraeel! what has happened to you, for you look sad and
angry.� To which Jibra�eel replied, �The blower which was used to incite the flames of
the fire of hell has been stopped.� The Prophet asked him as to what the blower was?
Jibra�eel replied, �O Prophet! according to the orders of Allah, the fire of hell was given
air with blower for a thousand years till it turned white. Then again it was given air for a
thousand years till it turned red. While again it was given air for a thousand years and
ultimately it turned dark and black. If one drop of the zaree� (liquid which is the
admixture of the sweat of the people of hell, and the wastage which will be oozing from
the private parts of the fornicating women, which will be boiled in large vessels by the
heat of the fire of hell, and the evil doers will be given to drink it) be poured in the seas in
this world, the entire world would be ruined because of it�s filthiness. If one ring of the
seventy feet chain to be bound in the necks of the people of hell be placed on the earth, it
would melt because of intense heat. And if one shirt of the shirts of the people of hell be
hanged between the sky and the earth, the entire world would perish because of the bad
odor emitting form it.� After saying this Jibra�eel and the Holy Prophet (s) both wept.
When Allah saw this, He sent one of His Angels to Him. The Angel said, �O Prophet! Allah
sends salutations to you, and says that surely He has kept this punishment far away from
you� After this whenever Jibra�eel came to the Prophet, He was in a good mood.�
Imam Sadiq (a.s) continued, �on that day the dwellers of hell will become aware of
Allah�s great chastisement, likewise the dwellers of paradise will also become aware of
Allah�s Mercy and Blessings. Then the evil-doers will be thrown into the fire of hell, they
will try hard for seventy years and finally come to the mouth of hell. Then the Angels
standing there will strike their heads with iron clubs, and they will again fall into the
bottom of the pit. They will then be given new skins so as to repeat and prolong this
punishment.� Then Imam (a.s) asked Abu Baseer, Is this enough for you�? He replied,
�Verily it is enough.� (2) A tradition has been narrated from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s)
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that the Holy Prophet (s) said, �on the night of my ascension (Me�raj) when I reached
the first heaven I saw all the Angels rejoicing, but one of them was quite different from
the others. His face was fearful and showed signs of anger. He saluted me but unlike
others did not smile at me. I asked Jibra�eel as to who he was. Jibra�eel replied,
�verily You should fear him, for we all fear him. This Angel is the keeper of hell. From the
day Allah appointed him as the keeper of hell his anger and wrath increases for Allah�s

enemies. And when Allah shall order him to take revenge upon His enemies, he shall do so
with harshness and severity. If he had ever met anyone joyously, he would also have
smiled at you.� I saluted that Angel and he answered me and gave me good news of
paradise. Then I told Jibra�eel, �O Jibra�eel! tell him to let me have a glimpse of hell.�
Jibra�eel requested him and he lifted the veil off and opened one of the doors of hell.
Suddenly flames of fire erupted from it which reached the sky and covered it entirely, and
started roaring a raging and creating terror. I told Jibra�eel to request him to put back
the veil. The keeper of hell ordered the flames which had reached the sky to go down.�
(3) Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says that, �Allah has not created any man but with two
places, one in paradise and the evil -doers in hell, a caller will call out to the dwellers of
paradise and say, �Look towards hell.� They shall do so, and they will be shown their
place in hell which would have theirs if they had sinned. When they see it they will be so
much excited, that had there been death in paradise, they would have died of happiness.
Their happiness will have no bounds for �praise be to Allah, and thank Allah that He has
saved us from this punishment.� In the same manner it will be said to the dwellers of
hell, �lift your heads up and see, this would have been your place (in paradise) if you had
believed.� They will become so much depressed, that had there been death in hell, they
would have died of grief. Then the places of the people of hell (in paradise) will be given to
the people of Paradise and vise versa. This is the interpretation of the verse of the
Qur�an, �These are they who are the heirs, who shall inherit the Paradise, they shall
abide therein.� (Surah al-Mo�meneen: 10, 11) (4) The Holy Prophet (s) says, that when
the good-doers will be put into Paradise and evil-doers into hell, a caller will call out, �O

the people of Paradise! And O the people of hell! Will you recognize death if we show it to
you giving it a form�? They will reply, �No we will not be able to recognize it.� Then
death will be given the form of a cattle and made to stand between Paradise and hell, and
it will be said to them, �look, this is death.� Then the cattle (death) will be sacrificed by
the orders of Allah, and it will be said to the people of Paradise: �Now you shall always
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remain in Paradise and death will not harm you��, and it will be said to the people of
hell: �You too shall stay in hell forever and death will not relieve you.� �And warn them
of the day of intense regret, when the matter shall have been decided, and they are (now)
in negligence and they do not believe.� (Surah al-Maryam: 39). Then the people of hell
will regret and loose hope of mercy. (5) Imam Ali-al-Murtaza (a.s) says, that for the evil-
doers there has been created a borough between the fire (of hell). There will be chains
bound in their feet, and their hands will be tied with their necks. Their shirts will be of
copper, and dresses of fire. They will be chastised with intense heat. The doors of hell will
be closed for them (So there is no escape), and will never be opened. Cool breeze will not
enter therein, and they will not find immunity from sorrow and grief. Their punishment will
be of different types and increase occasionally. Their state there will no change, nor their
age increase. They will plead with Allah for death, but He will say, �You will ever remain
in this state and taste chastisement.� (6) According to trustworthy authorities, Imam
Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, that in hell there is a well in which some of the people will be
imprisoned. This place is for the arrogant and proud people, the stubborn evil-doers. It
will also be reserved for the enemies of Ahlulbait (a.s). The least punishment here is that
the person (having the least punishment) will be floating in the sea of fire, his shoes will be
of fire and strings of the shoes will also be made of fire. And because of intense heat his
brain will be boiling inside his skull. He will think that his punishment is quite severe, but in

.fact his punishment will be the least when compared to the others

(PARADISE (JANNAT-12

explaination

The literal meaning of Jannah is a green garden, whether in the earth or the heavens.
According to the religious interpretation, it is a place which Allah has created for the
believers (mo�meneen) and His virtuous slaves, in which they shall dwell forever. It is
related from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) in �Sifatush Shi�ah� that He (a.s) said,
person who does not believe in the following four things is not from our Shi�ahs: (1)
Me�raj (ascension) of Prophet Mohammad (s). (2) Questioning in the grave by Munkir
and Nakeer, (3,) Existence of Paradise and hell and (4) Our intercession (Shafa�at).�
Verses (ayah) of the Qur�an are an open proof of the existence of Paradise and hell. �It

is prepared for those who guard against evil.� (Surah al-Aale Imraan: 132) �And the
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garden shall be brought near for those who guard (against evil).� (Surah ash-Shu�ara:
90) It is beyond the capacity of the people of this world to have a comprehension of the
bliss of Paradise. Only a brief belief in it�s existence is sufficient, and one should not go
into details as to where it is or how it is. It can be compared to a child in a mother�s

womb who is not aware of the outside world. �So no soul knows what is hidden from
them of that which will refresh the eyes, reward for what they did.� (Surah as-Sajdah:
17) Regarding the blessings of Paradise, it is writing in the Qur�an: �They have therein
what they wish and with Us is more yet.� (Surah Qaf: 35) �And they shall abide in that,
which their souls long for.� (Surah al-Ambiya: 102) In short, Paradise is a place free of
emptiness and sorrow. Handicap, ailment, and ageing does not exist there. No place for
boredom and uneasiness. There is absolute peace and contentment. Hence it is also

(. referred to as �Darus Salaam�(the abode of peace

Kingdom of Paradise

For the believers there will be a true kingdom on which they will have full control, and
whatever they desire will take place, no one will disobey them. �Verily the people of
Paradise are true kings.��And when you see there, you shall see blessings and a great
kingdom.� (Surah ad-Dahr: 20) It is also related that when the person having the lowest
rank in Paradise looks at his kingdom, it�s distance will be equal to a period of one

.thousand years, and even the Angels will not be permitted to enter it without his consent

Vastness of Paradise

The extensiveness (of Paradise) of which is as the extensiveness of the heaven and the�
earth.� (Surah al Hadeed: 21) It is related that one day Jibra�eel decided to calculate the
length of Paradise. He flew for a distance equal to thirty thousand years and became
weary, then he requested Allah to give him strength. Then again he flew for thirty
thousand times and each time equal to thirty thousand years and then lost vigor. He then
asked Allah whether he flew more or more was left. One Hourie of Paradise came out of
her tent and said, �O Spirit of Allah! Why do you trouble yourself, for you have flown so
much that you have not even crossed my courtyard as yet.� Jibra�eel asked her as to
who she was. She replied that she was a Hourie and had been created for a believer

((mo`min). (Tafseere Umdatul Bayaan
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Food of Paradise

Whatever the dwellers of Paradise will wish, will be made available for them to eat. �And

abundant fruit, neither intercepted nor forbidden.� (Surah al-Waqe�ah: 32, 33) �And

fruit such as they choose, and the flesh of fowl such as they desire.� (Surah al-
Waqe�ah: 20, 21) Abu Sa�eed Khudri relates from the Holy Prophet (s) that He said that
in Paradise birds with seventy thousand feathers will be flying in the air. Whenever a
believer will desire to eat something, a bird will fly down to his eating-carpet and will flap
it�s feathers, and from each of their feathers will fall a dish whiter than ice and more
delicious than honey, and more fragrant than musk, and no other food will be like it. Then
the bird will fly away. �In both are fruits and palms and pomegranates.� (Surah ar-
Rahman: 68) �Amid thornless lote-trees.(and banana trees (with fruits), one above
another and extended shade.� (Surah al Waqe�ah: 28-30) �Gardens and vine-yards.�

((Surah an-Naba�: 32

Drinks of Paradise

Therein are rivers of water that does not alter, and rivers of milk the taste whereof�
does not change, and rivers of drink delicious to those who drink, and rivers of honey
clarified.� (Surah Mohammad: 15) �They are made to quaff of a pure drink that is sealed
(to others). The sealing of it is (with) musk, and for that let the aspirers aspire. And the
admixture of it is a water of Tasneem. A fountain from which drink they who are drawn
near (to Allah).� (Surah al-Mutaffefeen: 25-28) �And they shall be made to drink therein
a cup the admixture of which shall be ginger, (of) a fountain therein which is named
Salsabil.� (Surah ad-Dahr: 17, 18) �Surely the righteous shall drink of a cup the
admixture of which is camphor.� (Surah ad-Dahr: 5) In Paradise there shall be flowing
different types of streams, and the taste and savor of each shall be different from the
other, and their names are kept according to their qualities. And in all these streams the
fountain of Kausar is exclusive which flows from beneath the heaven. It�s earth is softer
than ghee, and it�s pebbles of topaz (zabrojad), rubies (yaqoot), flows in Paradise, and

.on the day of Qayamat will be know as Hauz

Dresses & Ornaments of the people in Paradise

Ornaments shall be given to them therein of bracelets of gold, and they shall wear�
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green robes of fine silk, thick silk brocade interwoven with gold.� (Surah aI-Kahf: 31)
�They shall be adorned therein with bracelets of gold and (with) pearls, and their
garments therein shall be of silk.� (Surah al-Haj: 23) It has been related that the Holy
Prophet Mohammad (s) said, �When a believer (mo�min) enters his palace in Paradise,
a crown of magnificence will be placed on his head, and he will be given to wear seventy
thousand different types of dresses adorned with various gems and pearls. If one of
these dresses is made apparent to the people of this world, they will not be able to bear
it�s Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, that on every Friday Allah presents a dress of
honor for a believer to an Angel (to keep it for him). The believer (in Paradise) wears one
over his waist and puts another on the shoulder, and wherever he goes it�s vicinity gets

.illuminated by it�s light

Palaces of Paradise and their adornment

Allah says in the Qur�an: �And (Allah) will cause you to enter into gardens, beneath
which rivers flow, and goodly dwellings in gardens of perpetuity, that is the mighty
achievement.� (Surah as-Saf: 12) Regarding the interpretation of the �Goodly

dwelling� it is related from the Holy Prophet (s) that there is a palace in paradise made of
pearls, which has seventy houses of red rubies (Yaqoot). And in every house are seventy
rooms of green emeralds (zamarood). And in each room there are seventy thrones on
which are spread seventy carpets, and on each carpet will be seated Hourul Een And in
each room there will be seventy eating carpets, on which there will be seventy types of
delicious dishes, and in each room there will be one servant (male and female) Allah will
give strength to a believer so much that he will be able to derive pleasure from all houries
and digest each types of dishes, this is a great blessing of the houries. �They shall have
high places, above them higher places, built (for them), beneath which flow rivers.�
(Surah az-Zumar: 20) It is related from Imam Mohammad -al-Baqir (a.s) that Imam Ali
(a.s) asked the Holy Prophet (s) regarding the interpretation of the �Higher places� and
asked as to what these higher places are made of ? He (s) replied, �O Ali! It�s wails are
of pears, rubies, and topaz. It�s ceiling is of gold lined with silver. Each �Higher place�
has a thousand doors, and on each door are thousand Angels. In it are spread carpets of

.�soft and colorful silk filled with musk, camphor, and amber

Rooms of paradise and their beautification
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Reclining therein on raised couches, excellent the recompense.� (Surah al-kahf: 31)�
�Therein are thrones raised high, and drinking cups ready placed, and cushions set in a
row, and carpets spread out.� (Surah al-Ghashiyah: 13-16) �On thrones decorated.�
(Surah al-Waqe�ah: 15) The thrones mentioned herein will be three hundred hands high.
Whenever a believer will desire to ascend it, it will bend down and they will sit on it leaning
on cushions. Reclining on beds, the inner covering of which are silk brocade� (Surah ar-
Rahman: 54) The reality of these blessings are best known to Allah. For verily the
magnificence of Istabraq Reclining on beds, the inner covering of which are of silk
brocade (Istabraq) Surah ar Rahman: 54�, Rafraf Reclining on green cushions (Rafraf)
Surah ar-Rahman: 76, �Numariq� And cushions (Numariq) set in a row - Surah al-

.Ghashiyah: 16� can be perceived only by looking at them and cannot be explained

Cups of Paradise

And there shall be made to go round about them vessels of silver and goblets which are�
of glass, (transparent as) glass, made of silver, they have measured them according to a
measure.� (Surah ad-Dahr: 15, 16) �Round about them shall go youths never altering in

(age, with goblets & ewers and a cup of pure drink.� (Surah al Waqe�ah: 17, 18

Houries and Women of Paradise

For deriving physical pleasures in Paradise, Allah has created the �Hourul Een� for the
believers. They have been given this name because �Hoor� means �bright color and
�Een means �expanse and dark-eyed, for the darkness of their eyes will be quite dark,
and their skin pure white. �And pure, beautiful ones, the like of hidden pearls.� (Surah
al-Waqe�ah: 22, 23) �In them shall be those who restrained their eyes, before them
neither man nor jinni shall have touched them.� (Surah ar-Rahman: 56) �As though they
were rubies and corals.� (Surah ar Rahman: 58) �And with them shall be those who
restrain their eyes, having beautiful eyes. As if they were eggs carefully protected.�
(Surah as-Saffat: 48,49) It is related that a hourie� will be wearing seventy dresses, even
then the whiteness of their calfs will be visible. Their bodies will be glowing like the gentle
brightness of rubies. Abdullah ibne Mas�ood says, that he heard the Holy Prophet (s) as
saying, that a light will shine forth in paradise and people will wonder as to what it is. It will
be said unto them that the light has emitted from the teeth of a hourie� who is laughing
seated in front of her husband. �Surely we have made them to grow into a (new) growth,
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then We have made them virgins, loving, equals in age.� (Surah al-Waqe�ah: 35-37) All
of these houries� will be aged sixteen years, while the age of the believers (in Paradise)
will be thirty three years. The hair of the houries� will be curled, their bodies bright and
clean of unwanted hair. �And they shall have Pure mates in them, and in them they shall
abide (forever)� (Surah -al-Baqarah: 25) These houries� will be free from pride and
arrogance and will not envy each other. It is related that on the right side of the hourie�
it will be written:� praise be to Allah who has fulfilled what He promised,� and on the left
side: �praise be to Allah who has relieved us of grief. In a lengthy tradition the Holy
Prophet (s) says, that when Allah created the hourie�, on her right hand was written
�Mohammadun Rasoolullah,� and on her left hand �Aliyyun Waliyullah.� On her
forehead was written �Al-Hasan� and on her chin �Al Husain,� and on both of her lips
�In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, Merciful.� Ibne Mas�ood asked, O� Prophet!
who will have this blessing�? The Holy Prophet (s) replied, �The one who recites �In

the name of Allah, the Beneficent, Merciful� with due respect.� Those Women who die
in faith, their beauty in paradise will be more than that of the houries��In them are
goodly things, beautiful ones.� (Surah ar- Rahman: 70) The women referred to here are
the faithful ones who will enter paradise. In reference to the above verse, Allamah Majlisi
quotes Imam Ja�far as-sadiq (a.s) as saying, that the �goodly things� referred to in
the verse are those women who are believers, the Shi�ahs, and the Wise ones. They will
enter paradise and will be given in wed-lock to the believing men It is related that those
women who did not marry in this world, or those women whose husbands had not
entered paradise, will be given the freedom to choose the believer whom she desires,
and they shall be married to them. But if a women�s husband is present in paradise, she
will be permitted to marry him with her consent. If in the world she married more than
once, the man who has the greatest status (in paradise) and has committed more good

.deeds will be chosen for her

Perfumes of paradise

In Surah ar-Rahman Allah refers to that person who fears standing in front of his Lord for
accounting (for his deeds), and thus refrains from sinning. �And for him who fears to
stand before his lord are two gardens.� Allamah Majlisi narrates from the Holy prophet
(s) that He said �If one of the hoories� of paradise descends on the first heaven on a
dark night and looks down towards the earth, the entire universe will be filled with her
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fragrance.� It is related from Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) that the fragrance of the
perfume paradise will reach up to the distance equal to a thousand years. The sand of
paradise is of musk. It is related in many traditions that the walls, doors, and the floor of
paradise is covered with grass of it�s fragrance will be such that an old man proceeding
towards paradise will reach such a place which is far from paradise at a distance of a

.thousand years, yet he will turn young by just the fragrance

Lamps of paradise

They shall find therein neither (the severe heat of) the sun nor intense cold.� (Surah�
ad-Dahr: 13) In paradise there will not be heat of the sun nor the coldness of the winter
season, there the season will be moderate. The people of paradise will be in no need of
the sun or the moon, for in paradise people�s good deeds and faith (Eeman) will be
glowing. It is related that the light of the houries� will be more than the light of the sun,
they will be like walking lanterns. Palaces of paradise adorned with pearls, corals, rubies,
topaz and emeralds will emit a colorful light and make a pleasant environment. The floor,
vessels, and dresses will be scattering light, and these glowing lanterns will turn paradise
into an illuminated place. Abdullah ibne Abbas relates that one day the dwellers of
paradise will see a light shining more that usual. They will wonder and say � O, Lord! you
had promised that in paradise there will not be sun light and intense cold, what has
happened today ? Has the sun risen�? A voice will come, �This is not sunlight, but the
Commander of the faithful Ali (a.s) and the Lady of light Hazrat Zahra (a.s) are having a
graceful talk and are laughing, and this light has emerged from their teeth which has

.�overpowered the light of paradise

Songs of paradise

The different types of pleasures of this world are nothing when compared to the bliss and
pleasures of the hereafter. There it will be in it�s true and pure form. Songs in sweet and
pleasant voice will be heard in paradise. If the voice of these songs are heard by the
people of this world, they would perish. Prophet Dawood (a.s) had been blessed with a
pleasant voice in the world. It�s effect was such that when He sat to recite the zaboor�,
animals and beasts gathered around Him and entered into a trance. When people heard
it, they fell unconscious while some even died. Imam Ali (a.s) in one of His sermons in
Nahjul Balagha� says while describing the state of Prophets in paradise that: In paradise
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prophet Dawood will entertain it�s inhabitants with His pleasant voice, and will be a
recitor of paradise. It is clear that Prophet Dawood will entertain the dwellers of paradise
with good songs, and the prophet therein will have the strength to bear it. In
�Majma�ul Bayaan� it is related from the Holy Prophet (s) that the best song from
amongst the songs of Paradise will be the one which the houries� will sing for their
husbands (the believers), it will be such that no man or jinni will ever have heard it. But
these songs will be free of music. It is also related that the birds of Paradise will sing
songs. Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) was once asked as to whether there would be music
and melody in Paradise, to which He replied, �In Paradise there is a tree, by the
command of Allah when the breeze will shake it a sound will emanate from it, such that no
man has ever heard such a pleasant and melodious tune. This blessings will be for the one

.�who in the world kept away from (vain) music and songs because of fear of Allah

Blessings and Pleasures of Paradise

There will be various types of blessing in Paradise which our intellect cannot perceive.
Allah says in the Qur�an, �And if you would count Allah�s favors, you will not be able to
number them.� (Surah an-Nahl: 18) In �Tafseere Saafi� it is written regarding the
interpretation of the following verse of the Qu�ran: �Then shall some of them advance
to others, questioning each other.� (Surah as-Saff�at: 50).) that the dwellers of Paradise
will discuss with one another regarding the Wisdom and Knowledge of Allah. Also the
people of Paradise whose parents, children, and friends who died believing and have the
capacity to enter Paradise will intercede for them, their intercession will be accepted
because of their great honor and respect. �The gardens of perpetual abode which they
will enter along with those who do good from among their parents and their spouses and
their offspring.� (Surah ar-Ra�ad: 23) So when the believer enters Paradise, a thousand
Angels will be sent by Allah to visit and congratulate theme. Each Angel will enter the
palace having a thousand doors and offer salutations to the believer and wish him. �And

the Angels will enter in upon them from every gate, Peace be on you.� (Surah ar-Ra�ad:
23, 24) The greatest blessing in Paradise for a believer will be that Allah Himself will
communicate with them. There are many narrations regarding this, but I quote only one
verse of the Qur�an: �Peace! A word from a Merciful Lord.� (Surah al-Yaseen: 58) In
`Tafseere Minhaj� Jabir bin Abdullah Ansari relates from the Holy Prophet Mohammad
(s) that He said, that when the dwellers of Paradise will be busy in the pleasures of
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Paradise, a light will shine forth and a voice will be heard: Peace be on you, O� dwellers
of Paradise. Here it can be stated that as the Prophets (in this world) had the honor of
communicating with Allah, the believers will get this honor in Paradise. Apart from this,
neighborhood of the Holy Prophet (s) and his Progeny (a.s) is no less a blessing. The Holy
Prophet (s) said, �O Ali! Your Shi�ahs will be seated on illuminated pulpits in Paradise.
Their faces will be glowing like a full moon, and they will reside in our neighborhood� In
Paradise there will be eternity and perpetuity (as discussed earlier) which will in itself be a
blessing. In Paradise believers will be seated on thrones facing each other like brothers.
�On thrones facing each other.� (Surah as-Saffat: 44) They will be guest of each other
as stated in traditions. It is also related that daily in Paradise, one Ulul Azm Prophet (The
five great Prophets) will come to visit the believer and will be a host to everyone. On
Thursdays the Holy Prophet Mohammad (s) will be the host, and on Fridays Allah the

.Almighty Himself will invite all for food

INCIDENTS OF GOD-FEARING PERSONS-13

Incident 1

Shaikh Kulaini narrates on the authority of Imam Ali zainul Aabedeen (a.s) that a person
along with his wife and children was traveling in a boat when suddenly it sank. Everyone
else was drowned except the man�s wife, who fell on a log and was pushed away by the
waves to the shores of a barren island. On that island there lived an evil thief who had left
no sin uncommitted. When he saw that woman he asked her whether she was a human
or a Jen ii. She replied that she was very much a human, and that her boat had wrecked.
The man did not say anything but proceeded towards, and embraced her with the
intention of cohabiting. He fell the woman to be trembling and in a troubled mood. He
asked her the reason for her fright. She pointed towards the sky and say, �I fear Allah.�
The evil man said, �Have you ever done this act�? She replied, �By Allah! I have never
committed adultery.� The evil man said, �When you have never committed an indecent
act, why do you fear ? Secondly it is I who am forcing you for adultery without your
consent. Then too you fear Allah. In fact it is I who should fear Him more, for all through
my life I have sinned.� Saying this the evil man stepped back and returned home without
uttering a word. He thought about the sins he had committed all through his life and felt
ashamed, he left his home on way to repentance. On the way he met a hermit and they
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both became friends. The hermit told the man, �It has become too hot, please pray to
Allah to send a cloud to shelter us from the heat of the blazing sun.� The man replied,
�All through my life I have never committed a good act, and hence I do not have the
courage to ask from the Almighty.� The hermit replied, �If this is so, I shall pray and
you say Amen.� They did so, and a cloud appeared and gave shelter on their heads, until
they reached a place where they had to part because their ways were different. They
both bade farewell to one another, the hermit his way and the man his way. To the
astonishment of the hermit, the cloud which was sheltering them went along with the
man. Seeing this, the hermit went to the man and said, �Verily you are better than me,
for your wish was granted while mine was refused. Please tell me as to which good act
you have committed whose effect is such�? The man related the whole incident about
the woman to the hermit. The hermit heard it and said, �Your fear of Allah made you
give up that particular sin and repent sincerely upon all past ones, hence Allah forgave all
your sins. Now in future avoid sinning, and always remain stead fast on the right path and

.never go astray

Incident 2

Shaikh Sadooq relates, that one day Ma�az bin Jabal came weeping to the presence of
the Holy Prophet (s) The Holy Prophet (s) asked him the reason for weeping. Ma�az

replied, �O Prophet! A youth is standing at your door and weeping as a mother weeps at
the dead body of her young son. His state is pitiable, and he desires to meet you.� The
Prophet (s) called him in. The youth came in and saluted the Prophet. The Prophet (s)
answered his salutation and asked him the reason for weeping so bitterly. The youth
replied, �O Prophet of Allah! Why should I not cry, for I have committed a grave sin. I
fear that if Allah takes into account that sin of mine, and no doubt He shall do so, He shall
throw me head-long into the fire of hell.� The Prophet replied, �Have you committed
`shirk�(associated anyone with Allah)�? He said, �I seek refuge in Allah from being a
polytheist (mushrik).� The Prophet asked, �Then have you killed anyone without any
reason�? He replied in the negative. The Prophet then said, �Even if your sin is bigger
than the mountains, Allah shall forgive you.� He replied, �Verily my sin is bigger than
that.� The Prophet said, �Then if your sin is bigger than the seven worlds, the seas, the
trees and whatever is in them, then too Allah is merciful, He shall forgive you. He replied
that his sin was even greater than that. The heavens, the Throne (Arsh). and the Chair
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(Kursi), then too the Beneficent Allah will forgive you.� The man still persisted. Then the
Prophet turned towards him in anger and said, �O young man! Is your sin bigger than
the Almighty.� The youth replied, �Verily my Lord is free from all shortcomings, nothing
is greater or bigger than Him, and He is above all things.� The Holy Prophet (s) then said,
�Who else besides the Almighty has got the power to forgive big sins. The young man
replied, �Truly O Master, no one except Him has the power.� The Prophet said. �Now

then young man, tell me as to what sin have you committed for whose forgiveness you
have lost all hope of mercy.� `The young man replied, �O Apostle of Allah! Since the
past seven years I have been digging the graves of people and robbing their shrouds.
One day a young girl from among the Ansars (the Helpers, the people of Medina who had
given refuge to the Prophet) died and was buried. As usual I went to the graveyard with
the intention of robbing the shroud. 1 saw a newly formed grave and dug it, then I
removed the shroud from her dead body, and leaving her naked started going away.
When suddenly I looked at her, shaitaan tempted me and the girl seemed beautiful in my
eyes. By now shaitaan and over powered me and I turned towards the girl and had
intercourse with her. Then I left her in that state and started leaving, when I heard a
voice from behind me saying: �O young man! May Allah curse you! On the day of
Qayamat when our case will be brought before Almighty Allah, and it will become
apparent that you removed me from my grave, robbed me of my shroud, left me in a
state of pollution among the dead, and I will rise in this impure state on that day. May your
youth burn in the fire hell.� The youth continued, �After having committing this sin, I am
sure that I will not be able to even smell the fragrance of Paradise.� The Prophet replied,
�O fornicator! Go away from me, I fear lest the fire of hell would burn me along with you,
for you have gone quite near to it.� (It should be noted here that this attitude of the Holy
Prophet towards the young man was so as to put fear (of Allah and the hereafter) in his
heart, so that he my feel ashamed and repent sincerely for this indecent act, as will be
seen later). When the young man heard these words from the mouth of the Prophet (s),
he left His presence. He went to the market place and bought food for some days and
went to one of the mountains of Madina to repent. He wore a dress of sack-cloth and
started worshipping Almighty. He put his hands behind his neck and said, �O Lord! This
slave Bahlool of Yours is standing in front of You with his hands tied. O Allah! You know me
well and also my sin. Verily I regret over it and even went to Your Prophet to confess my
guilt. He turned me away from Him thereby increasing my fear (of Your wrath). I now ask
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You in the name of Thy Magnificence, Thy Glory, and Thy Best Names, do not forsake me
and leave me in despair. O Allah! Do not reject my Prayers, and do not turn away Your
blessings from me.� Forty days passed in this state of repentance. He wept such bitterly
that even the animals and beasts lamented over his pitiable condition. When forty days
passed away, he lifted his hands towards the sky and said, �O my Lord! Have you heard
my words? And if You have forgiven me, reveal to Your Prophet to give me the glad
tidings. And O Lord! If You have still not forgiven me, send Your wrath on me, a fire which
would burn me in this very world. But save me from Your chastisement on the day of
Qayamat�`. Almighty Allah forgave him and accepted his (Sincere) repentance. It was
revealed to the Holy Prophet (s): And those who when they commit an indecency or do
injustice to their souls, remember Allah and forgiveness for their faults, and who forgives
the faults but Allah, and (who) do not knowingly persist in what they have done. (As for)
these, their reward is forgiveness from their Lord, and gardens beneath which rivers
flow, to abide in them, and excellent is the reward of the laborers. (Surah al-Aale Imraan:
134, 135) When this verse was revealed, the Prophet came out reciting it and incurred
about Bahlool. Ma�az replied, �O Prophet of Allah! We have heard that he is at so and
so mountain repenting.� The Holy Prophet (s) accompanied by some of His close
companions left for the place. He saw Bahlool standing between two stones with his
hands tied on his neck. His face had turned dark because of the heat of the blazing sun,
and his eyelashes had fallen because of intense weeping. He was saying �O Lord You
have created us humans the best creatures (Ashraful Makhlooqat), and given me a good
disposition and face. I wish I knew what would happen to me (in Qayamat). When You will
forgive me and permit me to enter Your paradise, or forsake me and throw me into the
blazing fire. O Allah! Surely You have favored me, and Your rights are more than me. My
sin is greater than the earth, the heavens, the Throne (Arsh), and the Chair (kursee). I
wish I knew whether you will forgive me or disgrace me on the day of Qayamat.� The
young man was uttering these words and weeping and throwing dust on his head.
Animals and beasts had surrounded him, and the birds had formed a circle around his
head, and were weeping at his pathetic state. The Holy Prophet (s) went towards him and
untied his hands. He cleaned the dust from his hair and said, �Bahlool! I give you glad
news that Allah has forgiven you and promises to save you from the fire of hell.� Then
He (s) turned towards His companions and said. �O my companions! You too seek
forgiveness from Allah just like Bahlool.� Then He recited the above verse and gave the
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good news to Bahlool. Allamah Majlisi in his `Aynul Hayaat� after quoting this narration,
.says that repentance has come terms and conditions which need to be fulfilled

(Conditions for Repentance (Tawbah

The first condition for asking repentance is that a man should ponder upon the Highness
and Glory of Allah, and about the disobedience which he committed. Then he should think
about the severity of his sin. He should know about the punishment which Allah has
promised for him in this world as well as the hereafter (which have been related in the
Qur�an and traditions). Verily this will make him regret his sins, and he will rectify the
loss done. Repentance has the following effects: (1) The bond which existed between the
slave and his Master which had broken off because of sinning, may again become firm, (2)
The person (who is repenting) will pledge never to repeat the sin which he committed,

.and (3) He will strive to rectify the loss done

Sins which need repentance

The first type of sine which need repentance are those which are related to the person
committing it only, and no other person having being effected by it. It�s punishment is
reserved for the hereafter. For example, a man using gold, or wearing a silken dress. The
repentance of this sin is that the person should repent sincerely and promise never to
commit it again. This will become the reason for warding off Allah�s wrath in Qayamat.
The second type of sins are those which are related to another person other than the one
committing it. Again these are of two types (1) Huququllah (Rights of Allah), and (2)
Huququn Naas (Rights of men). If a man has usurped the property of someone, or has
committed such a sin whose atonement is the freeing of a slave, and in spite of being
capable of rectifying it, does not do so, he will not be forgiven. It is obligatory on him to
pay the atonement. And if someone has not recited the obligatory Prayers or neglected
fast, it is compulsory on him to perform it�s elapsed (Qaza) In the case of rights of men,
if a person has usurped someone�s wealth, then he is compelled to return it to it�s

rightful owner. Or someone has lead someone astray, then it is obligatory for him to guide
.him to the right path

Incident 3

It is related from Ibne Babawayh that one day the Holy Prophet Mohammad (s) was
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sitting in the shade of a tree due to intense heat. Suddenly a man came and removed his
clothes and lied down on the earth. He rubbed his stomach and forehead on the ground
arid said to himself �O my soul beware! Allah�s wrath is more severe than this heat�
When the Holy Prophet looked towards him, he wore his clothes. The Prophet called him
and asked., O Slave of Allah! I have never seen anyone doing this before, tell me what has
made you do it�? He replied, �O Prophet! Fear of Allah is the sole reason. I was burring
myself with this heat so that my self (nafs) could understand that Allah�s wrath (in hell) is
more severe than this ordinary heat which I cannot bear.� The Holy Prophet (s) replied,
�You have been fearing Allah as is the right to fear Him. And Allah has been glorifying
and praising this deed of yours in the ranks of His Angels.� Then the Prophet turned
towards His companions and said, �`Go to this man so that he may pray for you.�
When they went to him, he lifted his hands and prayed, �O Allah! Guide us and escort us
to the Right Path, and make piety our provision for the journey (of the hereafter) and

.�make us enter Paradise

Incident 4

It is related from Imam Mohammad-al-Baqir (a.s) that in Bani Israel there was a
prostitute who had seduced and tempted many youth. There lived a virtuous person
among them. One day some youth plotted, that if that virtuous man had a glimpse of that
woman, he too would be tempted to commit sin. When they revealed their intention to the
woman she said, �I swear that until I do not seduce this man I will not go home.�
During the night she went and knocked at the door of the virtuous man. She requested
him to give her shelter for one night. When the man refused to permit her in, she said that
some men of Bani Israel were trying to commit indecency with her and she had come to
take his refuge, She also said that if he did not open the door, those men would disgrace
her. When the virtuous man heard this he opened the door. As soon as the woman
entered his house, she threw away her clothes. When the virtuous man saw her beauty
he was tempted and forwarded his hand towards her. Suddenly fear of Allah overcame
him and he held back his hand. Instead he put it in a pot which was boiling on the stove
nearby. The woman was surprised and asked him as to what was he doing. To which he
replied that he was punishing himself by burning his hand for the sin. The woman was
scared and ran out and told the people that the virtuous man was burning his hand. When

.the people came in they saw that his entire hand had burnt
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Incident 5

Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) narrates, that one day after finishing the morning Prayers,
the Holy Prophet (s) suddenly looked at Haresa bin Malik whose head was falling down
(he was dozing because of remaining awake at night) and his face had turned pale. His
body had become thin and his eyes had gone in. The Holy Prophet (s) asked him, �How

did you arise this morning? And what is your state�? Haresa replied, �O Prophet of Allah
I arose with belief. The Prophet said, Every argument has a proof, what is the proof of
your belief? He replied, O prophet! that very thing is my proof which keeps me unhappy
and shameful, which keeps me awake all night and fast throughout the day, and makes
me hate the things of this world. And my belief in Allah has reached a state. that I see
before my eyes the place of accounting on the day of Qayamat. All the people are in front
of me, and I see the dwellers of paradise sitting on their pleasantly with one another. On
the other hand. I also see the dwellers of hell being engulfed by Allah�s wrath and
wailing. As if the terrible sound of the blazing fire is echoing in my ears.� The Holy
Prophet (s) turned towards His companions and said, �Look as to how Allah has
enlightened his soul with the light of faith.� Then He turned towards Haresa and said,
�O Haresa! Always remain like that.� Haresa replied, �O Prophet! pray to Allah to
present me with Martyrdom.� The Prophet fulfilled his request and prayed for him. After
some days the Prophet sent him along with Ja�fare Tayyar (the brother of Ali) for Jehad,

.where he attained martyrdom along with nine other people

(Tradition of Abu Darda and Supplication (Munajat) of Ali (a.s

Ibne Babawayh relates from Umru� bin zubayr that one day the prophet (s) was sitting
with His companions. We started discussing about the worship and virtues of the Martyrs
of Badr and Ahlulbait (A.S). Suddenly Abu Darda said., �O people! I would like to introduce
to you a person whose wealth is the least amongst all the companions, but his worship
and piety is more than anyone else.� People asked him as to who that person was? He
took the name of Ali (a.s) and people turned their faces away from him. One man from
among the Ansar got up and told him, �O Abu Darda! Today you have made such a claim
when nobody supports you� Abu Darda replied, �I have told you whatever I have seen
with my eyes, while you say only that which you hear from others. Listen what I have to
say and then judge. One day I met Imam Ali (a.s) in Nakhlistan of Bani Najjar. I saw that
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Ali (a.s) was hiding from the view of His companions and was standing behind a tree. He
called out a sad and sorrowful voice: O Allah! How many grievous crimes I have
committed. And instead of punishing me, You have acted with temperateness. And I have
committed many mistakes and errors but You have not disgraced me nor humiliated me,
instead You had mercy on me. O Allah! If my age passes in Your disobedience, and the
scrolls of my deeds get filled with sins, I shall not wish for any thing else except Your
Mercy and Beneficence.� I hid myself in the nearby bushes to hear what He said, I saw
Ali (a.s) reciting many units (Rak�at) of Namaz, and after Finishing each Namaz He
became engrossed in supplications, weeping and wailing. The supplication which He
recited was: �O Allah! When I think about Your Mercy and Beneficence, sins seem light in
my eyes. But when I think about Your anger and wrath, these very sills become heavy for
me. Mercy be on. me when I see these sins of mine written down in the scrolls of my
deeds, which You have noted down. And mercy be on me when You will order Your Angels
to imprison me. Verily I lament upon this imprisonment. The prisoner whose retribution of
sins will not even save his group. And while group would not reach up to help him, and the
people of Qayamat will pity his bad state. O that fire, which melts the liver and kidneys,
and cracks the skulls.� Then Ali (a.s) started weeping bitterly and his voice faded away. I
thought to myself that He must have dozed off due to remaining awake. I decided to
wake Him for the morning Prayers. I shook him constantly but found no signs of life. His
body had turned solid like a dry stick. I thought that He had died due to grief and said:
�Surely we are Allah�s and to Him we shall surely return.� (Surah al-Baqarah: 156).I
ran to the house of Hazrat Fatema (a.s) to give Her the news of the death of Ali (a.s) I
narrated to Her whatever I had seen. She (a.s) replied, �O Abu Darda! This frequently
happens to Ali because of fear of Allah.� I took some water with me and went to that
place where He was lying and sprinkled some on his face. He gained consciousness and
looked at me weeping. He asked me as to why I was weeping, to which I narrated the
whole incident. Then Ali (a.s) said, �O Abu Darda! Do you assume that I will be able to
enter paradise, when all the evil-doers know that undoubtedly they shall be chastised.
And when harsh and short - tempered Angles will have surrounded me from all sides and
take me to the Compelling (Jabbar) Lord. At that moment all my friends will have deserted
me and all people will pity me. You will see my wretched state, when I will be standing in
front of my Lord as a culprit whose bad deeds will have been made apparent �Abu

Darda continued, �By Allah! I have seen no other companion more virtuous and pious
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than Ali (a.s).� I stated below the very words of Ali (a.s) as He supplicated before
Almighty Allah, so that His followers may follow His practice and in the darkness of the
night recite this Du�a in the Mid-night prayers (Namaze Shab). Shaikh Bahai also quotes
this supplication in his book Miftahul Falah. ������ ���� ����
��������� �������� ���� ��������������
������������ O my God; too many have been the astounding offenses of
me which You have been too Forbearing to make me encounter Your punishment for
them. ������ ���� ��������� ����������� ����
��������� ���������� Too many have been the wrongdoins that
You have been too Noble to disclose, out of Your Nobility. ������ ���
����� ��� ����������� ������� O my God; if my days of
disobedience to You have become long, �������� ��� ���������
������� and if my sins that are recorded in the Scroll have become gross,
����� ����� ����������� ������
����������� then I am still hoping for nothing other than Your forgiveness
����� ������� ������ ����������� and I am pleased
with nothing other than Your pleasure. ������ ��������� ���
�������� O my God; when I think of Your pardon, ���������
������� ���������� the consequences of my evildoings are

alleviated; ����� �������� ���������� ����
�������� but when I, after that, think of Your unbearable chastisement,
���������� ������� ���������� my oreal become

greater and greater. ��� ��� ����� �������� ���
��������� ��������� Ah! if I see in the Scroll of my deed an
evildoing, ����� ��������� �������� ����������
which I have forgotten, but You have recorded; ��������� �������
then, You will order them to take me away! ����� ���� ����
��������� ��� ��������� ����������� Then, what
a helpless one I shall be when my clan shall not be able to save me �����
���������� ����������� and my tribe shall be of no avail! ���
���� ����� �������� �����������
���������� Ah! for the fire that cooks well all livers and kidneys! ���
���� ����� ���������� ��������� Ah! for the fire that
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dars by the head! ��� ���� ��������� ����� Ah! for the flames of
!hell

ALLEGORIES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE BELIEVERS-14

Allegory 1

Bilohar says, that once a man was passing through a forest, when a wild elephant
attacked him. The man was scared and started running, while the elephant also chased
him. When the man saw that the elephant had neared him, he became disheartened (and
lost hope of surviving). Suddenly his eyes fell on a nearby well, wherein the branches of a
nearby tree were hanging in it. He caught hold of it and hung in the well. When he looked
at the branches, he saw that two huge rats (one white and other black) were cutting at
the stems speedily. When he looked towards the feet, he saw four serpents coming out of
their holes. While when he looked inside the well, he saw that a large python was ready to
swallow him, with it�s mouth wide open. Again when he looked on top, he saw a branch
filled with honey. The sweetness and savior of the honey made him negligent about the
danger of the pythons who could devour him any moment. The well (referred herein) in
the world which is full of miseries and misfortunes. The branches being the life of man
and the two rats being the days and nights which reduce a man�s age. The four
serpents are the four elements by which a man is created, viz. wind, bill, phlegm, and
blood. Man is unaware of these and does not know as to which of these four would
become the cause of his death. The huge python is death which is always prepared to
devout man, while the branch full of honey are the pleasures and luxuries of this world
(which man sucks negligently). This is the best example of a man remaining engrossed in
the fancies of this world and being careless of death and the hereafter. It is related from
Imam Ali (a.s) that once He was passing through the market of Basra and the saw some
people busy in buying and selling. He started weeping and turned towards them and said,
�O slaves of the word! And to the kings of this world You are spending your days in false
swearing, interest- eating, and sleeping a sound sleep at night. And these pleasures have
made you forget the hereafter. when will you gather provisions for the journey, and when
will you start thinking about the hereafter�? (Here some couplets have been quoted
which I do not include in my translation- translator) The Holy Prophet (s) says: �Those

people who have become forty years of age, are like crops whose time of harvesting has
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neared. Those who become fifty years of age hear a voice calling out: What good deeds
have you sent forth before you, and what are you leaving behind you? Those who reach
sixty years of age are ordered to become ready for accounting in Qayamat, and those
who become seventy years of age hear a voice calling out: Count yourself among the
death.� It is related in traditions that a cock calls out daily: O negligent ones! Take the
name of your Lord and remember Him. (Here the author quotes some couplets of Shaikh

(Jami I do not state -translator

Allegory 2

This allegory is regarding those people who love this world, but thereafter are deceived
by it. Bilohar says, that there a town in which people had the habit of getting hold of a
traveler (who would be totally knew there and unaware of their conditions), and make
him the king. The king would be under the impression that he would rule over them all
over his life. After exactly one year they would strip him off his belongings, and clothes
and banish him empty handed from the town. The king would then roam alone hungry
and thirsty and surrounded by miseries, lamenting; upon his misfortunes. One day a
traveler entered the town, as usual the people caught hold of him and made him the king.
The person due to his acuteness and talent concluded that he was totally unaware of
their conditions and habits, and was a stranger. Hence he should not rely on them and
attach himself to them. He called a wise man from that town and came to know of the
people�s intentions. He asked him about how would the people treat him. The man said
that after one year they would banish him empty- handed and ruin him. Hence he
counseled him, �Beware, and during this period (of your kingship) gather whatever
provisions you can, and keep it at that place where they shall banish you. So that after
they do as in tented, you do not have to regret, and can live a contented life.� The king
followed the person�s advise. After one year the people banished him (as was their
habit), and sent him to that place. But because he had gathered provisions there, he was
saved from ruination. Allah says in the Qur�an: �And whoever does good, they prepare
(good) for their own souls.� (Surah ar-Room: 44) Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, that
the good deeds of a person enters Paradise long before him, and prepares a house for
him there. Imam Ali (a.s) says, �O son of Adam! Master your rebellious self, and spend
your wealth in a way which would benefit you even after your death, when you will have
no wealth left.� (Couplets) The Holy Prophet (s) says, �know that every man will return
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towards the deeds which he performed (when alive), and will repent upon those that he
left behind (unperformed)� it is written in Amali� of Shaikh Mufeed and Tareekhe
Baghdadi�, that Imam Ali (a.s) once saw Prophet Khizr (a.s) in a dream and asked for His
advise. Khizr turned His palm towards Him on which was written: you were a corpse, and
Allah gave you life, and very soon you will turn into a corpse. Start building a home for the

.�eternal world, and do not get engrossed in (preparing) the house of this world

Allegory 3

It is related that once there was an intelligent, wise and a kind king. He was dedicated to
the well-being of his subjects and always inquired about their affairs. His vizier was also
concerned about the people�s welfare and assisted the king in this deed. Both of them
were friendly towards one another and shared their views. The vizier remained busy in
serving the scholars and virtuous men. He listened to their wise words and was ready to
sacrifice his life for them. His heart was always inclined towards the abandonment of this
world and it vanishes. But for fear and of the king, he kept it in his heart and worshipped
the idols to please the king, so that he would not harm him. He remained worried about
the king�s deviation and error, in spite of his kindness and mercy. He was always on look
to get an opportunity to guide the king towards the right. One night when everyone slept,
the king told his vizier, �.Come, we shall ride to the town and see in what state are my
subjects living. � The vizier replied that it was a good idea. Both of them mounted and
started going around the town. During their stroll they passed from near a garbage place
and saw a light coming out of it. The king told the vizier, �We should follow this light and
see as to what�s happening inside.� They came down from their mount and went to
that place. When they, peeped inside the crevice, they saw an ugly and indigent man
wearing dirty clothes sitting inside reclining on the garbage. He was beating a drum and in
front of him was kept a glass of wine. An ugly woman wearing soiled clothes was standing
opposite him. When the man asked for wine she served it, and when he played the drum
she danced. When he drank wine, the woman praised him in a manner as people praise
the kings. He too praised the woman and called her �Sayyedatun Nisa� (Mistress of the
women). They were glorifying each other�s beauty and spending a life of peace and
happiness. The king and his vizier stood there for some time and saw what they did. They
were surprised at these two who were happy even though living a degraded and debase
life. They returned back, and the king asked, Did you see them how happy they are, in
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spite of being in such a dirty condition. Our happiness when compared to theirs is nothing.
And I think that they always remain like that. When the Vizier head these words from the
mouth of the king, he found the time appropriate to advise and said King, In the eyes of
those who recognize the True King, this world and it�s luxuries are equal to this garbage
place. The palaces and castle which we built bearing hardships, are equal to the ugly
faces of these two whom we just saw. And the comforts and pleasures of this perishable
world (in their eyes) are like these two�s rejoicing at no true happiness. The King asked
the Vizier as to whether he knew such people. The Vizier replied, yes, I do know them.
The king asked as to who there were and where they lived? The Vizier replied, They are
those people who love the religion of Allah, and aware of the kingdom of the hereafter
and it�s bliss. They always remain eager for the felicity of the hereafter. The king then
asked him as to what is the hereafter? He replied, It is a place of place and contentment,
where there shall be no troubles and anxieties. It is such a wealth after which a person
does not remain dependent of anyone. Then he briefed the king about the characteristics
of the hereafter. The king heard his words and said, �Do you know the way and means
to acquire this felicity�? The Vizier replied, �Yes, it is for those who strive to seek this
road (to religion and the hereafter).� The king was impressed and desired to seek the
hereafter. He then told the Vizier why he never informed him about it previously nor
related it�s characteristics? The Vizier said that he was afraid of his kingship and dignity.
The king replied, �Whatever characteristics (of the hereafter) you have related to me
are not to be ignored. But one should strive to seek them, so that we may be
characterized by it�s characteristics and succeed,� The Vizier said, �O king! If you
permit me, I will relate these characteristics in detail to you, so that you may become fully
acquainted with them, and your belief may become firm.� The king was happy and said,
�In fact I order you to do so day and night, so that I may not become engrossed in
anything else and become negligent of it. One should not neglect this act, for it is a
wonderful and excellent, and we should not avoid such a good duty.� Thereafter the
Vizier daily advised the king and guided him to the right path. Here we quote a sermon of
Imam Ali (a.s) as a gift for the believers: �O people! Beware of this deceitful world, for it
has attracted the hearts towards evil by it�s elegance and beauty. It has subdued your
wishes by false promises. This world is like a woman has adorned herself only for
marriage, and due to her beauty deceives men and attracts them towards her. She
ultimately kills her husbands with her own hands. So the present people should take
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lessons from those people in the past who had fallen prey to it, and save themselves from
it�s conceit.� Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) says, that once the world came to Prophet
Isa (a.s) in the form of a blue-eyed woman. He asked her as to how many husbands she
had? She replied that she had infinite husbands. He then asked her, �Did you divorce all
of them �? She replied, �No, rather I ruined them and killed them. Prophet Isa (a.s) said,
�Woe be to those men who shall marry you (who shall be tempted by your allurements),
and do not take heed from her earlier husbands (the followers of the world who were
ruined by it).� Imam Sadiq (A.S) then said, �Hence Allah has kept it (the world) friends
and virtuous servants away from her, and left it for His enemies. Allah was happy to see
His Prophet tie a stone on his stomach. Prophet Moosa ate grass, so much that the
greenery was seen through his stomach, for his flesh had melted and his skin became
thin.� In praise of Allah�s friends (Awliya) and His Prophets (Ambiya) He (a.s) says,
�Prophets compared this world to a garbage place where the corpses lay, eating of
which is not lawful. Hence they never ate to their full, but only ate to extend that they
could survive. In the sight of the Prophets it is such a corpse, that a person passing from
near it, covers his mouth and nose to save him self from near it�s bad odor. Hence they
pursued that much that would make them reach their destination and never satiated
themselves. The Prophets were astonished at the people who strived to gather this world
and filled the stomachs. The Prophets are pleased with their state, and are happy to be
saved from the prosperity of this world. O my brothers! By Allah! This world has never
been a well-wisher of anyone, in fact it is more dirty and polluted than a corpse. The
person who does the job of coloring leather is not troubled by it�s bad odor because he
is used to it. But a man passing by will be offended by it. The Holy Prophet (s) says, O men!
When you see the people of this world running after it, do not follow them, because they
quarrel with one another to seek it. They are barking dogs and are like the small ones.
(here the author quotes some couplets of Hakeem Sanai which I do not quote -
translator). Imam Ali (a.s) says that By Allah! In my eyes, this world is worse than the
fleshless bone of a pig given in the hands of a leper. Bone is considered to be the most
degraded part of a human body, and that too of a pig, which is in the hands of a leper,

.both being dirty and unclean than one another

Allegory 4

This is narrative of a person who was being blessed by Allah. But when the time of trials
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and tribulations came, he became ungrateful and left the door of the True giver of
blessings, and went to the door of others, the deed which was not worthy. This incident
has been quoted by Shaikh Bahai in his book Kashkol. We narrate below this incident
briefly. A worshipper was passing his days in a cave on one of the mountains of Lebanon,
like the people of Kahf. He had estranged himself from everyone except Allah, and he
considered solitude to be the best treasure of his honor. He fasted during the day, and at
night he got a loaf of bread, half of which he ate at the evening during �Iftaar�, while
the other half during �Sehar�. And this moderation had made his heart contented, He
passed his days in such a state. He was never ready to leave the mountains and go to the
town. It so happened that one night he did not get the bread to eat, and so he became
weak and exhausted. He recited the evening prayers with difficulty for his mind was
eager for food. Because of hunger he could neither pray nor sleep. When it dawned, the
worshipper left the mountain and went to a nearby town whose inhabitants were fire
worshippers and searched for food. He knocked at the door of a fire-worshipper and he
gave him tow breads. He thanked him and left for the mountain. At the house of the fire-
worshipper there was a dog whose bones and veins were visible due to starvation. The
dog seemed quite hungry. When the dog saw the worshipper going with the bread, it ran
after him and caught hold of his shirt. The worshipper was scared, and in order to save
himself from the dog�s bite, threw a bread at it. The dog ate the bread and again ran
after him. The worshipper was all the more scared and threw the second bread towards
it. After eating the bread, the dog again ran after him. It started barking and tore his
clothes. When the worshipper saw this, he turned towards the dog and said, � I have
never seen a more ungrateful creature than you. Your master gave me two breads only,
which you wretched soul snatched away from me. Why do you now run after me tearing
my clothes.� The dog relied, �.O pious man! I am not ungrateful nor shameless, it is you
who are so. Since my childhood I have been living with this fire-worshipper, and look after
his cattle. Sometimes he gives me bread, while sometimes a handful of bones. Sometimes
he forgets to feed me and I starve due to hunger. It also happens that many days pass
without me getting anything to eat. And many times this man himself does not have
anything to eat I do not go to any other door, for I have grown up here and have got
refuge. Whenever I am fed, I offer thanks, and when I have to remain hungry, I bear
patiently (and do not grumble at my master). This is my habit. While when you did not get
food for one night, the foundation of your patience broke. You left the door of the `True
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Sustainer�, and came begging to the door of His enemy. You left your Lord for the sake
of a morsel of food. O wise man! Now you judge as to who is ungrateful and shameless,
yourself or me�? When the worshipper heard these words. he deplored himself and
repented. (Here Shaikh Bahai addresses himself and says) O Bahai, having the soul of a
dog. If you do not have patience (and trust in your Lord) you are worse than that dog. It is
appropriate to quote here the words of Shaikh Sa�adi: Man is the best creature (Ashraful
Makhluqaat), while the dog is a wretched soul. And all wise men opine that a faithful dog is
better than an ungrateful man. Because the dog never ever forgets a morsel of food fed
to it, even though it is hurt a hundred times. While even if a man is fed throughout his life.
then too he will be ready for combat for small things. Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) and His
slave It is related that Imam Ja�far -as-Sadiq (a.s) had a slave. Wherever the Imam
went, he accompanied Him. And when Imam (a.s) went to the Mosque, he would look
after His mule. One day the slave was sitting at the door of the Mosque catching hold of
the mule, when there came some travelers from Khurasan. One of them said, �O slave!
Will you plead to your master Imam Sadiq (a.s) to accept me as His slave in your stead,
and we shall surely pay you for this.� The slave replied, �Yes I shall plead for you and
talk to my Master.� He then went to the presence of Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s) and
said, �O Master! May my life be your ransom. You are well aware of my services to you.
If ever Allah gives me an opportunity of acquiring wealth, will you stop me from it�?

Imam (a.s) said, �I myself will give you that much wealth, but will not let you ask from
anyone else.� The slave then narrated the talk he had with the traveler from Khurasan.
Imam (a.s) heard it and said, �If you do not like living with me, I give you liberty to go,
and accept him in your stead.� After hearing these words, the slave turned his back and
started going. Imam Sadiq (a.s) called him back and said, �In exchange of your services,
I would like to counsel you, which will benefit you. When the day of Qayamat comes, the
Holy Prophet (s) will be connected to Allah by His light. And Ali (a.s) will be joined together
with the Holy Prophet (s), and we (the Aimmah) will be attached to him (a.s), and Our
Shi�ahs in turn will be attached to Us. Wherever we go, Our Shi�ahs will be alongside
Us.� When the slave heard this, he said, �O Master! I will never leave you and go, and
will not exalt this world over the hereafter.� The slave then returned to the Khurasani
man and he asked him, �O slave! What has happened, for you went to the Imam in a
good mood, while you have returned with a sad face�? The slave narrated the whole
incident and took him to the presence of Imam (a.s). Imam Ja�far-as Sadiq (a.s)
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accepted his friendship, and requested him to give one thousand Ashrafis to His slave.
This wretched soul (the author) also requests his Master Imam Ja�far as-Sadiq (a.s): O
Master! From the day I have recognized myself I have been standing at Your door. My
flesh and my skin are the outcome of Your blessings. And I desire that during the last days
of my life, You will look after me and not turn me away from Your merciful door. How can
I leave Your door, for the present honor has been given to me because of Your love. O
Master! May I never see that day, when I have to leave Your door, and go somewhere

(. else (I may die before this happens

Allegory 5

explaination

Abul Qasim Raghib Isfahani writes in his book, �Zari�ah,� that one day a wise man
passed by the house of man who was sitting at the door. The interior of the house was
beautiful and well decorated. But the master was in a dirty state, and was ignorant and
foolish. When the wise man saw this false dignity, he detested the man and spitted on his
face. The man became furious and said, �`What an ignoble and foolish act you have
done. The wise man replied, �This is not foolishness, but whatever I have done is sound.
Saliva is thrown in the most degraded place, and in your entire house your face seemed
the most befitting for it.� The wise man hence warned him against ignorance and
stupidity. He advised him, that adornment and beautification of the (perishable) house is
not the way to salvation (when the soul is not adorned with the ornament of knowledge
and wisdom). And it has to be borne in the mind, that knowledge without practice is vain,
and the scholar who does not practice what he preaches is useless. Prophet Isa (a.s) says,
�The most wretched amongst men is the one who is known among people for his
knowledge, but is indolent with regard to practice.� In the end of the book, the author

.quotes some useful supplications (dua�s)for the benefit of the believers

(1)

Shaikh Mufeed in his book � Muqni�ah� relates from Ali bin Mahziyar who quotes
Imam Mohammed At-Taqi (a.s) as saying that, in the blessed month of Ramazan, the
recitation of this dua� every day and night is highly recommended: ��� ���
������� ����� ������ ����� ������ O He Who has
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been always there before all things, ����� ������ ����� ������
And He then created all things, ����� ������� ���������
����� ������ And He then stays while all things vanish. ��� ���
������� ������ ���������� ������ O He Whose like in
not found at all ����� ��� ������� ������ ���
������������� ������� O He; neither in the highest heavens,
���� ��� ����������� ���������� Nor in the lowest
layers of the earth ���� ����������� ����
����������� Nor above them, nor beneath them, ����
����������� ����� �������� �������� nor there is
between them any god that is worshipped save Him. ���� ���������
������� ��� ������� ����� ���������� �����
������ To You be the praise that none can count save You, �������
����� ��������� ����� ��������� So, please bless
Muhammad and the Household of Muhammad ������ ��� �������
����� ����������� ����� ������ with blessings that none

.can count save You

(2)

Shaikh Kulaini and other scholars narrate that Imam Ja�far -as-Sadiq (a.s) had
recommended the following dua� to Zurara bin A�yan. He (a.s) said that this dua� is
useful to be recited by His Shi�ahs during the days of concealment (ghaibat) to be saved
from troubles and anxieties: ����������� ����������
�������� O Allah: make me recognize You, �������� ��� ����
������������ �������� because if You do not make me recognize
You, ���� �������� ��������� I will not recognize Your
Messenger. ����������� ���������� ��������� O
Allah: make me recognize Your Messenger, ��������� ��� ����
������������ ��������� because if You do not make me
recognize Your Messenger, ���� �������� ��������� I will not
recognize Your Argument. ����������� ����������
��������� O Allah: make me recognize Your Argument, ��������
��� ���� ������������ ��������� becasue if You do not
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make me recognize Your Argument, �������� ���� ������ I will
.stray off the path to my [true] religion

(3)

It is narrated by many great scholars that to remain safe from troubles during the days of
concealment, the Shia�ah should recite supplications of Imam Mahdi (a.s) and offer
sadaqs on His behalf. One of the dua�s is as follows: First praise Allah and send blessings
upon Mohammad and His Progeny, then recite: ����������� ����
����������� ���������� ����� ��������� O
Allah: (please) be for Your representative, al-Hujjah, son of al-
Hasan������������ �������� �������
�������� Your blessings be on him and on his forefathers ��� ������
���������� ����� ����� ������� now and at all times
�������� ���������� (please, be his) friend and guardian

���������� ���������� and leader and helper

���������� ��������� and guide and watcher ������
���������� �������� ������� so that You shall allow him to
prevail on Your lands willingly ������������� ������
�������� and You shall make him enjoy it for a long time. (Lastly, may Allah
illuminate the grave of the author of this useful and creative work, Shaikh Abbas Qummi,
and offer him refuge under His Throne in Qayamat and forgive his sins, and also exalt his

(. position in Paradise among the Shi�ahs and faithful slaves of Ahlulbait � translator

Quran

�  ���  �����  �������  �  ����  ��  �����  ��  ����  �
And certainly We created man, and ���  ����  ����  ��  ���  ������  
We know what his mind suggests to him, and We are nearer to him than his life-vein. ��
����� ��������� �� ������ � �� ������ ����
When the two receivers receive, sitting on the right and on the left. �� ���� ��
��� ���� ���� ���� ���� He utters not a word but there is by him a
watcher at hand. ����� Ə�? ����� ����� �� �� ��� ���
���� And the stupor of death will come in truth; that is what you were trying to
escape. ���� �� ����� �� ��� ������ And the trumpet shall be
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blown; that is the day of the threatening. � ���� �� ��� ���� ���� �
. ���  ���  �� ���� And every soul shall come, with it a driver and a witness
ј ����� ���� Certainly ����  ��  �����  ��� � ��� ? ��  ���  
you were heedless of it, but now We have removed from you your veil, so your sight
today is sharp. � ��� ����� ��� �� ��� ���� And his companions
shall say: This is what is ready with me. ����� �� ���� �� ����
���� Do cast into hell every ungrateful, rebellious one; ���� �����
���� ���� Forbidder of good, exceeder of limits, doubter; ���� ��� ��
���� ����� ��� ������� �� ������ ������ Who

sets up another god with Allah, so do cast him into severe chastisement. ���
����� ���� �� ������ � �� ��� �� ���� ���� His
companion will say: Our Lord! I did not lead him into inordinacy but he himself was in a
great error. ��� �� ������� ���� � �� ���� ����
������� He will say: Do not quarrel in My presence, and indeed I gave you the
threatening beforehand. �� ���� ����� ���� � �� ��� �����
������ My word shall not be changed, nor am I in the least unjust to the servants.
��� ���� ����� �� ������ � ���� �� �� ���� On the
day that We will say to hell: Are you filled up? And it will say: Are there any more? �
����� ����? ������� ��� ���� And the garden shall be brought
near to those who guard (against evil), not far off. ��� �� ������ ��
���� ���� This is what you were promised, (it is) for every one who turns
frequently (to Allah), keeps (His limits); �� ��� ������ ������ �
��� ���� ���� Who fears the Beneficent Allah in secret and comes with a
penitent heart. ������� ����� �� ����� ������ Enter it in
peace, that is the day of abiding. ��� �� ����� ���� � �����
���� They have therein what they wish and with Us is more yet. � �� �����
����� �� ��� �� ��� ���� ����� ������ ��
������ �� �� ���� And how many a generation did We destroy before
them who were mightier in prowess than they, so they went about and about in the lands.
Is there a place of refuge? ��� �� �� �И�� ��� ��� �� ��� ��
���� ����� � �� ���� Most surely there is a reminder in this for him
who has a heart or he gives ear and is a witness. � ��� ����� �������
� ����� � �� ������ �� ��? ���� � �� ���� ��
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���� And certainly We created the heavens and the earth and what is between them
in six periods and there touched Us not any fatigue. ����� ��� ��
������ � ��� ���� �Ș ��� ���� ����� � ���
������ Therefore be patient of what they say, and sing the praise of your Lord
before the rising of the sun and before the setting. � �� ���� ����� �
����� ������ And glorify Him in the night and after the prayers.
������ ��� ���� ������ �� ��� ���� And listen on the
day when the crier shall cry from a near place. ��� ������ �����?

����� �� ��� ������ The day when they shall hear the cry in truth; that
is the day of coming forth. ��� ��� ��� � ���� � �����
������ Surely, We give life and cause to die, and to Us is the eventual coming.
��� ���� ����� ���� ����� �� ��� ����� ����
The day on which the earth shall cleave asunder under them, they will make haste; that is
a gathering together easy to Us. ��� ���� ��� ������ � �� ���
����� ����� �И� ������� �� ���� ���� We know best
what they say, and you are not one to compel them; therefore, remind him, by means of

.the Quran, who fears My threat
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Crusade for God's way with your wealth & souls; it's better for you, if you know!" (Holy"
Quran, Taubah chapter, verse 41). Imam Reza (Peaces upon him) said: "God bless
whoever revives our matter! … He studies our sciences and teaches them to people; so if
people know the virtues of our speeches, they will follow us…" ("Oyoon-o-Akhbaar-er-
Reza", Shaikh Sadoogh, chapter 28, 1-307; "banaader-ol-Behaar",the deceased Faiz-ol-
Islam, P.159). The establisher of "Ghaemiyeh center"- Isfahan- Iran: the late martyr
"Ayatollah Shams-aabaadi" – God bless him – was one of the great clergies of this city,
that was renowned for his infatuation with "The High Progeny of the Prophet"(Peaces
upon them), particularly with His Majesty Imam Reza (P.) & His Majesty Imam Mahdi – the
Lord of the time (God hasten his holy advent); and so, he established – with his view &
insight – in the year 1340 A.H. (=1961) an establishment as a way which hasn’t subsided
never, but is going to be followed by others, forcefully & better every day. "Ghaemiyeh
center of computerized researches" – Isfahan/Iran- has begun his activities from the
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Imami" – Be prolonged his honor – with cooperation of a group composed of graduates
from seminary & a few students of college & university, daily & nightly, in different fields:
religious, cultural & scientific... Purposes: defense from Shi'ah limits & extending the
culture of "the Two Weights"(=Saqalain) (=The Holy Quran & the High-ranking Progeny of
the Prophet – Peaces on them) & their theological sciences, fortifying youths motives for
studying into religious subjects, replacing useful objects in stead of hollow senseless
blue-tooth objects into cell-phones & computerized devices, establishing the vast &
extensive cultural area based on Quran & the High Progeny (P.) knowledge – in order to
publish sciences, servicing researchers & theological students, extending reading culture
& enriching free-times of lovers of Islamic sciences soft-wares, presenting necessary
sources to facilitate removing obscurities & dispelling doubts rumored in the society, etc…
- Including Social Justice: that which may be extended progressively by the modern
devices; in addition to being possible to accelerate presenting facilities – around the
country – and publishing Islamic\Iranian culture – around the world – from different
direction. - Some of the vast activities of the center: A) Print & publish tens of books,
brochures, monthlies, with celebrating Reading Matches. B) Produce hundreds of
research soft-wares, able to run in the computer & cell-phones. C) Produce Three-
dimensional Exhibitions, Panorama, Animations &… Religious or touring Places, etc… D)
Establish the web-site: www.Ghaemiyeh.com & other sites. E) Make product demos,
lectures &… for exhibiting in satellite networks F) Launch & Support scientifically religious,
moral, theological questions; Tel: 0098-311-2350524 G) Plan the automatic & handheld
system of Blue-tooth, Web-Kiosk, & SMS H) Honorary Cooperation with tens centers
natural & legal, such as: the houses of Authorities, seminaries, universities, religion places
as like "Jamkaraan" mosque. I) Celebrate conferences, and carry out Preschool plan,
particular to children & adolescents participant in the meeting. J) Celebrate Common
Educational Courses & Instructor Training Periods (in person & virtual) length of a year.
Central Office: "Ghaemiyeh" building / "Masjed Sayyed" avenue / between "Panje
Ramadan" street & "Vafa'ei" crossroads / Isfahan / Iran Establishment Date: 1385 A.H.
(=2006) Registration No.: 2373 National ID: 10860152026 Web-Site: www.ghaemiyeh.com
Email: Info@ghaemiyeh.com Internet Store: www.eslamshop.com Tel: 0098-311-2357023-25
Fax: 0098-311-2357022 Tehran Office: 0098-21-88318722 Business & Sales: 0098-913-2000109
Users Affairs: 0098-311-2333045 Important Point: The current budget of this center, is from
donations, popular, non-profitably, non-governmental, gathered by a group of
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benefactors, but it doesn’t answer for the ever-increasing & large quantity of the current
religious & scientific affairs and cultural development projects; so, this center trusts the
main owner of this house (Ghaemiyeh) and additionally, it hopes The God's Reminder:
Imam Mahdi "Ghaa'em" (May God hasten his glad advent) to make successful all – each

.one his ability – in this great project; God-willing! & God is the owner of success
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